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ABSTRACT 
 
The focus of this study was to identify major conceptual difficulties that selected 
public high school physical science students encounter in understanding a standard 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram. A research-driven, modified version of that standard 
diagram was used in this study to determine the value added to student understanding of 
electromagnetic waves. A content analysis was performed on electromagnetic spectrum 
diagrams found in US textbooks from the 1950s through the present. A class of public 
high school physical science students participated in a study consisting of four activities 
conducted during a three-week unit. Students were given a pre- and post-achievement test 
and a pre- and post-survey on the regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. At the 
conclusion of each activity, selected students were interviewed and each co-constructed a 
concept map with the researcher. The Electromagnetic Spectrum Literacy Rubric (ESLR) 
was designed and used to assess students’ conceptual understanding periodically as they 
proceeded through the unit study. A mixed methods analysis was performed, employing 
both qualitative and quantitative data. A paired t- test determined that there was a 
statistically significant difference (p = 0.014) between the pre- and post-achievement test 
scores for the class of students participating in the unit study. Effect sizes also determined 
that students have difficulties with mathematical calculations and wave properties. These 
topics present conceptual challenges which must be overcome to understand and use an 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram effectively.  
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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Rationale 
 In the history of the physical sciences, and more generally education, data 
graphics have played an important role in the construction of understanding in students. 
In fact, graphics have served as an important educational tool for the construction of 
knowledge and student engagement in meaningful learning. Tufte (2001) states that “data 
graphics visually display measured quantities by means of the combined use of points, 
lines, a coordinate system, numbers, symbols, words, shading, and color” (p. 9). A well- 
designed graphic reveals information; whereas a poorly designed graphic can fuel 
misconceptions.  For these reasons, the quality of the graphic is paramount to the quality 
of understanding, and perhaps education as a whole.  
Physical science and physics texts are filled with graphics intended to aid student 
understanding of physical concepts. The most important, and perhaps most neglected, 
graphic in physics is the diagram representing the electromagnetic spectrum. This 
diagram has the potential to aid students in the construction of knowledge pertaining to 
electromagnetism. However, it is largely untapped due to time constraints or lack of 
understanding of its function, as a result of the many forms in which it is presented. 
 Even within a single electromagnetic spectrum diagram, design variation is 
evident. As stated by Tufte (2001), “A scale moving in regular intervals… is expected to 
continue its march to the very end in a consistent fashion, without muddling or trickery of 
non-uniform changes” (p. 60). Preliminary investigation by this researcher of the many 
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forms of the electromagnetic spectrum has yielded a high volume of electromagnetic 
spectrum graphics with irregular scales being used to denote regions of the spectrum. 
 Just as the periodic table is considered the foundation of chemistry (Hill & 
Lederman, 2001) and, indeed, one the most fundamental systems of organization 
(Volkmann, 1996), the same claims can be made of the electromagnetic spectrum in the 
realm of electromagnetism for the topics of physical science and physics.  
Yet, many secondary teachers have lamented the fact that there is too little time in 
the academic year to give a fair treatment to all topics published in most physics books, 
or represented in most state and national content standards. In their study, Sadler and Tai 
(2001) found that high school students who spent more time on fewer topics in their high 
school physics courses performed better in college physics courses than students who 
quickly covered more content. 
In an overstuffed curriculum, the value of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram, 
and most data graphics in general, is untapped. Phenix (1986) points out that the sheer 
volume of knowledge and the rate at which it is covered often frustrates the learner and 
contributes to a sense of meaninglessness. A major progression in the quest for meaning 
can be made by reducing the mass of material in a curriculum to “assimilatable” portions. 
Phenix (1986) writes: 
The second principle for the selection of content is that from the large resources 
of material in any given discipline, those items should be chosen that are 
particularly representative of the field as a whole. The only effective solution to 
the surfeit of knowledge is a drastic process of simplification. This aim can be 
achieved by discovering for each discipline those seminal or key ideas that 
provide clues to the entire discipline. If the content of instruction is carefully 
chosen and organized so as to emphasize these characteristic features of the 
disciplines, a relatively small volume of knowledge may suffice to yield effective 
understanding of a far larger body of material. The use of teaching materials 
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based on representative ideas thus makes possible a radical simplification of the 
learner’s task (p. 11). 
 
Tufte (1997) suggests that data graphics are often representations constructed by 
those who discover explanations. Of these same representations, Tufte (2001) writes: 
What is to be sought in designs for the display of information is the clear 
portrayal of complexity. Not the complication of the simple; rather the task of the 
designer is to give visual access to the subtle and the difficult–that is, the 
revelation of the complex. (p. 191) 
 
The electromagnetic spectrum diagram has the potential to become the 
representative idea for almost half of the high school physics course content: 
electromagnetism. This single topic is also arguably the most abstract topic in the physics 
curriculum. With this in mind, it seems reasonable that designers of the electromagnetic 
spectrum diagrams or publishers of the diagram should focus on giving students a clear 
portrayal of complex topic of electromagnetism. 
 Perhaps a unit study on the electromagnetic spectrum diagram, based on solid 
graphical principles, could become the representative of key ideas of the field of 
electromagnetism as a whole, becoming what Tufte (2001) calls “the revelation of the 
complex” (p.191). 
 The field of chemistry has a diagram that gives visual access to the subtleties of 
the discipline, such as periodicity in the form of the periodic table (Roddy, 2003).  The 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram displays trends comparable the periodic table. Among 
these trends are: the inverse relationship between wavelength and frequency, the dual 
nature of electromagnetism as represented by energy, particle theory, wavelength, wave 
theory, and orders of magnitude displayed in the units of both wavelength and frequency. 
All of these are difficult concepts for high school students to grasp, much like periodicity 
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is difficult to conceptualize for high school chemistry students attempting to use the 
periodic table (Goh & Chia, 1989).  
Despite the similarities that exist between the periodic table used in chemistry and 
the electromagnetic spectrum diagram used in the physical sciences, there exists a huge 
discrepancy in the volume of research performed on the two diagrams. It is the opinion of 
this researcher, based on years of exploration, that strategies for teaching the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram are underrepresented in the literature. Given the 
importance of emerging technologies which tap radiated energy sources from every 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum in designing products for this information age, it 
seems logical that students and society in general begin to make attempts to familiarize 
themselves with the science behind the technology.  The electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram has the potential to help with this.  
The National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996), Science for All 
Americans (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1990) and the Benchmarks for Scientific Literacy 
(AAAS, 1993), each stress the importance of all students, and ideally all Americans, 
becoming scientifically literate. Science for All Americans identifies many benchmarks 
that will aid in the achievement of scientific literacy, of which the following applies to 
the proposed research: 
Information can be carried by many media, including sound, light, and objects. In 
this century, the ability to code information as electric currents in wires, 
electromagnetic waves in space, and light in glass fibers has made communication 
millions of times faster than is possible by mail or sound (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 
1990, p. 91). 
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One of the goals of the proposed study is to provide some research-based teaching  
strategies for studying electromagnetic waves via a well-designed and standardized 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram.  
This research will rely on what Tufte (2001) qualifies as graphical excellence. 
Graphical displays should: 
1. show the data; 
2. induce the viewer to think about the substance rather than about 
methodology, graphic design, the technology of graphic production, or 
something else; 
3. avoid distorting what the data have to say; 
4. present many numbers in a small space; 
5. make large data sets coherent; 
6. encourage the eye to compare different pieces of data; 
7. reveal the data at several levels of detail, from a broad overview to the fine 
structure; 
8. serve a reasonably clear purpose: description, exploration, tabulation, or 
decoration; and 
9. be closely integrated with the statistical and verbal descriptions of a data 
set. (Tufte, 2001, p. 13) 
 
This study will use each of these criteria, along with data collected from a panel 
of university physicists and high school science teachers, to construct a rubric to evaluate 
the many design elements of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram presented in the 
leading high school physical science and physics textbooks in the United States. From 
this evaluation a revised standard diagram will be presented to students in an attempt to 
identify misconceptions of electromagnetism. 
Research Questions 
 The main research question of the proposed study is as follows: After identifying 
the major conceptual difficulties that selected high school physical science students 
encounter in understanding a standard electromagnetic spectrum diagram, can a research-
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driven modified version of that standard diagram improve those students’ understanding 
of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
Additional sub-questions will be: 
1. How did the scientific content and graphic design of the electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram, which is typically found in U.S. physics/ physical science textbooks, 
change between 1900 – 2005 and what are the resultant essential concepts and 
principles it presents? 
2. Which electromagnetic spectrum diagram, of all the diagrams found in six leading 
U.S. physics/ physical science textbooks in use today, does a panel of university 
physicists and high school science teachers prefer as the “standard” 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram, and for what scientific and instructional 
reasons? 
3. What conceptual difficulties do selected high school students encounter in 
understanding the electromagnetic spectrum diagram? 
4. What is the value-added to those same students’ understanding of the 
electromagnetic spectrum by systematically studying a researcher-modified 
version of the standard electromagnetic spectrum diagram? 
Research Vee Diagram 
A research Vee diagram (Gowin, 1981) was constructed to graphically represent 
and summarize this study.  Gowin’s Vee illustrates how a study is influenced by a 
conceptual frame and a methodological frame. The Vee points to the events or objects, 
which is often considered the starting point of knowledge creation (Novak & Gowin, 
1984). As with the scientific method, knowledge production begins with observing 
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patterns in the environment and making record of those objects or events being observed. 
In the case of this study, questions began to form in the researcher’s mind after observing 
different formats of the electromagnetic spectrum used in science textbooks and 
recording those irregularities by compiling the different formats.  
The methodological side of the Vee, often called the “doing” side, is composed of 
value claims, knowledge claims, transformations, and records. Novak and Gowin (1984) 
define value claims as the worth of the conclusions produced by the study either inside or 
outside of the field. They go on to define knowledge claims as the new generalizations 
produced in response to the research questions. Transformations describe how records 
were manipulated in the study. 
The conceptual side of the Vee, often called the “thinking side,” is composed of 
philosophies, theories, principles, and concepts which directly or indirectly impact the 
study. Principles are often distilled from prior knowledge claims (Novak & Gowin, 
1984). Meaning is derived from active interplay between the conceptual and 
methodological sides of the Vee diagram. 
Definition of Terms 
 
Concept Map–a graphic representation of the structure of knowledge in which concepts  
 are verbally linked together in a hierarchy to form propositions. 
Conceptual change–the restructuring of knowledge that occurs during meaningful  
 learning. 
Critical juncture–a point in the process of conceptual change, at which the learner is  
 unable to restructure knowledge and acquire a superordinate concept without  
understanding a pivotal concept. 
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Electromagnetic spectrum–the entire range of wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation,  
 extending from gamma rays to the longest radio waves and including visible  
 light. 
Electromagnetic wave–one of the waves that are propagated by simultaneous periodic  
 variations of electric and magnetic field intensity and that include radio waves, 
 infrared, visible light, ultraviolet, X rays, and gamma rays. 
Frequency–the number of times that something such as an oscillation, a waveform, or a     
            cycle is repeated within a particular length of time, usually one second. 
Human Constructivism–an epistemology which proposes that there is an external and  
 knowable world, and that humans actively construct their knowledge of this  
 world. 
Inverse Relationship–involving two variables that are in a mathematical relationship  
 where, when one’s value increases, the other decreases, and vice versa. 
Meaningful learning–the activation of prior knowledge related to any new information, 
 and the association of the new knowledge to relevant prior knowledge. 
Multifunctioning graphical element (MGE)–a graphic component that communicates 
 information in several different ways. 
Rubric–a tool used to evaluate an intellectual product based on preset values for 
categories. 
Subsumption–the incorporation of new concepts into our existing conceptual knowledge 
 structures. 
Superordinate learning–the acquisition of a new general or superordinate concept, which 
 requires significant knowledge restructuring. 
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Vee diagram–a diagram that visually represents the questions, events, methods, and the 
 theoretical and conceptual foundations of a research study. 
Wavelength–the distance between two points on adjacent waves that have the same  
 phase;  for example, the distance between two consecutive peaks or troughs. 
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Figure 1.1 Research Vee Diagram. 
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THEORIES                                                                                                    RESEARCH QUESTION                                                                                          VALUE CLAIMS                                  
Meaningful Learning Theory                                 After identifying the major conceptual difficulties that selected                                                          A lack of cohesiveness among  
Tufte’s Theory of Graphical Design                      high school physical science students encounter in understanding                                                        EM spectrum diagrams in 
Human Constructivism                                         a standard electromagnetic spectrum diagram, can a research-driven                                                     textbooks creates conceptual 
Paivio’s Dual Coding Theory                               modified version of  that standard diagram improve those students’ understanding                         problems for students. 
Schlechty’s Design Qualities                                          of the electromagnetic spectrum?                                                                                              Diagrams that apply student  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             prior knowledge is an effective 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         educational tool. 
 
 PRINCIPLES                                                                                                          SUBQUESTIONS                                                        
 Pictures are likely to be encoded both                       1. How did the scientific content and graphic design of the EM spectrum diagram, 
 visually and verbally, thus reducing                                  which is typically found in US physical science textbooks, change between 
 abstraction.                                                                          1900-2004 and what are the resultant essential concepts and principles  
 Students construct knowledge more                                     presented?                                                                                                               KNOWLEDGE CLAIMS 
 effectively when they relate new concepts                         2. Which EM spectrum diagram, of all diagrams found in 6 leading US                  A well constructed graph 
 to past experiences or relevant existing  concepts.                   Physics/ physical science textbooks in use today, does a panel                         helps students chunk data. 
 Meaningful  learning occurs when new knowledge                      of  university physicists and teachers prefer as the “standard”                  Student performance is 
 is related to the learner’s prior knowledge in a process              EM diagram, and for what scientific and instructional reasons?                       enhanced when less content  
 that the learner deems valuable.                                                                                                                                                                     is covered in more time. 
 Graphical excellence is attained when data are revealed              3. What conceptual difficulties do selected  high school           
       and abstraction is reduced.                                                           students encounter in understanding the standard 
                                                                                                                   EM spectrum diagram?                                                  TRANSFORMATIONS 
            CONCEPTS   
             Electromagnetic spectrum, wavelength, frequency,                      4. What is the value-added to those same                     Transcription and analysis of   
             Inverse relationship, electromagnetic waves, gamma  rays,               students’ understanding of the EM                         student interviews. 
             x-rays, ultraviolet waves, light, infrared,  microwaves,                       spectrum by studying a researcher-                    Analysis of concept maps. 
             Radio waves, multifunctioning graphical element, chunking                modified version of the standard                   Descriptive statistical analysis of EMS  
                                                                                                                               EM spectrum diagram?                             diagram surveys.  
                                                                                                                                                                                             Statistical analysis of  achievement tests. 
                                                                                                                                                                                             Rubric for analyzing EMS diagrams. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                          EVENTS 
                                                                                                                                    Interviews 
           Concept map co-construction 
                                                         Surveys 
           Achievement Tests 
                                                                                                                                   Compilation of EMS diagrams (historical) 
                                                                                                                                   Compilation of EMS diagrams (present) 
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Figure 1.2 Flow chart of research. 
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Interviews Concept 
Mapping
Student 
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Student 
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Posttreatment 
concept 
mapping
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Posttreatment 
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Analysis of Data
Spring 2007
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CHAPTER 2 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Tufte’s Theory of Graphic Excellence 
 Yale professor Edward Tufte has written three books which reflect his theory of 
information architecture. Throughout this three-volume set, types of data displays are 
discussed and design elements are suggested. Tufte suggests that graphics are a type of 
cognitive art (Tufte, 1990). Graphics stand at the intersection of images, art, words, and 
numbers. Graphic displays of information serve an important function in our society as 
evidenced by their widespread existence in newspapers, textbooks, journals and 
standardized exams. The central theme of each of Tufte’s works is the discussion of the 
elements of a good graphic. However, each book in the set reveals unique facets of 
excellence in graphic design. 
 The first book in the set, Envisioning Information (Tufte, 1990), addresses the 
issue of representing a three-dimensional world within the limits of a two- dimensional 
medium such as paper and pencil. A list of direct methods used to display three 
dimensions of a multivariate world includes three-dimensional computer simulations, 
models, astronomical orreries, stereo illustrations, and small multiple diagrams.  
A common design flaw among educational diagrams is confusion and clutter. 
Tufte (1990) suggests that layering and separation act to reduce clutter and help in the 
comprehension of the graphic. Color is often used to achieve separation. When using 
color to reduce clutter, graphic designers should use those colors that are calm and 
distinctive. Strong colors produce loud noise effects when used on large portions of a 
graph, thus, adding to the clutter and confusion. Conversely, colors can have a positive 
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effect on the comprehension of graphics when used sparingly on a soft background, 
rather than on a bright white background. 
 In Envisioning Information (Tufte, 1990), four fundamental uses of color are 
identified: “to label (color as noun), to measure (color as quantity), to represent or imitate 
reality (color as representation), and to enliven or decorate (color as beauty)”(p.81). The 
best example of this fundamental use of color in information design is found in most 
topographical maps. Color is used to label water, glaciers, and sandy expanses. In fact, 
rivers are colored blue to imitate reality. Most lower elevations are represented by a green 
color, while beiges and browns represent higher elevations. This is an example of color as 
quantifier. Combined, each function of color on topographical maps enriches the graphic 
far beyond what black and white could do alone. 
 Two other design flaws that could lead to cognitive dissonance are what Tufte 
(1990) calls the principle of “1+1=3 or more” and the use of thick grid lines. Each of 
these design strategies distracts the reader of the graphic.  The principle of 1+1=3 or 
more is illustrated when two dark, heavy lines are drawn side-by-side. When this is done, 
a third visual effect in the form of a bright white line appears between the two dark lines. 
This negative white space creates unneeded or often unwanted complexity in the graphic. 
Heavy grid lines used to separate data in graphics also have negative effects. If the grid is 
too heavy or dominant, the data are boxed in. Tufte (1990) refers to this effect as “data-
imprisonment” (p.55).  
The second book of the three-volume set, Visual Explanations (Tufte, 1997), 
examines the logic of depicting quantitative evidence, and considers design strategies for 
the arrangement of images as narrative for the purpose of persuading an audience. Two 
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examples are cited. The first is the story of a London physician by the name of Dr. John 
Snow who used a data map to help end the cholera epidemic in the mid-nineteenth 
century. Dr. Snow used a street map of London to document the locations of deaths due 
to cholera, as well as the positions of local water pumps. Rather than using simple tick 
marks on a chart to show only numbers of deaths due to cholera, Dr. Snow incorporated 
the variable of location. When number the number of deaths was plotted on the street 
map of London, it became fairly obvious that the cholera deaths were centered around the 
water pump on Broad Street. Once that pump handle was removed, the epidemic ended. 
 Graphics are most powerful when they compare data from two or more 
different variables clearly. Tufte (1990) addresses one of the primary functions of a 
graphic, “At the heart of quantitative reasoning is a single question: Compared to what?” 
(p.67). Graphics fail when they fail to represent, or fail to compare. The following 
example illustrates such a deficiency. 
 The example in question involved the events leading up to the launch of the Space 
Shuttle Challenger in 1986 (Tufte, 1990). There were concerns by many engineers that 
the weather conditions on the launch date were hazardous, particularly the freezing 
temperature. The primary concern was that the O-rings on the fuel tanks would not be 
pliable enough in these extremely cold conditions. Those who supported the launch used 
graphics in their presentation that showed damage to the O-rings in prior situations was 
not significant as temperature decreased.  
The problem was that there were no data below the temperature of 55 degrees 
Fahrenheit. The temperature on the morning of the launch date was in the upper twenties. 
As a result, the shuttle and the lives of the astronauts were lost in the explosion caused by 
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damaged O-rings. Tufte (1997) uses this example to illustrate the importance of data 
comparison when designing graphs. Data must be compared to some standard, show a 
trend, or simplify the complex.  
 It is in Tutfte’s book, Visual Explanations, that the topic of disinformation design 
is addressed. Three basic types of disinformation design appear in graphics: (a) visual 
masking, (b) reporting money over time that is not adjusted for inflation, and (c) 
presenting wrong data.  Visual masking is exemplified by the Surgeon General’s 
Warning found on cigarette packs. The warning is printed using all capital letters with a 
heavy box around the text. This activates the negative white space and draws attention 
away from the text itself. Tufte  (1997) includes the example of the seventeenth-century 
map of California to illustrate how graphics can produce and reproduce wrong data. 
The accuracy of visual representations can be checked against the real thing, if 
someone is willing to do the work. Errors do persist, however. A 1622 map 
depicting California as an island was reproduced in 182 variants, as the distinctive 
mistake traces out a disturbingly long history of rampant plagiary. The last 
copyist published in 1745, after which California cartographically rejoined the 
mainland (p. 71). 
 
The proposed study will seek to trace the evolution of the electromagnetic spectrum 
through the twentieth century to determine whether or not inconsistencies were 
reproduced by textbook publishers.  
 Finally, in the third book of the set, The Visual Display of Quantitative 
Information, Tufte (2001) focuses on the theme of graphical excellence as follows: 
Excellence in statistical graphics consists of complex ideas communicated with 
clarity, precision, and efficiency. Graphical displays should: 
1. show the data; 
2. induce the viewer to think about the substance rather than about methodology, 
graphic design, the technology of graphic production, or something else; 
3. avoid distorting what the data have to say; 
4. present many numbers in a small space; 
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5. make large data sets coherent; 
6. encourage the eye to compare different pieces of data; 
7. reveal the data at several levels of detail, from a broad overview to the fine 
structure; 
8. serve a reasonably clear purpose: description, exploration, tabulation, or 
decoration; and 
9. be closely integrated with the statistical and verbal descriptions of a data set. 
Graphics reveal data. Indeed graphics can be more precise and revealing than 
conventional statistical computations (p.13). 
 
However, Tufte (2001) points out that graphics are not always superior data 
displays. For small data sets of 20 or less, tables are superior to graphs. In fact, several 
mistakes have been made in graphical design, including inconsistent design variation 
within a graph and hyperactive designs causing optical illusions. In most cases, a 
horizontal graph orientation is more advantageous than a vertical graph orientation due to 
reading patterns established in childhood. 
Comprehension of Graphics 
 The construction of a graphic involves the encoding of information primarily by 
position, shape, size, symbols, and color (Cleveland & McGill, 1985). Graphics are 
successful when the reader is able to decode the information. Cleveland & McGill (1985) 
contend that the quality, sophistication, and technical merit of a graph are unsuccessful if 
the reader fails to decode the information. Research has found that many students can 
produce a graph but have difficulty saying what it means (Redish, 1994). Although there 
is no set recipe for constructing a proper graphic, encoding data can be a success when 
the visual decoding process is understood. Cleveland & McGill (1985) call this visual 
decoding process graphical perception. 
 Kosslyn (1994) indicates that when visual elements are grouped, the mind 
naturally interprets them. Five principles of perception related to the concept of grouping 
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are identified as: proximity, good continuation, similarity, common fate, and good form 
(Kosslyn, 1994).  
Graphs can be technically accurate, but difficult to interpret. Shah, Mayer, and 
Hegarty (1999) pose the following: 
Just as it is not enough for written text to be technically correct in terms of 
spelling, punctuation, and grammar, a knowledge construction viewpoint of graph 
interpretation requires that it is not enough that graphs are merely technically 
correct in presenting relevant information. Instead, different factors, including the 
format of the display, influence what knowledge viewers are readily able to 
construct from the display (p. 691). 
 
Graphs that contain the same information, but different formats, can give readers 
different cues about how to build a mental representation of the graph. 
 In their research Shah, Mayer, and Hegarty (1999) attempt to build a model of 
graph interpretation. It is pointed out that the dominant cognitive model of graph 
comprehension is composed of three major processes. The first task that the reader must 
perform is to identify the important visual features of the graph. The next task is to 
identify the quantitative facts. This step also involves identifying relations that the visual 
features represent. The third process is to relate the quantitative relations to the graphic 
variables (Shah, Mayer, & Hegarty, 1999).  
 Comprehension of graphics, according to Shah, Mayer, and Hegarty (1999) 
involves two skills that must be displayed by the reader of the graphic. The first is the 
recognition of pattern. The reader of the graphic must determine if patterns exist and 
interpret those patterns when they are apparent. The second task is to associate the 
perceived patterns to quantitative aspects of the graphic. Readers of graphics have a 
higher success rate of reading graphs when quantitative information is grouped similarly. 
Shah, Maher, and Hegarty (1999) refer to this as visual chunking. Mayer, et al. (1996)  
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point out that many students have difficulty comprehending topics from textbooks, which 
are the most common vehicles for disseminating information in American schools. 
Meaningful learning occurs when the load on the cognitive system of the student is 
reduced. 
Overview of the History of Science Education in America 
 Since the time of its acceptance into the school curriculum, science education has 
maintained its major goals of reasoning, understanding of the natural world, innovation, 
and creativity. From time to time these goals have competed with one another for the 
attention of the curriculum designers. For example, before the curriculum reform 
movement, creativity in the science curriculum would have met stern resistance by those 
rooted in a more classical approach to science education characterized by rote 
memorization and cookbook laboratory exercises. 
 George DeBoer (1991) pointed out that many science educators are not remotely 
aware of past struggles in the field. 
To many educators the past seems quaint and irrelevant. This may be as much the 
case for science educators as for anyone. The present is what matters. The latest 
idea is what counts. It is rare for science educators to discuss in any depth early 
twentieth-century science education, let alone the ideas of the nineteenth 
century… A study of history reveals that most ideas have had their origins in 
other times and other places (p. xii). 
 
To engage in a discussion of the contributions of science education, it becomes 
clear that its history must be explored. In the nineteenth century, many attacked the 
classical curriculum by arguing that the classical languages should be replaced by science 
in the school curriculum. Science reasoning was promoted by those such as Thomas 
Huxley and Herbert Spencer as the vehicle to free the minds of the masses from the 
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authoritarian teaching of the day. This battle was won. However, the inclusion of science 
into the curriculum alongside the classical curriculum led to a congested and disorganized 
high school curriculum. At the turn of the century, a committee of ten individuals was 
appointed by the National Educational Association to create a smoother transition from 
high school to college that would be beneficial to both the colleges and the secondary 
schools (DeBoer 1991). This committee, headed by Charles Elliot, has come to be known 
historically as The Committee of Ten.  
One of the reports that originated from this committee seemed to contradict one of 
the goals of science teaching. The goal in question is that of innovation or creativity. It 
suggested that undirected activities in the lab were “loose work” (DeBoer 1991). It in is 
this area, creativity, that many of the gifted education researchers later contributed greatly 
to science education. Students were taught strategies for divergent thinking in many 
gifted programs. 
By 1920, another move for reform appeared on the educational landscape. The 
Commission for the Reorganization of Secondary Education was formed based on the 
fact that education was not keeping pace with societal changes. The Committee on 
Science, headed by Otis W. Caldwell, defended the presence of science in the curriculum 
that was based on six cardinal principles (DeBoer 1991).  
As with all reform movements, the opposition was organized on the basis of 
teaching the “fundamentals” and a push for the practical. The next 30 years in science 
education were dominated by the progressives. Progressivism was characterized by child- 
centered education as well as a need to make learning enjoyable and meaningful to the 
student. The importance of real world applications was stressed, as well as the social 
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importance of knowledge (DeBoer, 1991, p. 85). This mindset has reappeared in the 
culture of education. Many believe that science should be made appealing and rewarding 
to students, rather than difficult and structured (Kirkpatrick, 1999). 
 The opponents of the progressives began to verbalize their concerns during and 
after World War II. Many felt that the nation’s security was jeopardized by a declining 
enrollment in secondary schools, personnel shortages in the sciences, and declining 
performance of the American  science student (DeBoer, 1991). A chief concern was that 
the Soviets were becoming technologically superior and it was the responsibility of the 
educational system, science in particular, to keep the United States competitive with the 
Soviet Union. One of the strategies suggested in this time was to make better use of the 
gifted and talented youth of this country. Leaders were beginning to take note of the fact 
that not all students were being nurtured to perform at the peak of their ability levels. In 
this period of history, the concerns of the advocates of the gifted and talented were finally 
being addressed. The concern for the quality of science education may have been the 
catalyst for this increase in dialogue. 
 The constant criticism of many reform minded leaders eroded the progressive 
movement by the late 1950s. A major contention was that progressives had moved 
science education away from its traditional disciplines, thereby compromising intellectual 
values. The launching of the Soviet satellite Sputnik  in 1957 bolstered the position of the 
traditionalists. For the next two decades, they dominated the science curriculum. 
Unfortunately, the educational system of the United States once again became the 
national scapegoat for the perceived dominance of Soviet technology. As a result, the 
Federal Government became heavily involved in the teaching of science and 
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development of the science curriculum. Many claim that the launching of Sputnik was the 
death blow to the progressive movement (Altenbaugh, 2003). 
Just as World War II had fueled the cause of the traditionalists, leading to the 
erosion of the progressive movement, the unpopular Vietnam conflict sparked the rebirth 
of the progressive movement. By the late 1960s and early 1970s, many educational 
leaders became concerned with the state of science education. Many wanted a more 
equitable and humane educational environment that would benefit all learners. The rise of 
scientific literacy and the New Progressivism was accompanied by individualized 
instructional programs due to increased sensitivity to individual differences (DeBoer, 
1991).  Environmental issues began to surface in society as well as the science 
curriculum. 
Today, it seems that the pendulum has once again swung to the side of 
traditionalists. Standardized tests have called for the adherence to state and national 
benchmarks and standards. Again, traditionalists are calling for high academic standards, 
which they feel will be evidenced by high standardized test scores. Many lament the fact 
that the science curriculum is unstable at best. They point to the many shifts in the 
science curriculum as evidence that the role of science is unclear in American society.  
However, maybe with each swing of the pendulum, the curriculum begins to settle 
toward the middle. Each reformation loses momentum due to the fact that a piece of the 
last movement still remains attached to the curriculum. In his 1991 book, A History of 
Ideas in Science Education, George DeBoer points out that both the progressive and the 
traditionalist have something to contribute to the science curriculum. 
Perhaps the primary reason that the role of science remains unclear is that there 
are so many valid and often competing justifications for science in the curriculum. 
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These justifications for teaching science affect what kind of science is taught and 
the ways in which it is taught. A review of some of the historical reason for 
teaching science will help to make this point (p. 216). 
 
Assessment as Part of the Learning Cycle 
 Assessment is an important part of the learning cycle, not merely the end of a 
learning cycle. McTighe and O’Conner (2005) point out that assessment should promote 
learning, as well as measure and report. Assessment can be a valuable tool within the 
learning cycle to help teachers determine the level of comprehension of students and as 
an indicator of which teaching action should follow. For this study, the three categories of 
assessment identified by McTighe and O’Conner (2005) will be used. Assessment can be 
either diagnostic, formative, of summative. Typically, diagnostic assessments are 
administered in the beginning of the learning cycle. These assessments are commonly 
called pre-assessments. Summative assessments usually occur at the end of the learning 
cycle to provide the teacher and student with a measure of the learning that has occurred 
to that point. These assessments usually are in the form of a semester exam, end-of-
chapter objective test, or some type of performance-based assessment. Formative 
assessment occurs as instruction occurs. McTighe and O’Conner (2005) point out that: 
It is said that feedback is the breakfast of champions. All kinds of learning, 
whether on the practice field or in the classroom, require feedback based on 
formative assessments. Ironically, the quality feedback is limited or nonexistent in 
many classrooms (p.16). 
 
Formative assessment is the pulse of comprehension that is concurrent with the 
lesson. It is the indicator of individual student understanding and whole-class 
understanding. Leahy, Lyon, Thompson, and Wiliam (2005) suggest that assessment for 
learning is more effective than assessment of learning.  
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Summative assessments typically are assessment of learning. These assessments 
occur at the end of the learning cycle and information obtained from them is usually used 
in an evaluative function. Leahy et al. (2005) suggest that summative assessments alone 
are ineffective for two reasons: 
First, only a small amount of testing time can be allotted to each standard or skill 
covered in the marking period. Consequently, the test is better for monitoring 
overall levels of achievement than for diagnosing specific weaknesses. Second, 
the information arrives too late to be useful. We can use the results to make 
adjustments to curriculum, such as reteaching or spending more time on a unit… 
but if educators are serious about using assessment to improve instruction, then 
we need more fine-grained assessments… (p.19). 
 
Questioning is an effective formative assessment technique that can reveal student 
understanding and thus gives the teacher an indication of the direction of the lesson. 
Leahy, et al. (2005) classify two types of questions. Range-finding questions help the 
teacher determine where the level of understanding is for the class. This type of question 
helps the teacher determine where to start the lesson. The other type of question is the 
hinge question. This question helps the teacher determine whether to continue on the 
current path within the lesson or turn the lesson in a different direction.  
In addition to questioning, teachers may need to develop range-finding activities 
and hinge activities. These activities could be hands-on tasks that reveal, like the 
previously mentioned questions, where to start a lesson for the day and when to turn the 
lesson in a different direction. Ongoing assessment allows the teacher to gather evidence 
of understanding throughout the learning process (Simmons, 1994).  
When assessment is used in the classroom, whether diagnostic, formative, or 
summative, Travis (1996) suggests that it should be meaningful. The focus for 
assessment has become to establish criteria for assigning grades and reporting overall 
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performance for accountability.  This in fact is an incomplete measurement. Travis 
(1996) uses a medical analogy to describe this. He likens it to making a medical diagnosis 
based on only taking the pulse rate of the patient. The pulse rate is only one part of the 
complete diagnosis. A variety of tests need to be performed on the patient for a more 
accurate representation of the physical condition of that patient. Part of assessment is to 
measure the behavior change or conceptual change in students. Traditional summative 
tests give teachers information that is not complete and, therefore, meaningless. 
Meaningful assessment must in some way enhance the learning of the student (Travis, 
1996). Mintzes, Wandersee, and Novak (2000) suggest that: Some of the most valuable 
assessment activities are those that provide students with opportunities to exercise 
important competencies while doing them (p.110). This would provide the student with 
immediate feedback. Another benefit to this approach is that it gives the teacher real-time 
data to make decisions on immediate lesson design. It is crucial to student understanding 
that assessment be part of the lesson cycle. Ongoing assessment provides critical 
information that can be used as the lesson proceeds. 
Human Constructivist Learning Theory 
 Human constructivism is a view of learning that proposes that students construct 
meaning from interaction with the natural world, coupled with knowledge brought into 
the classroom from previous experiences.  Mintzes, Wandersee, and Novak (2000) 
describe human constructivists as follows: 
Human constructivists believe that the unique quality of the human mind is a 
reflection of its profound capacity to for making meanings. This propensity of 
human beings to seek meaning in their interactions with objects, events, and other 
people serves as the driving force of conceptual change (p. xx). 
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This view suggests that the student becomes actively engaged in the learning 
process to construct knowledge from concepts and relationships between those concepts. 
Vermette, Foote, Bird, Mesibov, Harris-Ewing, and Battaglia (2001) suggest that 
constructivism has emerged as a popular view of learning in the past two decades as 
evidenced by the cover story of the November 1999 issue of Educational Leadership. 
This learning theory is linked to John Dewey and the Progressive movement of 1933. It 
fell out of favor with many politicians and policy makers after World War II because it 
was perceived as being less rigorous than what was accepted as rigor at the time. The 
philosophy did however remain in gifted and talented programs until its recent revival 
(Vermette et al., 2001). 
Constructivism has reemerged as a theory of learning based on the works of 
Dewey, Bruner, Piaget, and Vygotsky. However, the reemergence has not been linear. Ali 
(2004) points out that the different interpretations of constructivism have produced 
radical constructivists who hold that students should work independently with little 
teacher interaction and moderate constructivists who hold that learners should have a 
more rigid learning environment where the teacher plays a greater role as facilitator. In 
this sense of the meaning of constructivism, radical constructivism is most often 
associated with Piagetian cognitive constructivism which holds that the learner works to 
construct meaning in his or her mind from an environment of hands-on learning provided 
by the teacher. Moderate constructivism aligns itself with Vygotsky’s social 
constructivism which holds that social interaction with the teacher and other learners is 
an essential part of the learning process (Jadallah, 2000). Vygotsky’s view of 
constructivism stresses the importance of students working with the teacher and other 
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students to construct and deconstruct thoughts and beliefs. Jadallah (2000) further 
explains that although prior experiences provide a catalyst for learning, the process of 
translating that experience will determine the quality of knowledge acquired. 
 When building knowledge, students require base concepts that build one-upon- 
another. Mintzes, Wandersee, and Novak (2000) use an atomic analogy to illustrate how 
knowledge is constructed. Concepts are like atoms. Atoms chemically bonded together 
form molecules. Concepts linked together form propositions. Propositions then are the 
molecules of meaning. Major propositions are called principles. 
When linked together in precise ways, two or more concepts form a proposition 
(e.g., My chair is made of oak). In the natural sciences, the important propositions 
are those that are generalizable, that is, they apply to more than a single instance 
(e.g., Chairs are important pieces of furniture). Such  widely applicable 
propositions we call principles (p. 51). 
 
An important type of formative assessment that Mintzes, Wandersee, and Novak 
(2000) advocate is concept mapping. This type of assessment allows the teacher to 
monitor the knowledge construction of the student as it occurs. In the concept map, 
concepts are linked together with linking words to form propositions. Since concept maps 
are hierarchical, teachers gain insights into what students deem as most important about a 
topic based on previous knowledge. 
Schlechty’s Design Qualities 
 Schlechty (1997), in his book Inventing Better Schools, outlines five 
considerations to be made by educators for effective school reform. He calls these 
considerations “descriptors of quality knowledge work” which are outlined as follows: 
1. Work that is performed in a class should be attractive enough to the student that 
the students are engaged without coercion. 
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2. The assignment is compelling enough that students persist until the task is 
completed and the product meets the standards.  
3. The task should be challenging enough that students experience a sense of 
accomplishment and delight when the task is completed. 
4. The assignment results in what the teachers and students intended to be learned. 
5. The assignment results in learning things that are of societal and cultural value. 
Each of these considerations played a role in the development of the electromagnetic 
spectrum unit study used in the research of this particular study.  
In addition to the descriptors of quality knowledge work, which Schlechty defines 
as work that uses analysis and logic to solve a problem, Schlechty (2002) outlines ten 
design qualities which have been adapted into lesson design in the county that the 
research on student comprehension of the electromagnetic spectrum will be  
performed. 
 These design qualities are listed as follows, along with questions teachers must 
address or considerations that teachers must make in designing a quality lesson: 
1. Authenticity–Is the assignment being performed related to “real world” 
experiences? 
2. Content and Substance–Is the topic important and current? 
3. Organization of Knowledge–Does the work make sense to the student? 
4. Product Focus–Does the student see a link between the immediate 
assignment and the product to come out of the assignment or series of 
assignments? 
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5. Clear and Compelling Product Standards–Do the students know teacher 
expectations of their product? Have they been presented with a measure of 
that expectation? 
6. Protection from Adverse Consequences for Initial Failures - Is the 
assignment taking place in an intellectually safe environment where 
students have opportunities to correct mistakes as the project advances? 
7. Affirmation of Performance–Is there an opportunity to display the work 
of the students for others outside of the classroom to view or participate 
in? 
8. Affiliation–Does the work lend itself to working with others in a 
cooperative learning setting? 
9. Novelty and Variety–Is there a wide range of formats employed by the 
teacher or does the educational setting change within the project? 
10. Choice–Are students presented with different ways to complete the 
task? 
Schlechty (2002) recommends that faculties use each of these design qualities as a topic 
for dialogue to improve school performance. The research site for the proposed study is 
located in a county that uses Schlechty’s design qualities. Thus, each of the activities of 
the electromagnetic spectrum unit plan was designed with each of these characteristics in 
mind. 
Meaningful Learning 
 Schlechty’s (2002) design qualities help facilitate a lesson that is sound and 
engaging. Further research has been completed on meaningful learning itself. What 
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makes learning meaningful, or what is meaningful learning? Haskell (2001) points out 
that meaning is achieved when the number of internal connections a piece of information 
has in a student’s existing knowledge base increases.  
The transfer must occur from what is being experienced to what has been 
previously experienced (Haskell, 2001). Students fail to find transfer because the original 
material was not sufficiently practiced or internalized previous to the learning experience. 
This is an important consideration for this study occurring with ninth grade physical 
science students. A deep conceptualization or understanding of electromagnetism will in 
turn lead to the ability for transfer when the learning expectations demand the application 
of higher cognitive levels in high school chemistry and physics courses.  
Novak (1998) suggests that secondary concepts are built by a student only when 
that student has a base cognitive structure to build on. In his summary of cognitive 
psychologist David Ausubel’s assimilation theory, Novak (1998) states: 
The central idea in Ausubel’s theory is what he describes as meaningful learning. 
To Ausubel, meaningful learning is a process in which new information is related 
to an existing relevant aspect of an individual’s knowledge structure (p.51). 
 
The learner, however, must choose to do this. The teacher can not assimilate knowledge 
for the student. But the teacher can encourage the process with tools such as concept 
mapping.  
Novak (1998) extended Ausubel’s ideas to include the affective (feeling) domain.  
This idea of student action compliments Schlechty’s (2002) levels of student engagement. 
The highest level of engagement is authentic engagement in which the student recognizes 
meaning in what he or she is doing. Ritual engagement occurs when the student performs 
the assignment for what the successful completion will mean to his or her school life or 
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personal life. Passive compliance results when students reluctantly perform a task and try 
to complete the task with the minimum requirement. This suggests that the student finds 
little value in what he or she is doing. Retreatism occurs when the student either mentally 
or physically withdraws from the activity. Rebellion is the overt rejection of the 
assignment. 
Development of the Electromagnetic Spectrum 
 In his book, The Electromagnetic Spectrum, Franklyn Branley (1979) provides 
insight into the development of the electromagnetic spectrum. Branley (1979) likens the 
electromagnetic spectrum, which he calls a chart of energy, to the keys of a piano. Low 
notes (energy) are located on the left while high notes (energy) are located on the right.  
Table 2.1 summarizes Branley’s research of the important figures, dates, and 
developments in the evolution of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Table  2.1  
Summary of Branley’s Research on Development of the Electromagnetic Spectrum 
Diagram. 
 
Name Date Development 
Leonardo da Vinci Early1500s Believed light traveled 
similar to sound waves. 
Sir William Gilbert Late 1500s Studied the force of 
magnets. 
Galileo Early 1600s Attempted to find the speed 
of light from one hill to 
another. 
Christian Huygens Mid 1600s Held that light was a wave 
phenomenon due to 
polarization. 
Ole Roemer 1675 Measured the speed of light 
from the movement of Io, 
Jupiter’s moon.  
Isaac Newton 1704 Set forth the theory that 
light is particles. 
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( table 2.1 cont’d) 
 
Thomas Young 1803 His experiment with 
diffraction suggests light 
travels in waves. Measured 
the wavelength of light. 
Michael Faraday 1832 Discovered electromagnetic 
induction. 
James Clerk Maxwell 1865 Theorized about 
electromagnetic waves, but 
could not produce them. 
Albert Michelson 1873 Found the speed of light to 
be 299 853 km/s. 
Heinrich Hertz 1887 Found a way to prove the 
existence of 
electromagnetic waves. 
Wilhelm Roentgen 1895 Discovered X-rays 
Max Planck 1900 Suggested a body gives off 
energy in packets, or 
quanta. 
Albert Einstein 1905 Suggested that light acts as 
waves and particles. 
 
Significance of Electromagnetic Theory 
 Hewish (1970) identifies one of the major achievements of modern science is the 
exploitation of each region of the electromagnetic spectrum. From the use of radio 
telescopes to study the features of the Universe to the use of X-rays to study the 
geometric structure of molecules, our “vision” has moved far beyond the narrow range of 
visible light. It is important that the electromagnetic spectrum continue to be studied to 
extend the applications of each region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Hewish (1970) 
states that James Clerk Maxwell’s work in the 1860s was the single biggest step in the 
understanding of electromagnetic waves. Maxwell’s theory: 
1. It identified light with electromagnetic waves of extremely short 
wavelength. 
2. It gave the correct numerical value for the velocity of light. 
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3. It predicted the existence of electromagnetic waves of arbitrarily long 
wavelength (p. 104). 
 
This theory encouraged scientists to look for electromagnetic waves of longer 
wavelengths predicted to exist by Maxwell. Heinrich Hertz led the charge in this 
discovery. This began the era of radio and seeing the unseen. With each new discovery or 
insight into a particular region of the electromagnetic spectrum, our understanding of the 
world around us increases. This is important due to the rapidly expanding field of high 
speed electronics, powerful optical systems, and advanced communication systems. 
Teaching the Electromagnetic Spectrum 
 Anderson and Mina (2003), in a paper presented to the Society for Engineering 
Education Annual Conference & Exposition, suggest that the mathematical nature of 
electromagnetism has been taught in conjunction with the conceptual aspects of 
electromagnetism since James Clerk Maxwell’s theory was introduced. However, as they 
point out, Maxwell devoted a considerable amount of his treatise into describing 
fundamental concepts of electromagnetism. Teaching electromagnetism usually consists 
of focusing on the mathematical constructs with less emphasis on the conceptual or 
practical application of electromagnetism. Anderson and Mina (2003) believe that 
emphasizing the mathematical nature of the electromagnetic spectrum initially affects the 
understanding of electromagnetism. There is a need for the understanding of concepts 
and practical application of electromagnetism by students due to the rapidly expanding 
field of high speed electronics and other technologies.  Anderson and Mina (2003) 
suggest that the conceptual aspects of the electromagnetic spectrum be taught before 
problem solving involving electromagnetic waves. Introducing the abstract concepts of 
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electromagnetism before the practical could lead to delayed understanding and 
conceptual difficulties. It is important to note that Anderson and Mina (2003) are not 
advocating the removal of mathematical concepts from the teaching of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. The focus is on addressing the mathematical problem solving 
after students understand practical applications of what they are studying. This, in turn, 
could lead to enhanced understanding when problem solving is addressed.  
Paivio’s Dual Coding Theory 
 Cognitive processes have been of interest since ancient times. Recently, studies 
have addressed the issue of how students process reading to construct meaning. In their 
book, Imagery and Text: A Dual Coding Theory of Reading and Writing, Sadoski and 
Paivio (2001) outline what they call the “Dual Coding Theory” which they define as 
follows: 
The most basic assumption of DCT is that cognition in reading and writing 
consists of the activity of two separate coding systems of mental representation, 
one system specialized for language and one system specialized for dealing with 
nonverbal objects and events. Mental representations refer to internal forms of 
information used in memory. Coding refers to the ways the external world is 
captured in those internal forms (p. 43). 
 
Of greatest interest in this study of student comprehension of electromagnetic radiation 
using the electromagnetic spectrum diagram is how students internalize, or code, the 
information presented in graphical form. Sadoski and Paivio (2001) suggest that episodic 
memories, which are composites of events experienced externally, serve as a “chunking” 
function. Pieces of information are temporarily held in memory storage, sometimes as 
images, to be used to link other pieces of information together into a larger episodic 
memory. Concepts of electromagnetism may be more comprehensible if the information 
presented by the electromagnetic spectrum diagram is “chunked” and presented in layers 
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separated by time and activities. Sadoski and Paivio (2001) indicate that the “conceptual 
peg hypothesis” plays a central role in chunking information in memory. The mental 
images formed by the learner serve as “pegs” to which other parts of the episode are 
“hooked”. Perhaps the graphical representation of different aspects of the electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram can serve as those “pegs”. The difficulty lies in presenting a graphic of 
the electromagnetic spectrum diagram that provides this imagery of the different concepts 
such as wave properties, uses, occurrences, and mathematical relationships without 
cluttering the graphic, making it incomprehensible. This researcher will attempt to 
present the electromagnetic spectrum diagram in a modified context presented in phases 
at different intervals of a unit study. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
METHODS 
 
Research Design 
 
 This study is an exploratory investigation of the characteristics of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram and the impact of these characteristics on student 
comprehension of electromagnetic radiation. Three rubrics were constructed as standards 
of comparison for the different representations of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram 
in textbooks ranging from the early 1900s to the present. The textbooks used for analysis 
were collected over a period of time from a variety of sources and represent a wide range 
of publishers. A list of textbooks analyzed is found in Appendix W. The first rubric 
constructed was based on a teacher-based criteria rubric. This rubric was constructed 
from input collected from teacher surveys as to what they deem to be important 
characteristics of a well constructed electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Information was 
gathered from a survey completed by college physics professors as well as high school 
physical science and physics teachers. The three high school teachers who complete the 
survey were public high school teachers in the states of Tennessee and Louisiana. The 
five college professors were chosen at random from universities around the country. The 
second rubric constructed was a Tufte-based information architecture rubric based on 
Edward R Tufte’s 3 volume information architecture series (Tufte, 2001; Tufte, 1997; & 
Tufte, 1990). The national standards used for the third rubric were derived from National 
Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) and the Benchmarks for Science Literacy 
(AAAS, 1993). State curriculum guides from the states of Louisiana and Tennessee were 
also used to develop the standards-based rubric. 
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 A quantitative analysis was completed on the data collected using the three 
rubrics. Each electromagnetic spectrum was given an average score using individual 
scores from the three rubrics. A frequency distribution was performed on this data to 
determine trends or changes over decades as well as common components of the 
electromagnetic spectrum graphics throughout the decades. From this data, a modified 
version of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram was created to be used in a case study. 
Case Study 
 The research question was best answered using a mixed model design 
(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). This type of research design employs both quantitative 
and qualitative methodologies throughout the course of data collection and analysis of 
data. This design was successfully used by Knight Roddy (2003) in his dissertation work 
involving high school chemistry students, and their understanding of the periodic table. 
This study used components of Roddy’s study to determine conceptual difficulties that 
students encounter studying the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. The units of analysis 
were the individual students in the case study, the modified electromagnetic spectrum 
diagrams, and the four instructional activities. The students used in the case study were 
selected from the treatment group. The progress of the students in the case study was 
documented using interviews and concept map co-contsruction. The progress of the 
treatment group was compared to the progress of a comparison group using descriptive 
and inferential statistics. Best and Kahn (1993) indicate that a pretest-posttest 
nonequivalent-groups design is often used in classroom experiments. This design best fits 
the characteristics of this study due to the fact that the treatment group and the 
comparison group were assembled at registration and could not be manipulated for 
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random assignment. Wuensch (2003) further points out that since groups are not 
randomly assigned, the assumption that the groups are equivalent prior to treatment can 
not be made. In an effort to reduce, if not eliminate, this factor, the two physical science 
classes used in this study were both standard physical science classes with achievement 
rates that, although were not equal, were the two closest groups to one another at the 
research site. Creswell (1998) further clarifies the characteristics of a case study as 
research that is framed by a time and location as well as described using multiple sources 
of information that is obtained in context. Marshall and Rossman (1995) indicate that a 
case study is a design used to answer a question that is exploratory in nature. An 
exploratory study seeks to investigate little understood phenomena. The case study is 
often used to determine themes and patterns in the meaning structures of participants 
(Marshall & Rossman, 1995). 
Research Site 
 Clearview High School, a pseudonym for the primary research site, is a new high 
school built in 2004 that serves an area in the Mid-South that is experiencing rapid 
growth. The enrollment of the school is approximately 1600 students. An area identified 
as a concern at Clearview was the relatively high failure rate in freshman physical science 
classes. The failure rate of freshmen taking physical science at Clearview was 
approximately 20% and was targeted as an area of improvement by the administration 
and faculty. The population that Clearview High School serves is a mobile population 
with families represented from many states around the country. Very few of the students 
have been in school together for longer than three years. 
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 The primary research site was a sample of convenience, as this researcher serves 
as science department chair and teacher of chemistry and physics. This role as teacher 
and administrator gave the researcher two perspectives, one that would be deemed an 
insider’s perspective as a teacher and one that would be deemed an outsiders perspective 
as department chair of the physical science teachers involved in the study. The researcher 
has developed a rapport with the student population and maintained a good working 
relationship with the teachers involved in the unit study. 
Research Participants 
 The study involved 28 ninth grade physical science students at Clearview High 
School. The teacher of the selected physical science class was an experienced teacher of 
11 years, but was new to this particular school. The researcher served as both an observer 
and participant in the unit study. Mertens (2005) defines this type of observation 
technique as moderate participation. The observer seeks to balance the role of insider and 
outsider by participating in some but not all of the activities. The researcher observed this 
particular class several times and the students and teacher were comfortable with 
presence of the researcher. This allowed the researcher to make observations of the 
participants in their natural setting. 
 The treatment group of physical science students had an overall failure rate from 
the first semester of 20%. This was a high failure rate compared to the comparison group, 
whose overall failure rate from the first semester of physical science was 4%. The 
comparison group was taught by a first year teacher. This group studied the 
electromagnetic spectrum in the traditional manner, using the textbook-provided 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram and activities provided by the text, county and state 
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curriculum guides. A purposive sample (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998) of six students 
from the comparison group was selected for interviews and concept map co-construction. 
Both classes were taught at the same pace throughout the year. This was the first time 
that the two physical science classes, the treatment group and the comparison group, 
studied content using different approaches. This was due to the highly collaborative 
environment at Clearview High School. Teachers were expected to work on common 
learning objectives and administer common assessments. Therefore, all students in both 
groups were presented with the same content up to the point of the unit study. Each class 
period was 45 minutes in length and both classes, the treatment group, which had 28 
students, and the comparison group, which had 29 students, were offered in the morning. 
The treatment group took physical science at 3rd period and the comparison group took 
physical science at 2nd period.  
Data Collection 
 The study employed a variety of collection methods to measure changes in 
students’ conceptual understanding. The collection devices were used across the unit 
study and collected data quantitatively and qualitatively. The procedure for data 
collection is outlined in the Flow Chart of Research (see page 10). 
Interviews 
 The students in the case study were interviewed before the pretest was 
administered to each group. Afterwards, students in the case study were interviewed after 
each activity. The interview after the fourth activity was the final interview in the unit 
study. Protocols were developed for each interview and are included in Appendix K. 
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Each interview was audio taped and transcribed. The interviewer kept detailed notes of 
students’ responses and body language during the interviews. 
Concept Map Co-construction 
 The concept map co-construction activity immediately followed each interview. 
The students were provided with seed concepts and instructions for constructing concept 
maps. The concept maps were constructed using a notebook computer and concept 
mapping software. All co-constructed concept maps are provided in the Appendix R. 
Formative Assessments 
 The treatment group was given a formative assessment after each activity using a 
modified electromagnetic spectrum diagram altered by the researcher to measure 
concepts taught in each activity. The formative assessments were constructed by the 
researcher and revised after the pilot study. These assessments are included in  
Appendix O. 
Field Notes and Student Activity Sheets 
 After each activity in the unit study, the researcher collected student data sheets 
and reviewed them along with recorded field notes. These activity sheets and recorded 
field notes were reviewed each day to assess the day’s activity. Student worksheets were 
collected each day and returned to the student the next day if needed for completion. A 
portfolio of each student’s data sheets were maintained throughout the unit study. 
Samples of student work from each activity are included in Appendix S. 
Pre- and Posttest 
 A pre- and posttest was developed by the researcher and used with success in the 
pilot study. The treatment group as well as the comparison group was given the pretest 
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prior to the first activity. Each group was given the posttest immediately following the 
culmination of the groups study on the electromagnetic spectrum. An item analysis of the 
pre-and posttest is included in Appendix M. 
Electromagnetic Radiation Survey 
 The electromagnetic radiation survey (see Appendix P), was administered as a 
pre- and post-survey to all students in the treatment group and the comparison group. 
This survey was developed by the researcher, reviewed by the supervising professor, and 
tested in the pilot study. 
Protection of Human Subjects 
 An application for exemption for Institutional Review Board (IRB) oversight was 
submitted for approval. The approved application is in Appendix T, as is the abstract of 
the study, the letter to parents and students explaining the purpose and scope of the study, 
and consent/assent agreement. The researcher’s Human Participant Protection Education 
for Research Teams Completion Certificate from the National Institute of Health is 
included in Appendix I. Each of these items was submitted along with the interview 
protocols in Appendix K to the Institutional Review Board. 
Data Analysis 
 The data generated by the study was classified as qualitative (interview 
transcripts, concept maps, field notes, student worksheets) and quantitative (achievement 
test scores and survey results). Teddlie and Tashakkori (1998) point out that in a simple 
valence analysis of qualitative data, predetermined categories are used to code 
information gathered in qualitative observations. These categories, such as wave 
properties, scientific notation, inverse relationships, and mathematical concepts, were 
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determined a priori from teacher survey results and information gathered in the pilot 
study. The electromagnetic spectrum literacy rubric (ESLR) was used to code each of 
these categories. This technique was used with success in a study (Roddy, 2003) of 
students’ learning of the periodic table. 
 All data gathered also underwent quantitative analysis by assigning an ESLR (see 
Appendix A) ranking to student comprehension at the interview stages of the study. The 
formative assessments after each activity also underwent quantitative analysis by 
assigning a raw score to each student. These scores were recorded as the study progressed 
to determine evidence of growth by an increase in correct responses. 
 Achievement tests ( pre- and posttests) were analyzed using a paired t-test 
(Hinkle, Wiersma, & Jurs, 1998) to determine if a statistically significant difference 
between achievement pre- and posttest scores  for the treatment class was evidenced. The 
same analysis was made for each of the five categories as a comparison of those 
categories. A comparison was also made between the pre- and posttest of the comparison 
group. Students responses to the electromagnetic spectrum survey was reported in terms 
of regions identified correctly, number of uses identified, number of occurrences, and 
percent correct in the rank ordering based on energy content both for the pre- and post 
survey. This data helped formulate an ESLR ranking for each student in the case study at 
the entry point of the unit study and the conclusion of the unit study. 
Limitations 
 This research was an exploratory study with limited generalizability due to the 
small sample size. The case study sample contained 6 students in a class of at least 28 
students from the treatment group. The treatment group and the comparison group were 
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taught by two different teachers with a significant difference in teaching experience. The 
treatment group was taught by a teacher with twelve years of experience and the 
comparison group was taught by a first year teacher. It should be noted, however, that the 
students of the first year teacher were experiencing a greater achievement rate than the 
students with the experienced teacher at the onset of the unit study. This was determined 
by analyzing the pass-fail rate data from the first semester. Since both teachers 
collaborate extensively and use the same methods as well as common assessments, it is 
difficult to determine the reason for this difference in student achievement. 
Research Methodology 
Quantitative vs. Qualitative Methods 
 Over the past decades, Teddlie and Tashakkori (1998) have indicated that 
paradigm wars have been waged by groups of researchers who advocate quantitative 
research methods and those who advocate qualitative research methods as the most 
effective research model. Until recently, it seemed that these two worldviews were 
destined to clash. The empiricists, those in the camp of quantitative methods, stressed the 
importance of internal validity. This side of the paradigm war held that a controlled 
setting was necessary and criticized the constructivist camp, those who advocated a 
qualitative approach, for relying too heavily on preconceived notions and on the accounts 
of key informants. Likewise, constructivists criticized empiricists, sometimes called 
positivists, for making generalizations that were independent of time and context. 
 The emergence of mixed methods ended the paradigm wars. Teddlie and 
Tashakkori (1998) refer to those who advocate a mixed methods approach to research as 
pragmatists. Quantitative and qualitative methods are complementary more often than 
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contradictory. Gorard and Taylor (2004) suggest that the researcher choose a method that 
best meets the needs of the investigation rather than the personal preferences of the 
investigator. Researchers should be familiar with a range of techniques that best answer 
the research question. 
Quantitative and qualitative methods are, in this model, merely tools for 
researchers to use as and when appropriate. But we suggest that they are nearly 
always more powerful when used in combination rather than in isolation (p. 4). 
 
Mertens (2005) indicates that data can be collected quantitatively and qualitatively 
concurrently. This is referred to as parallel form. Many educational research questions are 
complex and require multiple perspectives to reach conclusions. 
Triangulation 
 Three rubrics were developed to analyze electromagnetic spectrum diagrams in 
physics textbooks from various times and publishers.  Thurmand (2001) defines 
triangulations as: 
The combination of at least two or more theoretical perspectives, methodological  
approaches, data sources, investigators, or data analysis methods. The intent of 
using triangulation is to decrease, negate, or counterbalance the deficiency of a 
single strategy, thereby increasing the ability to interpret the findings (p253). 
 
The rubrics designed were the teacher-based rubric, the standards-based rubric, and the 
Tufte-based rubric. The rubrics in and of themselves were not intended to evaluate the 
effectiveness of a particular electromagnetic spectrum diagram, but to detect the presence 
or absence of similarities of trends among the diagrams in various textbooks over time. 
For this study, analysis began on textbooks from the decade of the 1950s and ended in the 
present decade. A total of 35 books were analyzed using the three rubrics. The results of 
each textbook are located in Appendix W. Textbooks from as early as the late 1800s were 
observed, but no electromagnetic spectrum diagram was present in books observed before 
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1951. The three rubrics provide the study with triangulation for the purpose of 
minimizing bias and enhancing the study by providing a multidimensional perspective. 
Another factor for using the three rubrics is to counterbalance the weaknesses of any 
individual rubric. Creswell (1998) points out that multiple sources of data collection or 
multiple sources of data analysis makes the evidence gathered more certain because it is 
supported by evidence from more than one source. Shank (2002) calls triangulation one 
of the most used procedures to assure research validity.  
Validity deals with the notion that what you say you have observed is, in fact, 
what really happened. In the final analysis, validity is always about truth. Is your 
observed record true (p 92)? 
 
Careful consideration was given to the thought that one category should not be repeated 
in the three rubrics developed. For example, if use of standardized units would have been 
part of the teacher-based rubric as well as part of the standards-based rubric, then too 
much weight would have been given to that particular characteristic of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram design. Although a triangulation technique is used, 
validity is not assured. The truth of data is compromised by the advantage given to one 
particular electromagnetic spectrum diagram by repeating a category across rubrics. 
 Applied more generally, triangulation involves using multiple data sources and 
methods to interpret one event or set of events. In this exploratory case study, data were 
collected from multiple sources such as interviews, field notes, concept map co-
construction, surveys, and achievement tests. Mertens (2005) adds that triangulation 
involves the checking of multiple sources of data for consistency of evidence. 
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Mixed Methods/ Mixed Model Design 
 In their book Mixed Methodology, Teddlie and Tashakkori (1998) indicate that 
mixed methods designs involve data collection as well as analysis of collected data. 
Gorard and Taylor (2004) indicate that both quantitative and qualitative methods are tools 
to use when needed by the researcher. In addition, these two methods are more powerful 
when used in combination than when isolated from one another. Teddlie and Tashakkori 
(1998) differentiate between mixed methods and mixed models in that a mixed model 
reaches beyond methodology. A mixed model design includes other parts of the research 
process including data collection and data analysis. They suggest that mixing only 
methodology would be too limiting. In this study, a “mixed model” design was used to 
answer the research question, as data were collected quantitatively and qualitatively. It 
should be noted that data collected was analyzed qualitatively as well as quantitatively. 
The qualitative data such as interviews and concept maps was quantified using the 
electromagnetic spectrum literacy rubric (ESLR). The quantitative data was analyzed 
quantitatively (statistical) as well as qualitatively interpreting content. 
Threats to Validity from a Quantitative and Qualitative Perspective 
 In this study, alternative explanations to the value-added of a research-based 
modified version of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram was minimized using 
principles outlined by Teddlie and Tashakkori (1998). From a quantitative perspective 
pre-testing that occurs at a relatively short time from the posttest may negatively affect 
the internal validity, inference quality, of the study because test familiarity could lead to 
growth from pre- to posttest rather than the variable being studied. Although the pre- and 
posttest are very similar, the pretest was given to the students at least one week before the 
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study actually began. However, maturation should not be a factor due to the fact that the 
unit study itself lasted a relatively short time (3 weeks). Teddlie and Tashakkori (1998) 
indicate that random assignment only applies to experimental studies where independent 
variables are being tested. The quasi-experimental design was used in this study due to 
the fact that random assignment is difficult to achieve in educational settings where 
classes and schedules are structured as to not allow random assignment. 
 From a qualitative perspective, trustworthiness serves as an analogue for many of 
the quantitative design qualities. Trustworthiness must meet four criteria: credibility, 
transferability, dependability, and confirmability. Trustworthiness is determined by 
prolonged engagement. This researcher spent significant time with these students and 
built trust with them. The students at the research site were familiar with the researcher in 
his role as department chair and facilitator of instruction. Teddlie and Tashakkori (1998) 
also identify persistent observation as a method to build trustworthiness. The length of 
this study was approximately four weeks from initial observation to final measurement 
using the posttest. Use of triangulation techniques also serves to facilitate trustworthiness 
in a qualitative study.  
Development of the Tufte-based Information Architecture Rubric  
 The Tufte-based IAR (see Appendix C) was developed by the researcher as a 
standard of comparison for the many representations of the electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram in physics textbooks throughout the 20th century. The rubric, in conjunction with 
the teacher-based criteria rubric, was used to identify those electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram representations that would optimize student learning of properties of 
electromagnetic regions and electromagnetic waves characteristics. This rubric was 
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constructed using principles of information architecture found in Envisioning Information 
(Tufte, 1990), Visual Explanations (Tufte, 1997), and The Visual Display of Quantitative 
Information (Tufte, 2001). The highest score that can be made in any category of analysis 
is 4, the lowest is 0. The rubric consists of five categories which are explained below. 
Category 1 – Color 
 In Envisioning Information (1990), Edward Tufte refers to 4 fundamental uses of 
color for information design. The first is the use of color to label. Tufte calls this “color 
as noun” (p. 81). Secondly,  Tufte mentions the use of color to measure (color as 
quantity). This example is often seen in topographic maps where browns represent high 
altitudes and green represent lower altitudes. Thirdly, color is used to represent or imitate 
reality (color as representation). And finally, color is used to enliven or decorate (color as 
beauty). Tufte sites the work of Swiss cartographer Eduard Imhof in the use of color in 
maps and other graphics. A major principle of color use is to use bright, loud colors only 
when necessary and only on dull background tones (Tufte, 1990). The over use of bright 
colors creates visual noise which draws attention away from the data within the graphic. 
This violates a design strategy that Tufte (1997) calls the smallest effective difference. 
The principle of smallest effective difference is stated as follows: “Make all visual 
distinctions as subtle as possible, but clear and effect” (p.73). Tufte (1997) goes on to 
write: 
Minimal distinctions reduce visual clutter. Small contrasts work to enrich the 
overall visual signal by increasing the number of distinctions that can be made 
within a single image; thus design by means of small effective differences helps 
to increase the resolution of our images (p.77). 
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Category 2 - Secondary Elements 
Secondary elements within a graph are considered to be arrows, pointer lines, 
dimensional lines, grids, and other elements of a graphic used to accentuate data.  Tufte 
(1993) points out that the principle of smallest effective differences should also apply to 
these secondary elements: 
Muting these secondary elements will often reduce visual clutter- and thus help to 
clarify the primary information. Minimal contrasts of the secondary elements 
(figure) relative to the negative space (ground) will tend to produce a visual 
hierarchy, with layers of inactive background, calm secondary structure, and 
notable content. And, conversely, when everything (background, structure, 
content) is emphasized, nothing is emphasized; the design will often be noisy, 
cluttered, and informationally flat (p.74). 
 
Category 3 - Sequence of Data 
Comparison of data within a graphic is fundamental to comprehension of that data. 
Furthermore, Tufte (1990) suggests that comparison of the data within a graphic is most 
effective when all the data can be seen in one visual take. Comparisons can be made 
while the eye is active rather than relying on images seen at a previous time. This level of 
the rubric treats the electromagnetic spectrum diagram as a series of small multiples. 
Tufte (2001) defines a small multiple as a design strategy in which the same graphical 
design strategy is repeated from one slice or region of information to another. To 
effectively use this design strategy, regions of the electromagnetic spectrum must first be 
displayed in a logical series or order. He also lists advantages of using multiples within a 
graphic: 
Multiple images reveal repetition and change, pattern and surprise- the defining 
elements in the idea of information. 
Multiples directly depict comparisons, the essence of statistical thinking (p.105). 
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Category 4 - Design Consistency 
Closely related to sequencing is design consistency. If indeed the electromagnetic 
spectrum is a series of small multiples representing different regions of electromagnetic 
wavelengths and frequencies, then Tufte (1990) suggests that the design structure should 
be repeated for all regions. If the wavelength is represented by a sine wave in the radio 
region of the spectrum, then it should also be represented by a sine wave in the gamma 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. In fact, if the same design element is used 
through every region of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram, then what Tufte (1990) 
calls an economy of perception results. 
An economy of perception results; once viewers decode and comprehend the 
design for one slice of data, they have familiar access to data in all the other 
slices. As our eye moves from one image to the next, this consistency of design 
allows viewers to focus on changes in information rather than changes in 
graphical composition (p.29). 
 
Category 5 - Background Field 
Tufte (1990) points out that confusion and clutter are failures of graphical design. 
Layering and separation of data and design elements help to minimize these failures in 
design. Layering begins with the background field of a graphic. Dull background colors 
reduce clutter more effectively than bright white backgrounds. Backgrounds with 
multiple colors should employ a fading method between different colors. If all elements 
of the graphic (background, structure, and content) are at the same visual level with equal 
color and texture, “an undifferentiated, unlayered surface results, jumbled up, blurry, 
incoherent, chaotic with unintentional optical art” (p.58). 
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Development of the Teacher-based EMS Diagram Rubric 
General Discussion 
The teacher – based rubric (see Appendix D) was developed based on the feedback of a 
panel of eight teachers. The panel consisted of three university physics instructors and 
five high school physics instructors. The data collection device was a survey (see 
Appendix B) that employed both closed and open ended question. The portion of the 
survey which had the greatest impact on the teacher-based rubric was the portion which 
required the instructors to rank order four different designs (see Appendix F) of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram based on characteristics which offer the greatest 
potential to enhance student understanding of electromagnetism. A rank of 1 offered the 
greatest potential to enhance student understanding and a rank of 4 offered the least 
potential to enhance student understanding of electromagnetism. The instructors were 
given an opportunity to elaborate on their choices beneath each diagram. It is from these 
discussions as well as the rankings themselves that that the teacher-based rubric 
originated. The four electromagnetic spectrum diagrams were labeled a, b, c, and d. 
Based on the sum of the rankings from the instructors, diagrams a and d were preferred 
by the instructors, scoring a 15 and 14 respectively. Diagrams b and c scored a 23 and 24 
respectively on the rankings, meaning that they consistently ranked behind diagrams a 
and d. Reasons for the rankings will be discussed in each rubric category. Totals as well 
as average rankings are tabulated in Appendix F. In the discussion of the rubric 
categories, respondents to the surveys will be referred to as respondent 1, respondent 2, 
respondent 3, and so forth. 
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Category 1 – Real-life Application 
Several instructors indicated that diagram a would enhance student learning of 
electromagnetism due to the images of real life applications of each region in the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Respondent 1 gave diagram a  the ranking of 1 due to 
the fact that it “contains items students are familiar with from everyday life.” In fact, six 
of the eight respondents referred to the images used to represent everyday applications as 
a characteristic to enhance student understanding of electromagnetic waves. If no images 
are used, it seems that symbols for each region would help students identify the different 
regions. 
Category 2 – Use of Standard Units 
Respondents agree that consistent units for wavelength and frequency should be used 
throughout the diagram. For wavelength, the SI base unit for length, the meter (m), is the 
preferred unit. For frequency, the preferred unit is the Hertz (Hz). The electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram whose units are not consistent throughout the diagram becomes more 
confusing to the students and does not readily provide a standard for comparison. 
Category 3 – Comparative Display of Regions 
If wavelength and frequency is the standard for display of the electromagnetic waves, the 
panel suggests that the length of the each region on the electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram should be relative to the span of the wavelength or frequency. For example, if 
the range of wavelengths for radio waves is greater than the range for x-rays, then the 
radio region on the electromagnetic spectrum diagram should be larger than the x-ray 
region on the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Respondent 3 speaks of the dislike for 
the “disproportionate almost straight-line look for some sections of the wave diagram as 
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it elongates”. Many times, too much focus is placed on the visible spectrum. Respondent 
3 also speaks of this characteristic that could lead to misconceptions. “I do not like the 
focus being on the visible spectrum…” was the response to diagram b. 
Category 4 – Illustration of Inverse Relationship 
Important to the panelists is the fact that the electromagnetic spectrum diagram 
graphically shows the inverse relationship between wavelength and frequency. Also 
important in this category is the display having the low energy, long wavelength range on 
the left and the higher energy or frequency regions on the right. This follows the previous 
knowledge of students who have learned the sequence of colors in the visible spectrum 
based on the increase of frequencies from left to right. Respondent 5 addresses this issue 
in the following quote from the survey: “Most students know ROYGBIV before taking 
physics. Having a diagram that uses that to advantage is helpful (with low energy at left 
and high at right)”. 
Category 5 – Quantitative Representation 
While graphic representation of real world examples and graphic representation of the 
inverse relationship is important to the panelists, they also agree that quantitative data is 
essential to enhance student comprehension of electromagnetic waves. Some on the panel 
even suggest that numerical information would be a good follow-up graphic after the 
introduction of a pictoral diagram like diagram a. In reference to the quantitatively based 
diagram d, respondent 8 writes “a good follow-up to the first. Now, numerical values can 
be introduced”. 
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Development of the Standards/Curriculum-based EMS Diagram Rubric 
General Discussion 
The standards/curriculum based rubric (see Appendix E) was developed from a number 
of national and state content standards sources. The standards were searched to determine 
what scientific principles students and teachers are responsible for concerning 
electromagnetism and science in general. Some of the content for this particular rubric 
was derived from the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) section on the 
nature and history of science. Also used were the Benchmarks for Scientific Literacy 
(AAAS, 1993), ACT Standards for Transition (ACT, Inc., 2005), and the state curriculum 
standards of Louisiana and Tennessee as well as the Williamson County Schools 
Standards-Based Curriculum (2005) in Williamson County Tennessee. 
Category 1 – Title/Heading 
Formats for standard lab reports as well as best practices for graph construction agree that 
a properly selected and positioned title is important to any science research project as 
stated in the Williamson County Standards-Based Curriculum (2004) and ACT Standards 
for Transition (2005). Any graph submitted in a report should be properly labeled and 
titled. The title should be in a prominent location and help the reader understand the 
content of the graphic. 
Category 2- Interactions of Matter and Energy 
State curriculum standards as well as national standards address the fact that students 
should be able to describe the interactions of matter and energy (AAAS,1993 ; 
NRC,1996; Louisiana Department of Education, 2001). This category was developed to 
measure the effectiveness of the EMS diagram to display the penetrating effects of 
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different electromagnetic waves as well as their effects on the environment and the 
human body. This category also addresses the need to relay to students the issue of 
science in personal and social perspectives (NRC, 1996). 
Category 3 – Constancy and Change 
Although this category sounds like it has contradictory terms. It is important to relay both 
to students and the electromagnetic spectrum diagram can accomplish both. The National 
Science Education Standards (1996) touches on this topic as follows: 
Although most things are in the process of becoming different – changing- some 
properties of objects and processes are characterized by constancy, including the 
speed of light, the charge of an electron, and the total mass plus energy in the 
universe (pp. 117-118). 
 
Category 4 – Size and Scale 
As stated in the Teacher-Based Rubric, it is important to include the sizes of the 
wavelengths of each region in the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. It is also important 
to relate these sizes to prior knowledge of the students. The experience of this teacher in 
the classroom is that many students do not really have a grasp of size or scale. For 
example, the concept of 100 meters is difficult to grasp until it is compared to a football 
field or soccer field.  
Scale includes understanding that different characteristics, properties, or 
relationships within a system might change as its dimensions are increased or 
decreased (NRC, 1996, p.118). 
 
Category 5 – Source and History 
Many physics students have a vague understanding of the source of electromagnetic 
waves. For example, the source of a sound wave is a vibrating object. But what is the 
source of an electromagnetic wave? One of the standards as listed by the National 
Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) is that students understand that 
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electromagnetic waves are produced by the acceleration or deceleration of a charged 
object. Some electromagnetic spectrum diagrams would improve student understanding 
by incorporating this in to the diagram. It may also enhance student understanding if the 
date or person of discovery is listed.  
In learning science, students need to understand that science reflects its history 
and is an ongoing, changing enterprise. The standards for the history and nature of 
science recommend the use of history in school science programs to clarify 
different aspects of scientific inquiry, the human aspects of science, and the role 
that science has played in the development of various cultures (NRC, 1996, 
p.107). 
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CHAPTER 4. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Students Conceptions of Wave Properties, Identification and Sequence of 
Electromagnetic Waves, Inverse Relationships, Real Life Application of 
Electromagnetic Waves, and Calculations after Interview One 
 
 Throughout this chapter, the six case study students from the treatment group will 
be referred to as S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6. In this sequence, the students are rank-
ordered according to their physical science grade at the onset of the study (i.e., S1 had the 
highest average and S6 had the lowest average). The female members of the sample are 
S1, S3, and S4. The male members of the sample are S2, S5, and S6. All six students 
were present for each activity and each interview. Throughout this chapter sections of the 
interview transcripts will be used to provide examples of interaction between the 
researcher and the student. In these transcripts, the letter “I” will refer to the interviewer 
or researcher questions and the letter “S” will refer to student responses. The interview 
transcripts are found in Appendix S. 
Wave Properties 
 Students’ understanding of wave properties was determined using a structured 
interview (see Appendix K for protocol), a concept map co-constructed with the 
interviewer and a wave characteristics diagram (Prentice-Hall, 1998). All six students 
indicated that they had studied waves in middle school science classes. For many, that 
was the extent of their explanation of waves. Using the waves characteristics worksheet 
(see Appendix K), students were asked to label parts of a wave which included the rest 
position, the crest, the trough, the wavelength, and the amplitude of the wave. Students 
were also asked to determine the frequency of the wave assuming that the entire sequence 
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passed a point in one second. Initially the students had difficulties identifying parts of a 
wave. S1, S3, S5, and S6 could not identify any part of the diagram. S4 remembered the 
term “trough” from previous courses, but labeled the wavelength as the trough. This 
student could not provide any further information on the remaining wave parts. S2 
identified the crest as the “peak of the wave” and the trough as the “lower point”. This 
was the extent of students’ knowledge of wave properties at the onset of the study. 
However, the increase in the percentage correct on wave properties items from the pretest 
to the posttest for the treatment group as a whole was a net increase of 12 %. The wave 
characteristics diagram was reintroduced to the students in interview three after 
completing activity two (see appendix L). One of the objectives of this activity was to 
have students correctly identify the parts and properties of a wave. The success rate of 
identifying these properties increased after interview three. S1, S2, S4, and S6 correctly 
identified all parts of the wave. S3 identified all parts but amplitude and correctly 
determined the frequency of the wave. S5 had difficulties identifying the parts of the 
wave. This student, S5, did not identify any parts correctly. 
Identification and Sequence of Electromagnetic Waves (Identification) 
 Student knowledge of the different types of electromagnetic waves as well as their 
sequence from low to high energy or frequency was measured in a number of methods. In 
interview one (pretreatment), students were asked to circle electromagnetic waves from a 
list of 15 terms which included other types of waves, forces, and energy (see appendix 
K). Table U6 provides a summary of electromagnetic waves properly identified as well as 
the number of non-electromagnetic waves identified as electromagnetic waves. Of the 15 
terms listed on the activity sheet, S1 circled only four terms, of which one was not an 
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electromagnetic wave. When asked why wind was not selected as an electromagnetic 
wave, S1 responded “because it does not use electricity”. This may be an indication of a 
misconception that the source of electromagnetic waves is from an AC current. In other 
words, if it can be plugged into a wall such as a microwave, radio, x-ray machine, then it 
must be an electromagnetic wave. Student S2 circled eight terms on his activity sheet, 
correctly identifying all seven electromagnetic wave types and adding the term 
ultrasound to the list of electromagnetic waves. This could be because of the prefix 
“ultra”. S2 did not choose sound as an electromagnetic wave.  
 I  What made you not choose ocean waves and shock waves? 
S2  Because ocean waves are just a wave of mass, not a wave of light or anything 
like that. 
S2  Sound. That’s vibrations in the air and wind is just air. Gravity is just a force 
and a compression wave is just a wave due to compressions. 
 
S3 circled five of the 15 terms correctly identifying only infrared and gamma rays. The 
most common term that is misidentified as an electromagnetic wave is “ultrasound” 
followed by “shock wave” and “supersonic.” There could be a link between the term 
shock wave and electromagnetic wave due to the perception that the term “shock” 
implies electricity, hence electromagnetism. S4 also identified ultrasound incorrectly as 
an electromagnetic wave. However, unlike other students in the case study, S4 identified 
sound as an electromagnetic wave, which could indicate that S4 related ultrasound to 
sound and did not choose the term based on the prefix “ultra”. S5 misidentified five of 
the 15 terms as electromagnetic waves. The terms misidentified each had a relation to the 
term “sound” such as the terms “ultrasound”, “shock wave”, “compression wave”, and 
“supersonic”. Only two terms were correctly identified by S5 as electromagnetic waves. 
The two terms were “ultraviolet” and “x-rays”. S6 had similar results to S5. The terms 
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misidentified as electromagnetic waves were “sound”, “ultrasound”, “shock wave”, and 
“supersonic”. This could be due to the fact that electromagnetism is preceded by the 
study of sound waves. As educators, it may be critical to distinguish the two types of 
waves, longitudinal sound waves and transverse electromagnetic waves, before 
proceeding to the unit on electromagnetic waves. 
 One of the biggest gains from the pretest to the post test in the treatment group 
came in the topic of identification and sequence of electromagnetic waves. The group 
made a net 20.09% gain in this topic from the pretest to the posttest. Although the 
students from the treatment group entered the unit study with little background 
knowledge, their ability to identify electromagnetic waves did advance. 
Sequence 
 Students were given a pre-survey that required them to rank order regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum from lowest to highest energy as well as a post treatment 
survey requiring the same skill (see Appendix K). See Tables U1 and U2 for a summary 
of results for case study students. All students with the exception of S5 made 
improvements in their ability to rank the regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. In fact, 
S2, S3, S4, and S6 correctly sequenced all seven regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
S1 confused ultraviolet with infrared. In interview two, students were given a continuum 
in which they had to fill in with the regions of the electromagnetic spectrum from low 
energy on the left to high energy on the right (see Appendix K). The students had had 
some exposure to the electromagnetic spectrum for approximately one week. Students 
were proficient at the extremes of the spectrum, for example, radio waves and 
microwaves on the lower energy range and x-rays and gamma rays on the higher end of 
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the energy range. Students often interchanged the middle region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum including infrared, visible light, and ultraviolet waves. 
Inverse Relationship between Wavelength and Frequency 
 Based on the results of the posttest, the treatment group and the comparison group 
made appreciable gains in the topic of inverse relationships between wavelength and 
frequency when given an electromagnetic spectrum diagram with these properties 
illustrated. However, both groups as a whole had difficulty defining inverse relationships 
or applying them when a graphic was not used as an aid. Only 71% of the treatment 
group correctly identified that an inverse relationship exists when one variable increases 
as another decreases compared to a 96% success rate when given an electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram to assist in determining the wavelength and frequencies of a particular 
wave. The concept that as wavelength decreases along the electromagnetic spectrum as 
frequency increases remained out of the realm of understanding for many of the students. 
In fact, many students were frustrated most by activity two (see Appendix L) which 
addressed the concept of increasing frequency and decreasing wavelength along with 
activity  four which will be discussed later in this chapter. In interview three, S4 indicated 
that the activity was confusing. Students were highly successful identifying which 
electromagnetic wave had the highest and lowest frequency and wavelength, however, 
the basic definition of each, especially frequency, may have fueled misconceptions about 
the inverse relationships between the two properties of wavelength and frequency. For 
example, S5 identified both frequency and wavelength as the “volume” of the wave. S6 
also struggled with the basic definitions of wavelength and frequency as evidenced 
below. 
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 I Do you remember, what is a wavelength? 
S6 I can’t really remember. 
I What is frequency? 
S6 I don’t remember. 
 
Later in the same interview, S6 correctly identified which electromagnetic waves had the 
highest and lowest wavelengths and frequencies. It is important to note that this was 
achieved with the aid of an electromagnetic spectrum diagram. This may be an indication 
of the importance of the graphic itself in the learning of electromagnetic waves. 
However, when asked if the student noticed a pattern of relationship between wavelength 
and frequency, the student could not provide a response. 
 I Can you identify the region of the spectrum with the highest frequency? 
S6 Gamma 
I Which has the lowest frequency? 
S6 Radio. 
I Which has the longest wavelength? 
S6 Radio 
I Which has the shortest wavelength? 
S6 Gamma 
I Do you notice a relationship there? Do you see a pattern? 
S6 [long pause] No 
 
Real Life Application 
 Students’ knowledge of real life application of electromagnetic waves were 
measured using the pre- and posttests, the pre- and post surveys, as well as data collected 
from interviews and concept map co-construction. The pre- and post surveys for each 
case study student can be found in Appendix V. Tables summarizing the results of all 
data collection devices described above can be found in Appendix U. Identifying uses for 
visible light presented little problems for the treatment and comparison groups. Many 
also identified x-rays with providing images of bones and medical diagnoses. The 
researcher found it interesting that although many students were familiar with ultraviolet 
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radiation, many only associated it with negative effects such as skin cancer. Few students 
could provide a beneficial use for this region such as using it for its germicidal properties. 
Microwaves were commonly associated with microwave ovens, but rarely with cellular 
phones or communication devices. The infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
presented some difficulty for students to provide uses. Some did indicate that this region 
was used in television remote controls but many could not identify a use for this region. 
Calculations and Scientific Notation 
Perhaps the greatest source of misunderstanding about electromagnetic waves is 
the use of scientific notation to represent the wavelength and frequency of 
electromagnetic waves. The typical physical science student is a high school 9th grader 
with limited math skills. This study documented that many students at this level do not 
understand the basic concept of scientific notation. One of the tasks performed by the 
students in interview one was to multiply and divide two numbers in scientific notation 
using a calculator familiar to the students. Many students had difficulty entering the 
numbers into the calculator. However, students did recognize which numbers presented 
to them in scientific notation were larger or smaller. In interview four, students were 
asked to rank order a series of eight numbers presented to them in scientific notation (see 
Appendix V). Students were relatively successful at this task. However, when students 
were asked to use numbers in scientific notation to calculate the speed of a wave or the 
energy of a wave, many failed to perform the task. This is evidenced by the 65% failure 
rate on the section of the posttest addressing calculations and scientific notation. Students 
in the treatment group showed only a 4% increase in this area from the pretest to the 
posttest. In fact, the case study students indicated that the calculations investigations 
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activity (see Appendix L) was one of the most frustrating activities in the unit study (see 
Appendix V for student work samples). 
Students’ ESLR Ranking after Interview One 
 At the conclusion of each interview, student understanding of the concepts set by 
the Electromagnetic Spectrum Literacy Rubric (see Appendix A). This rubric was created 
by the researcher to measure levels of understanding. The ESLR is hierarchical in nature, 
similar to Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cognitive Development (Bloom, 1956). The levels of 
the ESLR are arranged from low level understanding to high level understanding in the 
following sequence from low to high: Level One – Emergent Understanding, Level Two– 
Basic Understanding, Level Three – Advanced Basic Understanding, Level Four-
Conceptual Understanding, and Level Five – Theoretical Understanding. The assessment 
of each case study student will be discussed next. It should be noted that many of the 
students entered the unit study with a Level One understanding of the Electromagnetic 
Spectrum. 
Student S1 
 Student S1 met only criterion for Level One understanding. This student properly 
identified three of the electromagnetic waves listed in the activity for interview one. 
However, S1 could not identify any characteristics of waves such as wavelength, crest, or 
trough. In the pre-survey (see Appendix V), the student described only three types of 
electromagnetic radiation. This student used the term “zap of light” to describe x-rays. 
The following dialogue demonstrates that student S1 entered the study at Level One on 
the ESLR. 
 I Can you tell me what an electromagnetic wave is? 
S Not exactly but I remember learning it last year. I think it has something to do 
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 with light. 
I So if I ask you to identify the different types of electromagnetic waves, at this 
point this is something you do not know yet? 
S Well I have an idea but I just don’t remember it very clearly. 
 
This student confused properties of waves with the types of electromagnetic waves. 
Student S1 had a very linear concept map (see Appendix R). The terms “frequency” and 
“gamma rays” were placed in the same position under the concept “electromagnetic 
waves”. 
Student S2 
 At the conclusion of interview one, student S2 was at a strong Level One on the 
ESLR. This student could identify the types of electromagnetic waves, however, could 
not identify the properties of waves in general. An interesting point is the S2 could not 
define or apply the term “frequency” when describing waves, but when asked if 
electromagnetic waves differed in any way, this student replied “they probably have 
different frequencies and stuff like that”. As with the case for S1, student S2 constructed 
a concept map with very linear characteristics showing little understanding of how 
concepts related to one another. 
Student S3 
 Student S3 provided a very rich description of electromagnetic waves in the pre-
survey (see Appendix V). As with the previous two students discussed in the case study, 
student S3 could not identify the basic characteristics of waves. For example, in the 
concept map constructed by the student during the interview, this student correctly 
asserted that electromagnetic waves have frequency, but that frequency is measured by 
radio waves, gamma rays and microwaves. Of the 15 terms provided in the list in 
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interview one (see Appendix K), student S3 only identified three as electromagnetic 
waves and incorrectly identified shock waves and supersonic waves as electromagnetic 
waves. Student S3 entered the study at a Level One understanding on the ESLR. 
Student S4 
 S4 also concluded interview one at a Level One understanding. When presented 
with the electromagnetic spectrum diagram, student S4 found the graphic cluttered and 
confusing. 
 I What are your impression of this graphic? [electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
S4 It is confusing. 
I What is confusing about it? 
S4 All the numbers everywhere. 
I All the numbers and units? 
S4 Yeah. 
I Have you studied this before? 
S4 I don’t really remember. But it has something to do with colors. 
 
When asked to identify the characteristics of a wave in interview one, the student 
remembered only one term from previous science courses. The term “trough” was used 
but was used incorrectly. Student S4 labeled the wavelength of the wave as the trough. 
All other characteristics were not labeled by the student. 
Student S5 
 Like student S4, this student found the electromagnetic spectrum diagram 
confusing and cluttered. 
 I Have you seen this graphic before? [shows electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
S5 I can’t say that I have. 
I What are your impressions of it? Just trying to read it. 
S5 It is confusing. 
I What is confusing about it? 
S5 All of the Hz’s and all of that. 
Student S5 could not describe any of the electromagnetic waves. In fact, this section was 
left blank by the student. This student used terms “wave height” and “frequency” on the 
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wave characteristics worksheet, however they were misplaced. “Wave height” was used 
to describe wavelength and “frequency” was used to describe the crest of the wave. This 
student entered the unit study at Level One on the ESLR. 
Student S6 
 As with the other students in the case study, student S6 showed a knowledge gap 
in the characteristics of waves. The student could not identify any of the characteristics of 
the wave displayed on the graphic. Student S6 showed limited knowledge of 
electromagnetic waves as evidenced by the pre-survey (see Appendix V). Student S6 did 
correctly identify four waves as electromagnetic waves from the list of 15 terms during 
interview one. As indicated by the Electromagnetic Spectrum Literacy Rubric, a Level 
One understanding indicates that the student “can identify one or more regions on the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram, however not in sequence. The student may confuse 
common uses for the identified region with uses for other regions and has little or no 
understanding of wave properties.” As was the case with the other five case study 
students, student S6 entered the study with a Level One understanding. 
Student Conceptions of Identification, Sequence, and Real Life Application of 
Electromagnetic Waves Following Activity One and Interview Two 
 
 Students were assigned particular regions of the electromagnetic spectrum to 
research and present to the class. Students were asked to take notes on other presentations 
to be used in a whole class discussion on the uses and properties of the regions of 
electromagnetic waves. Following the discussion, the class displayed their posters in 
sequence from lowest energy (longest wavelength) on the left and highest energy 
(shortest wavelength) on the right (see Appendix K). The students were assessed 
following activity one using a ten-item formative assessment titled “Formative Quiz 1”. 
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The results of these assessments are displayed in table U5. Students were given a blank 
table and asked to list the electromagnetic waves in sequence (see Appendix V). 
Student S1 
 Student S1 scored a 90% on the formative quiz given after this activity. Student 
S1 correctly placed radio waves, microwaves, x-rays, and gamma rays on the sequencing 
chart. This student also described correct uses for each of these waves. Two segments 
were left blank (infrared and ultraviolet). Although visible light was listed, it was not put 
in the proper sequence. It was placed directly before x-rays. Some of the dialogue for 
interview two follows. 
 I What did you learn about the electromagnetic spectrum since our last interview? 
S1 Actually things that are not electromagnetic waves. Light is a part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum and gamma rays and x-rays. We got to learn things 
from other students in our own vocabulary. It was not from a teacher. It was not 
hard to understand. 
I Did you discover any relationships among the different types of waves? 
S1 Um. I don’t know. 
I What did you learn about the particular region that your group did? What region 
did you research? 
S1 I did x rays. It was really interesting because when I go to the dentist and they 
take x rays, I did not realize they were leaving the room because it is unsafe for 
you. I did not realize that it could actually harm you. I never knew that. 
I Was there anything that surprised you about x rays?  
S1 The fact that x ray technicians could die from taking too many x ray pictures. 
 
Student S1 indicated an understanding for electromagnetic wave uses in the co-
constructed concept map. Some knowledge of wave characteristics was gained, but the 
student still incorrectly indicated that gamma rays had a “high wavelength”. 
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Student S2 
 Student S2 scored 100% on the formative quiz following this activity as well as 
properly sequencing all electromagnetic waves on the blank sequencing diagram. Student 
S2 researched ultraviolet waves. When asked about what was learned about this 
particular region, student S2 responded with “I learned that they can give your skin 
vitamin D. I learned where they come from. They can also give you cancer. But they can 
help colon cancer by giving vitamin D. I learned that nylon can block them.” As 
evidenced by the concept map constructed by student S2, this student learned uses for 
many other electromagnetic waves such as infrared, microwaves, and radio waves. 
Student S3 
 Student S3 did not perform well on the formative quizzes following the activities 
in the unit lesson. Of the three quizzes taken by the students, student S3 performed best 
on the first quiz measuring student knowledge of real life application and sequence. 
Student S3 scored a 60% on the first formative quiz. On the blank electromagnetic 
spectrum, the student correctly sequenced four of the seven waves (radio waves, 
microwaves, visible light, and gamma rays). The student did not include infrared on the 
diagram. Although x-rays and ultraviolet were included, these two were out of order. 
Student S3 researched visible light for the presentation to the class. When asked what 
was learned, the student responded with “visible light is the only one that you can 
actually see. All of the other ones like gamma and radio waves you can not see”. 
Student S4 
 Student S4 correctly sequenced three electromagnetic wave regions on the blank 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram including radio waves, microwaves, and gamma rays. 
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As with the other case study students, radio waves and gamma rays are rarely left off of 
the blank diagram. Students usually remember the extremes of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. The problem with sequencing occurs in the middle of the spectrum with 
infrared, visible light, and ultraviolet. Student S4 scored an 80% on formative quiz one. 
In interview two, the student indicated surprise at the fact that many electromagnetic 
waves are used on a daily basis. 
Student S5 
 As with student S4, student S5 filled in radio waves, microwaves, and gamma 
rays in the correct sequence using the blank electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Visible 
light, x-rays, and infrared were included, but out of sequence. Ultraviolet light was not 
included on the worksheet. Below is a dialogue that occurred during interview two.  
I  What did you learn about the electromagnetic spectrum since our last 
interview? 
S5  Actually I know a lot more about it. I know which one is the strongest, which 
one you can see, which one you can’t see. For the most part I know what they are 
used for. I know their names. I would say I learned quite a bit. 
 
The concept map for student S5 indicates a broad understanding of the electromagnetic 
spectrum including sequencing, uses, and other characteristics such as wavelength and 
frequency. This student did indicate that the spectrum is arranged from least dangerous to 
most dangerous waves, making a reference to energy. However, when describing gamma 
radiation, the student indicated that the region has “high energy” and “long wavelengths”. 
Knowledge of wave properties was further developed in activity two. 
Student S6 
 Student S6 scored an 80% on formative quiz one. This student also showed 
growth in identifying electromagnetic regions. Sequencing of those regions still remained 
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a problem for student S5. Six of the seven regions of the electromagnetic spectrum are 
listed on the blank electromagnetic spectrum diagram worksheet, however only two are 
properly placed; radio waves and gamma rays. X-rays are not listed on this student’s 
diagram. This student researched visible light for the in-class poster presentation. The 
student referenced the arrangement of the colors of light in the visible spectrum in the 
dialogue that follows. 
 I What did you learn about the electromagnetic spectrum since our last interview? 
S6 Light is visible. Radio waves are the weakest. Gamma is the strongest. 
I Did you discover any relationship among the different types of waves? 
S6 Some can hurt you and others can help. 
I What did you learn about your particular region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum? 
S6 We had visible light. 
I Did you learn anything about that region? 
S6 ROYGBIV 
I What is ROYGBIV? 
S6 Pretty much the rainbow 
I Was there anything that surprised you about visible light? 
S6 Black and white are not actually colors. 
 
Students’ ESLR Ranking Following Activity One and Interview Two 
Student S1 
 Having ended Interview One at ESLR Level 1, S1 did advance to Level 2 
understanding. The ESLR states that a student can identify one or more regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram and sequence them. Although they have little 
understanding of the concepts wavelength and frequency, the students can identify 
common uses for some regions in the electromagnetic spectrum. The student was 
approaching Level 3 understanding at this point but still had the idea that some regions of 
the electromagnetic spectrum had equal frequencies. 
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Student S2 
 In the process of interviewing student S2, it became evident that the student had a 
knowledge of electromagnetic wave uses, wave properties, and the sequencing of 
electromagnetic waves based on wavelength and frequency. 
 I Why are the regions sequenced in this particular order? 
S2 Because of the wavelength and energy. 
I What is different about each region of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S2 Each region has a different frequency, energy level, and wavelength. 
 
This student was also able to sequence each region of the electromagnetic spectrum. This 
student concluded Interview Two at a Level 3 understanding based on the ESLR. 
Students S3, S4, S6 
 During Interview Two, all three of students provided evidence that they had some 
knowledge that electromagnetic waves were arranged according to wavelength and 
frequency; however, they could not properly sequence all electromagnetic waves. These 
students concluded Interview Two at a Level 2 understanding. 
Student S5 
 This student remained at Level 1 understanding. The dialogue below shows that 
the student had an idea that electromagnetic waves were arranged in a certain sequence, 
but could not identify wavelength or frequency. 
 I Why are the waves sequenced in this order. Do you remember? 
S5 From like least amount of waves. Like radio waves, they could not hurt you. 
But gamma rays can kill you. So it is done by how powerful they are. 
I What is different about each region of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S5 They are all used for different uses. Some are harmful some are not. Some you 
can see, some you can not. 
I Anything the same about them? 
S5 They are all waves. 
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Although the student remains at Level 1, it is a strong Level 1 due to the fact that the 
student is aware of some standard for arranging the regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram. Interview Three will help determine the level of understanding of 
wave characteristics as applied to the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Student Conceptions of Wave Properties and Inverse Relationship of Wavelength 
and Frequency Following Activity Two and Interview Three 
 
Wave Properties 
 Following activity two (see Appendix K), in which students engaged in a hands-
on activity to illustrate the relationship between wavelength and frequency, students were 
asked to complete the wave characteristics worksheet during interview three. Students 
were asked to label the missing parts of a wave including wavelength, trough, crest, 
amplitude, and frequency (see Appendix V). Student S5 still had considerable difficulty 
labeling the parts of the wave. He identified no parts correctly but did refer to a “high 
point” or “low point” in this activity. However, he placed this designation for the 
wavelength. S1 and S6 identified all parts of the wave correctly except frequency. S3 
determined the frequency of the wave and correctly labeled all other parts with the 
exception of amplitude. S4 did not determine the frequency of the wave. This student also 
interchanged the terms “crest” to represent the low point of the wave and “trough” to 
represent the high point of the wave. 
Inverse Relationship between Wavelength and Frequency 
 In the process of Interview Three, students were asked to label parts of the 
electromagnetic spectrum that had the highest and lowest wavelengths. The students were 
given an electromagnetic spectrum diagram with the wave designation on it (see 
Appendix Q). After determining whether the student could properly determine the 
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wavelengths and frequencies of these waves using the electromagnetic spectrum diagram, 
students were asked if a pattern or a relationship existed. Each student was given enough 
time to reflect before answering the question. Samples of the particular dialogue will be 
provided for some students below beginning with student S1. 
 I What doe this wavy line represent? 
[shows electromagnetic spectrum with wave representation] 
S1 Small and large frequencies. 
I Why does it change as you go from left to right? 
S1 Because higher frequencies are on the gamma section and lower frequencies 
are near radio waves. 
I Why are the regions arranged from radio to gamma in that particular order? 
S1 Radio waves are least powerful than gamma which is on the right. In the 
middle is light. 
I Which has the highest frequency? 
S1 Gamma 
I Which has the lowest frequency? 
S1 Radio 
I Which has the longest wavelength? 
S1 Radio waves 
I Which has the shortest wavelength? 
S1 Gamma 
I Do you see a pattern there? 
S1 I think so. 
I What do you think it is? 
S1 Um… the smaller the power the smaller the wave. I am confusing myself. 
 
 Although S1 correctly identified regions of the electromagnetic spectrum with 
high and low frequency and high and low wavelengths, the relationship that exists 
between these two characteristics still presented a conceptual challenge to student S1. 
The student directly related the power of a wave with its wavelength, creating the 
misconception that radio waves would have the highest energy due to its long 
wavelength. Student S2 correctly related the relationship stating that “the larger the 
wavelength the weaker the wave”, however, this is not a relationship that describes 
wavelength and frequency. The student related wavelength and energy, which is a correct 
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statement. Students S3, S4, and S6 could provide no explanation for the relationship 
between wavelength and frequency. Student S5 could not indicate which types of 
electromagnetic waves had the shortest wavelength with the aid of the electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram.  
I What part of the electromagnetic spectrum has the highest frequency? 
S5 Gamma 
I Which has the lowest? 
S5 Radio 
I Which one has the highest wavelength? 
S5 Hmmm… that is a tough one.  
I What has the “biggest” wavelength? 
S5 I would guess radio? 
I Which one has the lowest wavelength? 
[long pause] 
S5 I am not sure. 
 
The definition of wavelength and frequency still presented problems to student S5 after 
this activity. 
Students’ ESLR Ranking after Activity Two and Interview Three 
 One of the key concepts to understanding the electromagnetic spectrum is the 
understanding of wave properties, particularly the inverse relationship between 
wavelength and frequency. From the previous section of this chapter, it is clear that many 
students in the case study could identify which regions of the electromagnetic spectrum 
had high or low frequency or wavelength. However, when asked to discuss the 
relationship between the two, only student S2 could provide an explanation to the 
increasing power of electromagnetic waves, but provided no information on the inverse 
relationship that exists between wavelength and frequency. Student S2 concluded 
Activity Two and Interview Three with a strong Level 3 understanding. Students S1, S3, 
S4, and S6 were at Level 2 understanding at the conclusion of Interview Three. Student 
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S5, because of the lack of knowledge of the basic wave properties, remained at a Level 1 
understanding. Activity Three was designed to further enhance student understanding of 
wave properties.  
Student Conceptions of Wave Properties and the Inverse Relationship between 
Wavelength and Frequency Following Activity Three and Interview Four 
 
 As mentioned above, Activity Four was developed to further explore the concept 
of wave properties and differentiate between the two basic types of waves; transverse and 
longitudinal. In this activity, students were asked to construct a range of waves 
representing the wavelengths of electromagnetic waves from radio waves to gamma rays. 
A radio wave designated on the electromagnetic spectrum given to the students has a 
wavelength of 103 meters and a gamma ray has a wavelength of 10-12 meters. If students 
were to keep the scale consistent, this would be an impossible task. The gamma ray, even 
if it were constructed with a wavelength of 0.001 meters, would require a scaled radio 
wave wavelength of 10000000000000 meters. The students quickly realized to 
impossibility of such a task and constructed an electromagnetic spectrum with generally 
decreasing wavelengths from radio waves to gamma rays. In reflecting on this activity, 
the researcher would suggest performing the same task with frequency to give students a 
better feel for the inverse nature of these two wave characteristics. 
Students’ ESLR Ranking Following Activity Three and Interview Four 
 In Interview Four, students were given an electromagnetic spectrum diagram with 
wavelengths and frequencies represented in scientific notation. One of the questions 
asked in this interview addressed a Level Four skill in the Electromagnetic Spectrum 
Literacy Rubric. The particular question asks students to compare the average size of a 
gamma ray to the average size of a radio wave. The desired skill for Level Four 
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understanding is to manipulate the numbers given in scientific notation to quantitatively 
compare the wavelengths of radio waves to the wavelengths of gamma rays. A radio 
wave designated on the electromagnetic spectrum given to the students has a wavelength 
of 103 meters and a gamma ray has a wavelength of 10-12 meters. The student at a Level 
Four understanding on the ESLR would manipulate these numbers by dividing radio 
wavelengths by gamma wavelengths to get a ratio of radio wavelengths being1015 times 
larger than gamma rays. Approaching Level Four understanding would indicate that the 
student could at least give relative sizes of the wavelengths represented in the pictoral 
electromagnetic spectrum used in an earlier activity. This would show that the numbers in 
scientific notation are being related to something that the student is familiar with. When 
asked to compare the sizes of radio and gamma rays, student S2 responded as follows. 
 I How much smaller do you think a gamma wave is compared to a radio wave? 
S2 Radio wave is the size of a football field and gamma would be the size of a 
protein. 
I How much energy do you think gamma rays have compared to radio waves? 
S2 Um… Thousands more. 
 
Because student S2 was able to also manipulate numbers in scientific notation on 
previous exercises, a Level Four designation was given to this particular student. For the 
same reason, students S1, S3, and S6 moved up to a Level 3 understanding. Unlike 
student S4, who correctly indicated that  the size of radio waves are compared to houses 
and gamma rays are compared to the size of germs; however, this student’s lack of ability 
to manipulate numbers in scientific notation gave the student a Level Two designation at 
the conclusion of Interview Four. Student S5 remained at a Level One understanding. 
When shown the electromagnetic spectrum with the wave representation, the student 
could not properly identify the wavelength when answering questions in the interview. It 
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should be noted that student S5 was absent for Activity Three. Student S4 remained at a 
Level Two understanding. 
Student Conceptions of Mathematical Concepts Following Activity Four and 
Interview Five 
 
 Activity Five was titles the “Calculation Investigation” (see Appendix L). 
Students were asked to reflect on the idea of “powers of ten”. The question presented by 
the teacher was “How much does a number change when it changes by a factor of ten?” 
Two days were spent practicing calculations with the formulas c = λν for the speed of the 
electromagnetic waves and E = hν for the energy of a particular region. These skills were 
used to complete the calculation investigation worksheet (see Appendix V). Students 
were also assessed using Formative Quiz Three which required a working knowledge of 
scientific notation and performing calculations with numbers represented in scientific 
notation. At the conclusion of Interview Five, which was the post treatment interview, 
students were asked to multiply the wavelength of a region times its frequency. The goal 
was to have students calculate the speed of electromagnetic waves, commonly referred to 
as the speed of light, and to deduce that each region moves at the same speed. A common 
misconception is that waves with higher energy move with a greater velocity than waves 
with lower energy. Another area of concern for students taking physical science for the 
first time is the use of Greek letters in the equations. Many students mistakenly referred 
to the “ν”, which is the lower case Greek letter Nu, as velocity instead of frequency, 
which is how many physical science textbooks represent frequency. A dialogue with 
student S6 follows. 
 I Do you remember this equation? 
S6 Isn’t that speed of light. 
I Yes. 
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I What is this symbol? [points to lambda] 
S6 Wavelength 
I What is this symbol? [points to ν] 
S6 Velocity. 
I Now what about this equation, E = hν ? 
I What does E stand for? 
S6 I do not know. 
I What did you learn from the calculations in this activity? 
I Were comfortable doing them or was it still kind of vague? 
S6 I did not get it at all. 
 
Student S2 admitted that it was the Greek symbol for frequency that caused much 
confusion in the calculation investigation activity. 
 I What do these numbers represent?  
S2 Frequency of a wavelength? 
I What units are they usually in? 
S2 Scientific notation and Hertz 
I What does this equation represent? 
S2 Speed of light. 
I And this one? [shows energy equation] 
S2 Energy is equal to h times velocity. 
I You guys had a lot of confusion with this v because we tend to think that is 
velocity, but it is actually frequency. Is that correct? 
S2 Yes, that is what confused us on the calculation investigation activity. 
 
The closing activity of Interview Five, before the concept map co-construction was to 
have students rank a series of numbers represented in scientific notation from smallest to 
largest. The point of this activity was to differentiate between conceptual difficulties with 
recognizing and interpreting numbers in scientific notation and manipulating numbers in 
scientific notation to calculate properties of electromagnetic waves (see Appendix V). All 
students in the case study with the exception of students S5 and S3 correctly sequenced 
all numbers. Student S5 did not sequence any correctly while student S3 sequenced 75% 
correctly. Using numbers in scientific notation for calculating wave properties of 
electromagnetic waves presented the smallest gains from the pretest to the posttest for 
both the treatment group and the comparison group. The treatment group experienced 
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only a 4.38% gain for calculations and scientific notation items while the comparison 
group experienced a 2.0% gain for the same category. 
Students’ ESLR Ranking after Activity Four and Interview Five (Post Interview) 
 Several assessment tools were used to determine students’ final ESLR ranking 
including the formative quizzes, post surveys, posttest scores, interview data, co-
constructed concept maps, and student worksheets for all activities. 
Student S1 
 When student S1 was asked to calculate the speed of electromagnetic waves 
regions by multiplying wavelength times frequency represented in scientific notation, S1 
effectively completed the task for each region and predicted that it would produce the 
speed of light. S1 also explained the inverse nature of wavelength and frequency and how 
one would change if the changed. 
 I On this sheet of paper, rank these from smallest to largest. 
[gives student list of numbers in scientific notation – students performs task] 
I If you multiply wavelength times frequency, what value does it give you? 
S1 The velocity. 
I Is that true for every region. Could you go down the whole spectrum, multiply 
wavelength and frequency to get velocity? 
S1 Yes 
I Did it surprise you that it is the same number. 
S1 Not really. 
I Can you explain the inverse relationship between wavelength and frequency? 
S1 The higher the wavelength , the lower the frequency. 
I If you increase the frequency of an electromagnetic wave? 
S1 The wavelength decreases. 
 
These skills would be classified as Level Five understanding using the ESLR, however, 
as evidenced from the response of S1 to the calculation investigation worksheet and the 
score of 20% on formative quiz three, student S1 concludes the study at a Level Four 
understanding. A segment of the final interview follows. 
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 I What do we use this equation to calculate? [shows speed of light equation] 
S1 Energy 
S1 No wait that is the speed of light.  
I What did you learn about the calculation investigation table? 
S1 Um… I did not really understand it. 
 
Student S2 
 Student S2 scored an 80% on formative quiz three, however he later admitted in 
the interview process that he simply misinterpreted the question that asked to find the 
difference in the range of wavelengths for radio waves. Student S2 instead calculated the 
difference in wavelengths across the spectrum from radio waves to gamma rays. Student 
S2 did have an “ah ha” moment during the final interview when he realized that 
multiplying the wavelength of different regions times their frequencies kept producing 
the same number, which is the speed of light or of all electromagnetic waves. The 
interview segment follows. 
I If you had two numbers, one that is frequency and one that is wavelength, could 
you multiply them on the calculator and tell me what you get? 
S2 [gives answer] 
I What region of the spectrum does that correspond with? 
S2 Microwave 
I Now try these two numbers. 
[student performs task] 
S2 I got the same number. 
I Does that surprise you? 
S2 Yes. 
I What do you think that number is? 
S2 Hey that was one of the equations you showed me earlier! 
S2 The speed of light! 
I So when you multiply the speed times the frequency, you are going to get the 
speed of the wave. 
S2 And they are all the same! They are all the same! 
I What kind of a relationship is this? 
S2 Inverse. 
 
Student S2 later explained the characteristics of an inverse relationship and related that to 
the electromagnetic spectrum. Student S2 concludes the study at a Level 5 understanding. 
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Student S3 
 At the conclusion of the study, student S3 continued to have difficulties with 
numbers in scientific notation. This student also incorrectly interpreted the symbols in the 
speed of light equation and the energy equation. Student S3 scored a 30% on formative 
quiz three, missing all items that required calculating numbers in scientific notation. 
 I What did you learn from the calculation investigation? 
S3 It was really hard to figure out how to do it. I did not get it. 
I What confused you about it? 
S3 I did not understand how to calculate all the numbers. 
 
Later in the interview, the student was shown by the researcher that when wavelength and 
frequency were multiplied, the same number was the result for each region. When asked 
to provide an explanation for this, the student responded, “ I have no idea”. Student S3 
concludes the study with a Level Three understanding. 
Student S4 
 As was the case with many students in the treatment group, formative quiz three 
presented problems for student S4. This student scored a 40% on this quiz, which was 
based on calculating electromagnetic wave properties. In Interview Five, student S4 did 
correctly calculate the speed of light given numbers for wavelength and frequency, but 
could not explain the inverse relationship between the two wave properties. Student S4 
concludes the study with a strong Level Three understanding. 
Student S5 
 Student S5 has a substantial knowledge gap in mathematical concepts which 
could be a factor in his lack of understanding of electromagnetic waves in general. 
Student S5 failed to rank order the sequence of numbers represented in scientific notation 
during Interview Five. This student also scored the lowest on formative quiz three with 
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only a 10% correct rate.  When asked about the calculation investigation activity, student 
S5 responded as follows. 
 I What did you learn from the calculation investigation? 
S5 I was really confused about that. I did not understand the powers of the 
numbers and stuff like that. 
 
As evidenced by the co-constructed concept map, student S5 had difficulty identifying 
the units for the basic wave properties of frequency. Although he correctly identified the 
units for wavelength as meters, student S5 was not confident in his answer. He 
incorrectly determined that the unit for frequency was power. Student S5 showed some 
improvement in identifying the properties of waves on a graphic, this moves the student 
to a Level Two understanding at the conclusion of the unit study; however, it is a weak 
Level Two. 
Student S6 
 Student S6 made one of the largest improvements in the area of mathematical 
concepts during the course of this study. This student scored 60% on formative quiz three 
and properly sequenced all numbers listed in scientific notation. However, the student 
still had considerable difficulty with the calculation investigation activity. 
I Do you remember this equation? 
S6 Isn’t that speed of light. 
I Yes. 
I What is this symbol? [points to lambda] 
S6 Wavelength 
I What is v? 
S6 Velocity. 
I Now what about this equation, E = hv? 
I What does E stand for? 
S6 I do not know. 
I What did you learn from the calculations in this activity? 
I Were comfortable doing them or was it still kind of vague? 
S6 I did not get it at all. 
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In the course of interview five, student S6 was asked to multiply wavelength times 
frequency of different regions in the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Since the ESLR 
is more of a continuum than a quantum leap from one level to the next, the researcher 
struggled with this ranking. This student ranks between a level three and a level four. 
Because level four indicates that a student may recognize the inverse relationship of 
wavelength and frequency, the student was designated a level four understanding at the 
conclusion of the study. 
ESLR Levels of Case Study Students  
 Student ESLR rankings were summarized in Table U7. This table illustrates the 
progress that students made across the unit study. Overall, each student gained and 
average of 2.5 ESLR levels. Student S2 showed the biggest gain with a net gain of four 
levels. This particular student had a strong math background which enabled him to make 
the steady climb to a level five. Many of the students in this particular class of 9th grade 
physical science students have average or less than average math skills. This is reflected 
by the number of students in the case study whose maximum ESLR level was limited by 
their math backgrounds. This point is further supported by the fact that the weakest math 
student, as reflected by his previous math scores, increased only to a level two 
understanding on the ESLR. Despite the fact that all students entered the study having 
been taught the concept of wave properties and electromagnetism in middle school 
general science courses, none remembered many facts about wave properties or scientific 
notation. As a result, all students started the study at a level one understanding. As 
previously mentioned regarding student S2, it seems that students with the stronger math 
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backgrounds advance at a quicker rate in understanding concepts applicable to the 
electromagnetic spectrum. 
Pre- and Posttest Results 
The paired  t- test that was performed on the pre- and posttest data for the 
treatment group and the comparison group revealed that the difference between the 
treatment group’s pretest and posttest scores was statistically significant at the p<0.05 
level (t = -2.56, p = 0.014). There was no statistically significant difference from the 
pretest to the post test for the comparison group.   
A paired t-test was also performed on pre- and posttest data for each category and 
confirms the findings of the effect size correlations. A comparison of pre- versus posttest 
scores of the treatment group for each category shows a statistically significant difference 
for three of the five categories. No statistically significant difference was reflected for the 
“properties of waves” category. More focus of wave properties may be needed in units 
that introduce general wave properties and sound, which precedes the electromagnetic 
spectrum in the typical physical science curriculum. There was also no statistically 
significant difference in the calculations category. The category of “identification and 
sequence” (t = 5.02, p = .004) was significant at the p< 0.01 level while “inverse 
relationships” and “real life application” were both significant at the p<0.10 level. 
Categorical data were also analyzed using Cohen’s d to measure effect size or the 
magnitude of the treatment effect. Cohen’s d was used to measure the magnitude of the 
treatment effect for each category of the pre- and post test. Translation of Cohen’s d to 
effect size is as follows: from 0.00 to 0.2 is considered a small effect size, from 0.3 to 0.5 
is considered a medium effect size, and above 0.8 is considered a large effect size 
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(http://web.uccs.edu/lbecker). Three categories, identification and sequence (d = 2.0), 
inverse relationship (d = 1.6), and real life application (d = 0.89), reflected a large 
treatment effect. Wave properties (d = 0.53) reflected a medium treatment effect. 
Calculations (d = 0.0) showed no treatment effect. 
Summary 
 This study was a cognitive exploration of how students learn about 
electromagnetism using the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Conceptual thinking was 
explored and mapped to give educators and researchers a platform to build on. This was 
an exploratory study in the sense that data was gathered over a wide range of topics 
where a relatively small number of studies exist. The unit study was designed to explore 
layer by layer why students have difficulties with electromagnetic waves. It has been 
suggested by Sadoski and Paivio (2001) that students learn more efficiently when 
information is chunked. This “chunking” of information was attempted by steadily 
increasing the knowledge and cognitive intensity from activity one through activity four. 
The researcher began the study with an idea that students may have difficulties with 
mathematical concepts. This intuition was developed over years of experience teaching 
physical science and talking to colleagues who, in turn, have had years of experience 
teaching physical science. The fact that insufficient math skills limits cognitive 
development in the area of electromagnetism has been documented in this study through 
summary tables found in Appendix U and co-constructed concept maps  
(see Appendix R). 
 This researcher has often wondered why students and teachers alike become 
frustrated in physics units of the physical science course. It seems that many have a lack 
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of confidence when teaching these concepts. This researcher has often communicated 
with teachers who spend most of the time in the physical science course on chemistry 
topics. The course is designed to be one half chemistry and one half physics. If this were 
the case, teachers would shift from chemistry topics to physics topics around mid-year, 
which in many school districts is late December. This however is often not the case. 
Many physical science teachers are still teaching chemistry topics in late February. When 
physics topics are taught, the emphasis is on mechanics. Rarely is there time to cover 
electricity and magnetism. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
The Main Research Question 
The main research question of the proposed study is as follows: After identifying 
the major conceptual difficulties that selected high school physical science students 
encounter in understanding a standard electromagnetic spectrum diagram, can a research-
driven modified version of that standard diagram improve those students’ understanding 
of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
It was determined that students do benefit from a well-crafted electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram. Student understanding of electromagnetism does benefit from a 
diagram that presents information in layers as indicated by the unit study. From the 
surveys of high school and college teachers and from the analysis of electromagnetic 
spectrum diagrams from textbooks throughout several decades, it was determined that 
concepts needed by students to help their understanding of electromagnetism can be 
divided into five basic categories: properties of waves, identification and sequence of 
electromagnetic waves, inverse relationships between wavelength and frequency, real life 
application, and calculations and scientific notation. Quantitative data obtained from item 
analysis of pre- and posttest results as well as qualitative data obtained from structured 
interviews and concept mapping pinpointed areas of conceptual “bottlenecks”. These are 
areas in which students tend to get caught in that hampers further development. The areas 
in question are properties of waves, inverse relationships, and calculations involving 
scientific notation.  
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As evidenced by the gains made in posttest scores, the treatment group, which 
used the layered research modified electromagnetic spectrum diagram, scored higher in 
every category as compared to the comparison group, except inverse relationships. 
Although the comparison group showed an average 25.8% gain from pretest to post test 
in the category of inverse relationships, the treatment group was not far behind with an 
average gain of 20.72%. Both groups showed only a slight gain in calculations. Data 
shows that the research modified diagram may be more beneficial conceptually and less 
so for mathematical application. 
Subquestion One - Essential Concepts Presented Over Time 
 
Analysis of Data from Information Architecture Rubrics (IAR) 
 
 Three rubrics were used to compare electromagnetic spectrum diagrams from a 
total of 35 physics and physical science textbooks from the 1950s through 2005. The 
development of these rubrics was discussed in the methods chapter. Although textbooks 
previous to the 1950s were collected, some as early as 1905, electromagnetic spectrum 
diagrams were not represented in these textbooks. This is not to say that electromagnetic 
radiation was not discussed in textbooks before 1950. Simply, from the textbooks 
collected, the electromagnetic spectrum diagram began to appear in textbooks from the 
1950s to the present.  
 The intent of the rubrics is not to evaluate the textbooks studied. These rubrics are 
limited to a standard of comparison of the electromagnetic spectrum diagrams within the 
textbooks studied. The purpose of the analysis was to determine what concepts presented 
in the electromagnetic spectrum diagrams from the 1950s to the present are repeated and 
what concepts are missing from many of the diagrams. The study then proceeded to 
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determine misconceptions or conceptual difficulties that studies have in regards to 
electromagnetism and develop one diagram or a series of diagrams that effectively 
present electromagnetic waves as determined by pre- and posttest scores, as well as 
student interviews and co-construction of concept maps. 
Discussion of Frequency Percentage for Standards-based Rubric (see Appendix E) 
 
Title 
 
 Although 15% scored a 3 or higher, 50% scored a 0, which means that half of the 
books analyzed had no title or heading for the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. The 
first decoding clue in many graphics is the title of the graphic itself. The absence of a title 
leaves the reader of the graphic unsure of the content of the graphic and must begin 
decoding the graphic from within the graphic. Texts from the1960s and 1970s scored 
better overall in this category (see Appendix G). 
Interactions of Matter and Energy 
 Nearly 80% of electromagnetic spectrum diagrams analyzed from the 1950s –
2000s made no reference to the penetrating ability of the different regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. State curriculum and national standards recommend that 
students describe the interactions of matter and energy in relation to the effects of 
electromagnetic waves on the environment and the human body (AAAS, 1993; NRC, 
1996). 
Constancy and Change 
 This category had one of the greatest spreads of distributions. Nearly 50% of the 
graphics analyzed scored a 2 in this particular category. Contributing to this score was the 
fact that many diagrams did not refer to the speed of the waves in a vacuum which is 
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considered by many texts to be 3.0 x 108 m/s rounded to two significant figures. It is 
important that students understand that electromagnetic waves have common properties 
such as speed in a vacuum. The National Science Education Standards (1996) 
recommends that students understand that although many things are in the process of 
change, certain things such as the speed of light in a vacuum remain constant. 
Size and Scale  
 Nearly 100% of all electromagnetic spectrum diagrams analyzed had no reference 
to the size and scale of the electromagnetic waves of the different regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. No comparison of relative sizes of wavelengths is made to 
items that students are familiar with. 
Source and History 
 While many electromagnetic spectrum diagrams scored somewhat better in this 
category, nearly 60% of those graphics analyzed made no mention of either the source of 
electromagnetic waves or their history. One of the standards as listed by the National 
Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) is that students understand that 
electromagnetic waves are produced by the acceleration or deceleration of a charged 
object. Some electromagnetic spectrum diagrams would improve student understanding 
by incorporating this in to the diagram. It may also enhance student understanding if the 
date or person of discovery is listed.  
Discussion of Frequency Percentage for Teacher-based Rubric (see Appendix D) 
Real-life Application 
 Of the electromagnetic spectrum diagrams analyzed, 70% scored a zero in this 
category. The remaining 30% were scored as a 1 in this category, which suggests that no 
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images of real-life applications of electromagnetic waves were used, however, some 
electromagnetic spectrum diagrams may have listed some uses for a few regions. 
Use of Standard Units 
 Many of the electromagnetic spectrum diagrams studied, 70%, scored a 3 or 
higher in this category. Throughout the decades, diagrams have remained consistent in 
using Hertz as the unit for frequency and the meter as the unit for wavelength. Only slight 
variations, such as using the centimeter unit for wavelength or the Angstrom, have 
occurred from throughout the decades. 
Comparative Display of Regions 
 A score of 3 or higher was given to 40% of the graphs studied, which means that 
many of the electromagnetic spectrum diagrams displayed regions proportionally based 
on wavelength or frequency. Nearly 40% received a score of 2 for this category, meaning 
that some of the regions were disproportionate relative to range of wavelength or 
frequency. Almost 25% of the graphics scored a 0 which translates into no spatial 
representation of the regions of electromagnetic waves within the diagram. 
Illustration of Inverse Relationship 
 The understanding that wavelength and frequency of an electromagnetic wave is 
inversely related is a fundamental concept in physics. It seems that many teachers favor 
the increase of frequency or energy from left to right. Respondent 5 of the teacher 
surveys addresses this issue in the following quote from the survey: “Most students know 
ROYGBIV before taking physics. Having a diagram that uses that to advantage is helpful 
(with low energy at left and high at right)”. Over 60% of the diagrams did not visually 
represent the inverse relationship of wavelength and frequency. However, many did 
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report the values of these two properties of electromagnetic waves which represented an 
inverse relationship, if not illustrating the relationship. 
Quantitative Relationship 
 Over 50% of the diagrams scored above a 3 in this category with no diagram 
scoring a 0. This suggests that all electromagnetic spectrum diagrams represented the 
quantitative values of the wavelengths or frequencies of the waves, but at times not both. 
The panelists from the teacher surveys suggest that introducing students to numerical 
values after some sort of pictorial diagram may enhance comprehension. 
Discussion of Frequency Percentage for Tufte-based Rubric (see Appendix C) 
Color 
 Of the electromagnetic spectrum diagrams studied, 90% scored below 2 on the 
Tufte-based rubric. Below this score indicates that color was not used as a quantifier 
within the diagram. A major principle of color use is to use bright, loud colors only when 
necessary and only on dull background tones (Tufte, 1990). The over use of bright colors 
creates visual noise which draws attention away from the data within the graphic. 
Secondary Elements 
 Secondary elements within a graph are considered to be arrows, pointer lines, 
dimensional lines, grids, and other elements of a graphic used to accentuate data. Of the 
textbooks analyzed, 25% of the graphics studied scored above a 3 in this category, 
meaning that they did an effective job of separating data. If a graphic scored below a 3, 
which 75% did, then the secondary elements actually decreased the chance of correct 
interpretation of the graphic. 
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Sequence of Data 
 A score of 3 or greater in this category would mean that the graphic in question 
encourages the reader of the graphic to make comparisons and think about the data 
represented. Approximately 32% of the graphics surveyed scored at least a 3 in this 
category. A score of 2, which 20% of the graphics scored, would indicate that the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram was separated by text or displayed over two separate 
pages. This discourages the reader to make comparisons within one eye span. 
Design Consistency 
 A majority of the electromagnetic spectrum diagrams studied, 80%, scored a 2 in 
this category. This would indicate that the same design structure was not consistent 
throughout every region of the diagram. However, a key or legend may have been in 
view to aid with interpretation of the graphic. 
Background Field 
 A score of 3 in this category would mean that the graphic used a light background 
with dark secondary elements, helping to reduce visual clutter. 60% of the graphics 
studied scored a 3 for this category in the Tufte-based Rubric. The remaining 40% had an 
even distribution of scores between 2 and 0. No graphic scored a 4. 
Subquestion Two – Standard EMS Diagram 
Subquestion two of this study was: Which electromagnetic spectrum diagram, of 
all the diagrams found in six leading U.S. physics/ physical science textbooks in use 
today, does a panel of university physicists and high school science teachers prefer as the 
“standard”? The answer to this question helped in the development of the teacher-based 
rubric employed as part of the Information Architecture Rubric used to answer 
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subquestion one. Surveys were sent to college and high school teachers which illustrated 
four electromagnetic spectrum diagrams with a wide range of properties. Respondents 
were asked to provide feedback on these diagrams and rank them from most, which 
would be a rank of one, to least, which would be a rank of four, effective for instructional 
purposes. The survey is found in Appendix B and a table summarizing the ranks of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagrams by the respondents is found in Appendix F.  
  The panel consisted of three university physics instructors and five high school 
physical science instructors. The portion of the survey which had the greatest impact on 
the teacher-based rubric was the portion which required the instructors to rank order four 
different designs of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram based on characteristics which 
offer the greatest potential to enhance student understanding of electromagnetism. A rank 
of 1 offered the greatest potential to enhance student understanding and a rank of 4 
offered the least potential to enhance student understanding of electromagnetism. The 
instructors were given an opportunity to elaborate on their choices beneath each diagram. 
It is from these discussions as well as the rankings themselves that that the teacher-based 
rubric originated. The four electromagnetic spectrum diagrams were labeled a, b, c, and 
d. Based on the sum of the rankings from the instructors, diagrams a and d were preferred 
by the instructors, scoring a 15 and 14 respectively. Diagrams b and c scored a 23 and 24 
respectively on the rankings, meaning that they consistently ranked behind diagrams a 
and d. Reasons for the rankings will be discussed in each rubric category. Totals as well 
as average rankings are tabulated in Appendix F. In the discussion of the rubric 
categories, respondents to the surveys will be referred to as respondent 1, respondent 2, 
respondent 3, and so forth. 
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Category 1 – Real-life Application 
Several instructors indicated that diagram a would enhance student learning of 
electromagnetism due to the images of real life applications of each region in the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Respondent 1 gave diagram a  the ranking of 1 due to 
the fact that it “contains items students are familiar with from everyday life.” In fact, six 
of the eight respondents referred to the images used to represent everyday applications as 
a characteristic to enhance student understanding of electromagnetic waves. If no images 
are used, it seems that symbols for each region would help students identify the different 
regions. 
Category 2 – Use of Standard Units 
Respondents agree that consistent units for wavelength and frequency should be used 
throughout the diagram. For wavelength, the SI base unit for length, the meter (m), is the 
preferred unit. For frequency, the preferred unit is the Hertz (Hz). The electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram whose units are not consistent throughout the diagram becomes more 
confusing to the students and does not readily provide a standard for comparison. 
Category 3 – Comparative Display of Regions 
If wavelength and frequency is the standard for display of the electromagnetic waves, the 
panel suggests that the length of the each region on the electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram should be relative to the span of the wavelength or frequency. For example, if 
the range of wavelengths for radio waves is greater than the range for x-rays, then the 
radio region on the electromagnetic spectrum diagram should be larger than the x-ray 
region on the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Respondent 3 speaks of the dislike for 
the “disproportionate almost straight-line look for some sections of the wave diagram as 
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it elongates”. Many times, too much focus is placed on the visible spectrum. Respondent 
3 also speaks of this characteristic that could lead to misconceptions. “I do not like the 
focus being on the visible spectrum…” was the response to diagram b. 
Category 4 – Illustration of Inverse Relationship 
Important to the panelists is the fact that the electromagnetic spectrum diagram 
graphically shows the inverse relationship between wavelength and frequency. Also 
important in this category is the display having the low energy, long wavelength range on 
the left and the higher energy or frequency regions on the right. This follows the previous 
knowledge of students who have learned the sequence of colors in the visible spectrum 
based on the increase of frequencies from left to right. Respondent 5 addresses this issue 
in the following quote from the survey: “Most students know ROYGBIV before taking 
physics. Having a diagram that uses that to advantage is helpful (with low energy at left 
and high at right)”. 
Category 5 – Quantitative Representation 
While graphic representation of real world examples and graphic representation of the 
inverse relationship is important to the panelists, they also agree that quantitative data is 
essential to enhance student comprehension of electromagnetic waves. Some on the panel 
even suggest that numerical information would be a good follow-up graphic after the 
introduction of a pictoral diagram like diagram a. In reference to the quantitatively based 
diagram d, respondent 8 writes “a good follow-up to the first. Now, numerical values can 
be introduced”. 
From the feedback provided by the respondents to the teacher survey, a 
“standard” diagram was selected and modified. The modified versions of the diagram 
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were used in the unit study. The diagram selected met many of the criteria mentioned by 
the teachers who were surveyed. However, this diagram did have several layers of 
information on one graphic. Tufte (1990) suggests that layering and separation act to 
reduce clutter and help in the comprehension of the graphic. From the results of the 
interview, it became clear to the researcher that the information presented on this 
“standard” diagram was all necessary to complete the objectives of the unit study. 
Sadoski and Paivio (2001) suggest that episodic memories, which are composites of 
events experienced externally, serve as a “chunking” function. Pieces of information are 
temporarily held in memory storage, sometimes as images, to be used to link other pieces 
of information together into a larger episodic memory. Concepts of electromagnetism 
may be more comprehensible if the information presented by the electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram is “chunked” and presented in layers separated by time and activities. 
Instead of presenting the standard diagram to the students in the unit study as one graphic 
with several layers of information, such as pictoral representations, units, scientific 
notation, and the wave representation, the graphic was modified into four layers. Each 
layer served as a building block for the next. When building knowledge, students require 
base concepts that build one-upon- another (Mintzes, Wandersee, and Novak, 2000).The 
layered graphics were each introduced as a new activity was started with the treatment 
group. The graphic used in the unit study built on concepts from arrangement and 
sequence (modified diagram 1), to real life application (modified diagram 2), to wave 
properties and inverse relationships (modified diagram 3), to calculations and scientific 
notation (modified diagram 4). The sequence of modified diagrams cam be found in 
Appendix Q. 
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Subquestion Three – Conceptual Difficulties 
Subquestion three of this study was: What conceptual difficulties do selected high 
school students encounter in understanding the standard electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram? This question was answered from quantitative and qualitative data gathered in 
the course of the study. In the course of this unit study, students were presented with 
topics important to the unit study of electromagnetism sequentially, building from one 
concept to the next. Roddy (2003) referred to these “learning checkpoints” as critical 
junctures. Are there concepts that serve as gateways to learning other concepts? More 
importantly to this study, are there concepts that hinder the understanding of other 
concepts in the learning of electromagnetic radiation at the high school physical science 
level? From the data gathered, the concept that presented the greatest challenge for 
students at this level is the representation of wavelengths and frequencies using scientific 
notation. These quantities are so large in the case of frequencies and so small in the case 
of wavelengths that the use of scientific notation simply can not be avoided. Furthermore, 
these numbers represented in scientific notation must be manipulated to calculate speed, 
energy, wavelength, or frequency using equations presented in most physical science 
textbooks. Students in both the treatment group and the comparison group had 
considerable difficulty making these calculations as evidenced by the 4.3% gain from the 
pretest to the post test for items involving calculations and a 2.0% gain for the 
comparison group. Each student in the case study provided feedback at the conclusion of 
the study that indicated that the conceptual gap remained after the study. For this reason, 
it is recommended that students mature mathematically before introducing this topic, an 
idea that will be discussed later in this chapter.  
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Related to the concept of calculations and scientific notation is the concept of the 
inverse relationship of wavelength and frequency. This is as much a mathematical 
concept as it is a science concept. Many students are introduced to these concepts in 10th 
grade math classes such as Algebra II. Many of the 9th grade physical science students in 
the study made significant gains in this topic from the pretest and posttest data. The 
students made a net gain of 20.72% on items involving inverse relationships. However, 
when asked to explain the idea of an inverse relationship, only students S1 and S2 
provided evidence that they could explain the inverse relation of wavelength and 
frequency as applied to the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. These two categories act 
as “bottlenecks” of comprehension. When discussing these topics, teachers may have to 
adjust the pace of the lesson to accommodate a lack of understanding on the part of the 
students. 
Subquestion Four – Value Added 
The fourth and final subquestion of this study was: What is the value-added to 
those same students’ understanding of the electromagnetic spectrum by systematically 
studying a researcher-modified version of the standard electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram? In other terms, how did this study contribute to the gains of student 
understanding and what exactly were those gains. Analysis, both quantitative and 
qualitative, of the pre- and posttest (see Appendix N), the pre- and post surveys (see 
Appendix P), and ESLR rankings (Table U7), contributed to the answer to this question. 
The pretest and posttest were divided into five major components: properties of waves, 
identification and sequence of electromagnetic waves, inverse relationship between 
wavelength and frequency, real life application, and calculations involving scientific 
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notation. An item analysis is provided in Appendix M. Students made the following gains 
in each category based on percentage of correct responses for the pretest and the posttest: 
a 12% gain in wave properties, a 20% gain in identification and sequence, a 20.7% gain 
in inverse relationships, a 15.83 % gain in real life application, and a 4.38% gain in 
calculations involving scientific notation. The difference from pretest to posttest was 
statistically significant at the p<0.05 level for the treatment group. As previously 
mentioned in the pre- and posttest results section, a paired t-test was performed across 
each category to determine which categories showed the greatest difference from pretest 
to posttest. Identification and sequence of electromagnetic waves was significant at the 
p<0.01 level.  
A Cohen’s d analysis was also used to analyze the value-added to student 
understanding by topic or category. The greatest treatment effect using this method of 
analysis was indeed “identification and sequence”. This could be due to the repeated 
exposure to the sequenced regions of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram which is 
essentially a part of each modified diagram used throughout the study. Gains were also 
evidenced in all other categories with the exception of calculations.  
Analysis of the pre surveys and post surveys showed that student knowledge of 
sequencing and uses for electromagnetic waves increased based on the rich explanations 
given to describe each region of the electromagnetic spectrum and the uses for each (see 
Appendix V). A comparison of Tables U1 and U2 will also provide a summary of pre-
survey and post survey responses. Student S1 increased the number of correctly 
sequenced waves from three regions to five regions. This student also gave a correct 
description for six regions of the electromagnetic spectrum on the post survey as opposed 
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to only one region correctly described on the pre-survey. Student S2 increased the 
number of regions correctly sequenced from one to all seven and the number of regions 
correctly described from one to all seven as well. Student S3 increased the number of 
regions sequenced from two to all seven and the number of correct descriptions from 
three to all seven. In fact, students S4 and S6 had the same results as S3. Student S5 
increased the number of regions properly sequenced from one to four. This student 
showed no gain in describing regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
The Electromagnetic Spectrum Literacy Rubric was used to measure conceptual 
gain throughout the course of the unit study (see Appendix A). Table U7 summarizes the 
gains made on this rubric by the case study students. The largest gain on the ESLR was 
made by student S2 who advanced four levels from the lowest level at the beginning of 
the study to the highest level at the conclusion of the study. Student S5 made the smallest 
gain from a level one to a level two. The average net gain by the case study students 
using the ESLR was 2.5. 
Implications for Teaching of the Electromagnetic Spectrum 
As evidenced by the analysis of data, a research-driven modified-diagrams 
approach to teaching the electromagnetic spectrum can improve student understanding of 
electromagnetism at the 9th grade level physical science course. It should be noted, 
however, that each teacher admitted that they each spent more time on this topic than 
they normally would have, had they not been part of this study. They also shared that 
both the comparison group and the treatment group continued to struggle with 
calculations using scientific notation. They felt that the students were blocked from 
reaching a deeper conceptual understanding of electromagnetism due to their lack of 
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mathematical knowledge. Teaching electromagnetism usually consists of focusing on the 
mathematical constructs with less emphasis on the conceptual or practical application of 
electromagnetism. Anderson and Mina (2003) believe that emphasizing the mathematical 
nature of the electromagnetic spectrum initially affects the understanding of 
electromagnetism. There is a need for the understanding of concepts and practical 
application of electromagnetism by students due to the rapidly expanding field of high 
speed electronics and other technologies. This study confirms this belief by the 
documentation of student difficulties with the mathematical concepts presented by this 
topic. The teachers involved in this study indicated that the level of frustration for the 
students as well as the teacher rose significantly when the mathematical concepts were 
presented. “It was as though some one flipped a switch and, all of a sudden, students 
were not concerned with any part of the electromagnetic spectrum, even the important 
applications of the regions which directly impact their lives”. This is a quote from one of 
the participating teachers. This feeling was confirmed by the other teacher in the study as 
well. Anderson and Mina (2003) suggest that the conceptual aspects of the 
electromagnetic spectrum be taught before problem solving involving electromagnetic 
waves. Introducing the abstract concepts of electromagnetism before the practical could 
lead to delayed understanding and conceptual difficulties. It is important to note that 
Anderson and Mina are not advocating the removal of mathematical concepts from the 
learning of electromagnetism, simply delaying this aspect of the topic until students 
understand practical applications.  
In fact, the high school where this study took place decided to switch the 
sequence of courses as a result of the study. The school was experiencing a high failure 
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rate (25%) of 9th grade students taking physical science. The year following this study, 9th 
graders were scheduled to take biology and 10th graders were scheduled to take physical 
science. The logic behind this decision was to allow students an additional year in math 
classes to further develop their math skills. At the time of this writing, the change seems 
to be working. The physical science failure rate has dropped from 25% to 4%. However, 
more time will be needed to collect data to determine if this move was ultimately a 
success. 
The layering of information as presented by the sequence of electromagnetic 
spectrum diagrams did give the teacher and students an opportunity to concentrate on one 
aspect of electromagnetism at a time. This coincides with what Sadoski and Paivio (2001) 
refer to as a “chunking” function. Pieces of information are temporarily held in memory 
storage, sometimes as images, to be used to link pieces of information for construction of 
larger episodic memory. The teacher in the unit study admitted that he would have 
covered the mathematical concepts in one day, giving students a practice worksheet for 
homework. Even less time would have been spent on the practical applications of each 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. In many cases, students are simply asked to 
identify the regions, sequence them, and move quickly to the aforementioned and 
frustrating area of mathematical concepts as applied to electromagnetism. The layered 
approach to presenting the topic using multiple electromagnetic spectrum diagrams 
helped the teacher pause in the instructional process and focus on distinct topics that 
typically are merged into one quickly delivered unit in late May. This compression of 
time makes it difficult for teachers to provide students opportunities to construct meaning 
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from interaction with the subject matter, which is one of the principles of Human 
Constructivist learning theory (Mintzes, Wandersee, & Novak, 2000). 
Implications for Further Research 
This study was an exploratory study which opens the door for many opportunities 
for additional research. Many such studies have been undertaken on the topic of the 
periodic table in chemistry (Roddy, 2003). However, few studies have been undertaken 
on the development of the electromagnetic spectrum and the learning implications of the 
diagram presented to the student and the activities associated with the diagram presented. 
Additional research is needed to improve the hands-on activities associated with 
the unit study. This research would be beneficial in the sense that it would expand the 
knowledge base of effective pedagogy associated with the electromagnetic spectrum and 
physical science in general. The research could expand to how high school physics 
students approach the learning of electromagnetism since these students are typically 
more advanced in mathematical concepts. Are they presented with the same conceptual 
blocks as physical science students?  
A deeper and more concentrated textbook analysis should be undertaken to 
determine what characteristics of an electromagnetic spectrum diagram cause one 
textbook publisher to use it over another electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Why use a 
vertical diagram as opposed to a horizontal diagram? Does available space determine 
which diagram is published or is consideration of student comprehension of the graphic 
take precedent? Do students in fact learn more efficiently from a horizontal 
representation? These are questions that need to be explored further to improve the 
teaching and learning of electromagnetism. 
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Another topic to be explored further is the sequence of high school courses. Does 
waiting one year to introduce students to physical science help in comprehension of 
mathematical concepts presented in the course? Would it be more beneficial to keep 
physical science in the 9th grade but present it conceptually, with little math content? This 
is the next step that this researcher plans to pursue. As science department chair of the 
research site, the rare opportunity is afforded to make changes to the sequence of courses 
and determine which sequence is the most effective sequence of learning these concepts. 
Some school districts in the nation have approached the problem by offering a 
conceptually-based physics course before biology and chemistry. Other school districts 
delay physical science until the junior year of high school, offering the course to juniors 
who do not take chemistry or physics as part of the science course sequence. This 
particular approach makes physics concepts available to students who would otherwise 
not take physics in high school. 
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APPENDIX  A 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM LITERACY RUBRIC (ESLR) 
 
5 – Theoretical Understanding 
Can explain the inverse relationship between wavelength and frequency and 
describe how a change in one affects a change in the other. Can effectively 
calculate and expound on any of the variables (wavelength, speed, frequency, and 
energy) based on formulas for speed and energy. Can interpret the sine wave 
representation of electromagnetic radiation to relate to a certain region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram. 
 
 
4 – Conceptual Understanding 
Understands that the electromagnetic spectrum diagram is a representation of 
electromagnetic waves arranged in a specific order based on wavelength or 
frequency of the electromagnetic wave. Can manipulate numbers in scientific 
notation to discuss relative sizes of wavelengths. May also recognize the inverse 
relationship of  wavelength and frequency.  
 
3 – Advanced Basic Understanding 
Understands that the electromagnetic spectrum diagram is composed of regions of 
electromagnetic radiation with different characteristics based on changing 
wavelength or frequency. Can identify and sequence each region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram. Can relate a graphic of waves to properties 
such as wavelength and frequency. Also shows understanding of wave properties 
by identifying those properties on a graphic representation. 
 
2 – Basic Understanding 
Can identify one or more of the regions in the electromagnetic spectrum diagram 
in sequence based on wavelength or frequency, however, little understanding of 
the concepts of wavelength and frequency. Can identify  common uses for some 
regions in the electromagnetic spectrum. Can identify wave properties on a 
graphic representation of a wave. 
 
1 – Emergent Understanding 
Can identify one or more regions on the electromagnetic spectrum diagram, 
however not in sequence. May confuse common uses for the identified region 
with uses for other regions. Has little or no understanding of wave properties. 
 
0 – Shows no degree of familiarity with the electromagnetic spectrum diagram; can not        
 identify any region on the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. 
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APPENDIX B  
TEACHER SURVEY 
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For multiple-choice questions, please indicate your choice by circling the letter 
that best represents your answer. 
 
 
1) How large is your typical Physics class? 
 
a) 10 or less 
b) 10-20 
c) 20-30 
d) Over 30 
 
2) How often do you use graphics or visual aids other than board diagrams and 
sketches in your lectures? 
 
a) Less 25% of the days 
b) Less than 50% of the days 
c) Less than 75% of the days 
d) 100% of the days 
 
3) Is there currently an electromagnetic spectrum chart on display in your lecture 
room? 
 
a) yes                                              b) no 
 
 
4) How often do you refer to the electromagnetic spectrum diagram, whether as a 
chart on display or as a graphic image, during a semester of Introductory Physics? 
 
a) not at all 
b) once 
c) several times 
d) more than 5 times 
 
 
5) When do you refer to the electromagnetic spectrum diagram during the year? 
 
a) I never refer to it 
b) In the early weeks of the course 
c) In the first half of the course 
d) In the second half of the course 
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6) How would you describe the average student’s prior knowledge of the basic 
concepts of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram, such as identification of the 
different regions and the relationships between wavelength and frequency and 
energy of electromagnetic waves? 
 
a) no prior knowledge 
b) little prior knowledge 
c) sufficient prior knowledge 
d) substantial prior knowledgeable 
 
7) How much time do you typically devote to the topic of electromagnetic radiation 
within your course of Introductory Physics? 
 
a) no time is spent on this topic 
b) less than 1 week 
c) 1-3 weeks 
d) greater than 3 weeks 
 
8) How satisfied are you with the graphic representation of the electromagnetic 
spectrum as presented by today’s physics textbooks? 
 
a) not satisfied 
b) somewhat satisfied 
c) satisfied 
d) very satisfied 
 
9) How important do you think the understanding of the electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram is to the student’s understanding of electromagnetic radiation? 
 
a) not important 
b) somewhat important 
c) important 
d) very important 
 
10)  Please rank-order the following topics based on the time you spend teaching 
them in your Introductory Physics course. (1 = the topic that consumes the most 
time in a typical semester and 6 = the topic that consumes the least time.) 
 
__  Newton’s Laws of Motion 
__  Acceleration 
__  Projectile Motion 
__  Electricity and Magnetism 
__  Electromagnetic Radiation 
__  Heat, Light, and Sound 
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11) What conceptual difficulties, if any, do students have with the electromagnetic 
spectrum? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12) What improvements would you make in the electromagnetic spectrum diagram 
found in the textbook you use to improve student understanding? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13) What textbook (title and publisher) do you currently use in your Introductory     
Physics course? 
 
 
 
 
14) Please rank the following electromagnetic spectrum diagrams from 1 = the 
diagram that you see offers the greatest potential to enhance student 
understanding to 4 = the least potential to improve understanding. Put your 
chosen rank in the blank beneath each diagram. Please elaborate on your choice 
beneath each diagram, if you can. Explain what made you give the diagram its 
particular ranking. The 4 diagrams begin on the next page. 
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a) 
 
Rank: ______ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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b) 
 
 
 
 
Rank : ______ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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c) 
 
Rank: _______ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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d)  
         
 
 
Rank : _______ 
 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX C 
 
TUFTE-BASED ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM DIAGRAM RUBRIC 
CATEGORY 4 3 2 1 0 
Color Color use is 
quantitative 
throughout the 
diagram and 
reinforces the 
principle of 
smallest effective 
difference by 
using subtle 
colors which to 
not create visual 
noise. 
Color use is 
quantitative in 
part of the 
diagram but not 
all. The colors 
that are used are 
colors which do 
not violate the 
principle of 
smallest effective 
difference. 
Color is not used 
as a quantifier 
but the colors 
which are used 
do not violate the 
principle of 
smallest effective 
difference by 
creating visual 
noise. 
No color is used; 
however 
shadings of 
white, grey, and 
black are used 
quantitatively. 
The color that 
is used is not 
quantitative, 
loud, and 
renders the 
diagram 
incoherent. 
Secondary 
Elements  
All secondary 
graphical 
elements such 
as pointer lines, 
grids, arrows, 
and boxes are as 
subtle as 
possible, but still 
clear and 
effective in 
separating data. 
Some secondary 
elements are 
subtle and clear 
while others are 
at the same 
visual level as 
the data, 
cluttering the 
graphic, however 
still separating 
the data.  
All secondary 
elements are at 
the same visual 
level as the data 
creating visual 
clutter.  
Secondary 
elements are not 
used when data 
separation is 
required for 
content 
comprehension.  
Secondary 
elements are in 
error, pointing to 
wrong data or 
labels do not 
coincide with 
proper regions.  
Sequence of 
Data 
All known 
regions of the 
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum 
Diagram are 
displayed in 
proper sequence 
and in proper 
proportions 
according to 
range of 
wavelength.  
All known 
regions of the 
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum 
Diagram are 
displayed in 
proper sequence 
and in proper 
proportion. Some 
of the elements 
of graphic design 
divert attention 
from the data.  
All known 
regions of the 
EMS diagram 
are displayed in 
proper sequence 
and proportion. 
Comparison is 
not encouraged 
due to 
separation of 
regions by text or 
physical 
separation on 
multiple pages.  
All known 
regions are 
displayed in 
proper sequence 
but there is some 
distortion in 
proportion of 
regions of the 
radiation.  
Not all known 
regions of the 
EMS diagram 
are displayed in 
the diagram.  
Design 
Consistency 
Each region is a 
small multiple of 
the others. Once 
the viewer 
decodes and 
comprehends 
one region, he or 
she has familiar 
access to other 
regions by the 
same decoding 
process.  
 
The decoding 
process is 
consistent 
across regions of 
the diagram. 
There are only a 
few clues within 
the diagram to 
aid decoding, or 
clues appear on 
a different page.  
The decoding 
process is 
consistent 
across regions of 
the diagram. 
There are no 
clues to aid the 
decoding 
process within 
the diagram.  
The same design 
structure is not 
consistent 
throughout every 
region of the 
diagram, 
however a key or 
legend exists to 
aid decoding.  
No consistency 
in design 
structure and no 
legend or key 
exists to aid 
decoding of the 
graphic.  
Background 
Field 
A light 
background is 
used as part of 
the graphic, 
changing slightly 
as data changes. 
The diagram is 
primarily dark 
elements on a 
light background.  
A light 
background is 
used with dark 
elements 
reducing visual 
clutter. However, 
the background 
is not part of the 
design element.  
A dark 
background with 
light elements 
produces slight 
visual clutter, 
however, an 
attempt is made 
to use the 
background to 
enhance 
information.  
A dark 
background with 
light text 
produces slight 
visual clutter with 
no attempt to 
use the 
background as a 
design quality.  
A very dark 
background is 
used with white 
text producing 
extensive visual 
clutter.  
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APPENDIX D 
TEACHER - BASED ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM DIAGRAM RUBRIC 
CATEGORY 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application  
Images that 
represent real life 
applications of all 
regions of the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum are 
present.  
Images that 
represent real life 
applications for 
some regions of 
the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum are 
present.  
No images are 
used to represent 
real-life 
applications, 
however symbols 
are used as 
representations of 
real-life 
applications for all 
regions of the 
spectrum.  
No images are 
used to represent 
real-life 
applications. 
Symbols to 
represent real-life 
applications for 
some regions of 
the spectrum are 
present, but not 
all.  
No graphic 
examples of real 
life applications 
are present.  
Use of Standard 
Units  
Consistent 
standard SI units 
are used for both 
wavelength and 
frequency 
throughout the 
graphic.  
Consistent SI 
units are used for 
wavelength but 
not frequency or 
for frequency but 
not wavelength.  
Consistent units 
are used, but are 
not SI base or 
derived units.  
Inconsistent use of 
units to represent 
wavelength and 
frequency. The 
units change 
within the graphic 
for either 
wavelength or 
frequency.  
No units are 
used for 
numerical 
values.  
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions  
All regions of the 
graphic are 
proportional to 
relative span of 
wavelength or 
frequency.  
All regions are 
proportional with 
the exception of 
visible light. 
However, the 
representation of 
visible light is 
used as a blow-up 
or pullout view.  
Some regions of 
the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum are 
disproportionate 
relative to 
wavelength of 
frequency range.  
All regions of the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum are 
disproportionate 
relative to 
wavelength or 
frequency range.  
No spatial 
representation of 
regions in the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum 
diagram.  
Illustration of 
Inverse 
Relationship  
The inverse 
relationship of 
wavelength and 
frequency is 
illustrated using 
varying sine wave 
representations for 
both variables 
across the entire 
range of ems 
regions.  
The inverse 
relationship of 
wavelength and 
frequency is 
illustrated using a 
representation 
other than a 
varying sine 
wave.  
The wavelength or 
frequency change 
is graphically 
represented for 
one variable but 
not both 
beginning with 
radio waves to 
gamma rays. No 
inverse 
relationship is 
graphically 
represented.  
The wavelength or 
frequency change 
is graphically 
represented for 
one variable but 
not both 
beginning with 
gamma rays to 
radio waves. No 
inverse 
relationship is 
graphically 
represented.  
No graphical 
representation of 
wavelength nor 
of  frequency. 
No inverse 
relationship is 
graphically 
represented.  
Quantitative 
Representation  
Numerical values 
of wavelengths 
and frequency 
levels are easily in 
view while not 
causing visual 
clutter. The 
increase in 
frequency is from 
left to right, radio 
to gamma.  
Numerical values 
of wavelength and 
frequency are 
easily in view 
while not creating 
visual clutter. 
However, the 
frequency 
increase from left 
to right is gamma 
to radio.  
Numerical values 
are used for either 
wavelength or 
frequency, but not 
for both. 
Frequency 
increase from left 
to right is radio to 
frequency.  
Numerical values 
are used for either 
wavelength or 
frequency, but not 
for both. 
Frequency 
increase from left 
to right is gamma 
to radio.  
No quantitative 
representation of 
wavelength nor 
of frequency.  
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APPENDIX E 
 
STANDARDS/CURRICULUM-BASED ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM 
DIAGRAM RUBRIC 
 
 
 
 
CATEGORY 4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading The title is readily 
visible on the 
diagram and 
describes the 
content of the 
diagram. 
The title is visible 
but does not 
provide clues to 
the content of the 
diagram. 
The title is not in a 
prominent position 
on the diagram but 
does describe the 
diagram. 
The title is 
difficult to find 
and is not 
descriptive of the 
diagram. 
No title exists 
for the diagram.  
Interactions of 
Matter and 
Energy 
All wave regions 
in the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram 
graphically shows 
penetrating ability 
of electromagnetic 
radiation and 
effects on matter 
(i.e. the human 
body) 
Some, but not all 
wave regions have 
a display of 
penetrating ability 
and effects on 
matter 
All regions of the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram 
have a 
representation of 
penetrating ability 
with no further 
illustrations of its 
effects on matter. 
Some mention of 
the effects of 
electromagnetic 
waves on matter 
with no mention of 
penetrating ability. 
No display of 
penetrating 
ability of each 
region nor of 
any mention of 
effects of each 
wave. 
Constancy and 
Change 
The concept of 
change is 
illustrated 
throughout each 
region 
continuously by 
changing 
wavelength and 
frequency. 
Common 
properties such as 
speed in a vacuum 
are also 
represented. 
The concept of 
change is 
illustrated in each 
region but is not 
continuous from 
one region to 
another. The 
representation is 
segmented. 
Common 
properties such as 
speed in a vacuum 
are not 
represented. 
The concept of 
change is 
illustrated in each 
region but is not 
continuous from 
one region to 
another. The 
representation is 
segmented. 
Common 
properties such as 
speed in a vacuum 
may are may not 
be represented. 
The concept of 
change is only 
displayed in a few 
regions of the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram, 
but not all. 
Common 
properties such as 
speed in a vacuum 
are represented on 
the diagram. 
Neither the 
concept of 
change in 
wavelength and 
frequency nor 
the common 
properties such 
as wave speed 
are represented 
in the graphic. 
Size and Scale Relative sizes of 
wavelengths of 
each region are 
compared 
graphically to 
items that students 
are familiar with in 
everyday 
experiences. 
Relative sizes of 
wavelengths are 
compared to an 
image of an item 
that students are 
familiar with in 
everyday 
experiences for 
some regions, but 
not all. 
Relative sizes are 
compared to 
everyday items for 
all regions. 
However, the 
comparisons are 
not image based. 
Relative sizes are 
compared to 
everyday items for 
some regions, but 
not all. The 
comparison is not 
image based, but 
some type of 
description is 
available within 
the EMS diagram. 
No comparison 
of relative sizes 
of wavelengths 
is made to items 
that students are 
familiar with. 
Source and 
History 
The source of each 
electromagnetic 
wave region is 
listed as well as its 
history (i.e. date 
and source of 
discovery). 
The source and 
history of some 
regions of the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum are 
represented, but 
not all. 
Either the source 
of the 
electromagnetic 
wave is 
represented fully 
or the history is 
represented fully, 
but not both. 
Either the source 
of the 
electromagnetic 
wave is 
represented 
partially or the 
history, but not 
both. 
Neither the 
source of the 
electromagnetic 
wave of any 
region nor its 
history is 
represented on 
the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum 
diagram. 
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APPENDIX F 
RANK OF EMS DIAGRAMS FROM RESPONDENTS TO SURVEY 
 
 
 
EMS Diagram A EMS Diagram B EMS Diagram C EMS Diagram D 
Survey 1 1 4 3 2 
Survey 2 2 3 4 1 
Survey 3 1 3 4 2 
Survey 4 2 3 4 1 
Survey 5 3 4 1 2 
Survey 6 1* 1* 4 1* 
Survey 7 4 1 2 3 
Survey 8 1 4 3 2 
Total 15 23 25 14 
Average 1.875 2.875 3.125 1.750 
 
* Respondent to survey 6 liked a combination of diagrams A, B, and D equally. 
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APPENDIX G 
 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION BY TOPIC BY DECADE 
 
Frequency Distribution for Texts from the 1950s 
Table G1.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1950s  (n = 2) 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading 0 0 0 2 0 
Interactions of 
Matter and 
Energy 
0 0 0 0 2 
Constancy and 
Change 
0 1 1 0 0 
Size and Scale 0 0 0 0 2 
Source and 
History 
0 0 0 0 2 
 
 
 
Table G1.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1950s  (n = 2) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
0 0 0 1 1 
Use of 
Standard Units 
0 1 0 1 0 
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
1 0 0 0 1 
Illustration of 
Inverse 
Relationship 
0 0 0 0 2 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
0 1 0 1 0 
 
Table G1.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1950s  (n = 2) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color 0 0 0 2 0 
Secondary 
Elements 
1 0 0 1 0 
Sequence of 
Data 
0 1 0 1 0 
Design 
Consistency 
0 1 1 0 0 
Background 
Field 
0 2 0 0 0 
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Frequency Distribution for Texts from the 1960s 
Table G2.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1960s  (n = 6) 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading 2 0 4 0 0 
Interactions of 
Matter and 
Energy 
0 2 0 0 4 
Constancy and 
Change 
0 0 2 4 0 
Size and Scale 0 0 0 0 6 
Source and 
History 
0 0 1 2 3 
 
 
 
Table G2.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source:  Texts from the 1960s  (n = 6) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
0 0 0 2 4 
Use of 
Standard Units 
1 2 2 1 0 
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
1 2 1 0 2 
Illustration of 
Inverse 
Relationship 
0 0 0 0 6 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
2 1 1 2 0 
 
 
Table G2.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1960s  (n = 6) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color 0 0 2 0 4 
Secondary 
Elements 
0 1 2 3 0 
Sequence of 
Data 
0 1 0 5 0 
Design 
Consistency 
0 2 3 1 0 
Background 
Field 
0 1 1 2 2 
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Frequency Distribution for Texts from the 1970s 
Table G3.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1970s  (n = 8) 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading 2 0 1 0 5 
Interactions of 
Matter and 
Energy 
0 1 0 0 7 
Constancy and 
Change 
0 0 7 1 0 
Size and Scale 0 0 0 0 8 
Source and 
History 
0 0 2 1 5 
 
 
 
Table G3.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source:  Texts from the 1970s  (n = 8) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
1 0 0 1 6 
Use of 
Standard Units 
2 3 2 1 0 
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
2 1 4 0 1 
Illustration of 
Inverse 
Relationship 
0 0 2 0 6 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
3 0 4 1 0 
 
 
Table G3.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1970s  (n = 8) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color 0 0 1 4 3 
Secondary 
Elements 
0 1 4 3 0 
Sequence of 
Data 
0 2 4 2 0 
Design 
Consistency 
0 0 8 0 0 
Background 
Field 
0 5 1 1 1 
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Frequency Distribution for Texts from the 1980s 
Table G4.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1980s  (n = 11) 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading 0 1 3 0 7 
Interactions of 
Matter and 
Energy 
0 2 0 1 8 
Constancy and 
Change 
0 1 6 4 0 
Size and Scale 0 0 0 0 11 
Source and 
History 
0 0 2 2 7 
 
 
 
Table G4.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source:  Texts from the 1980s  (n = 11) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
0 0 0 4 7 
Use of 
Standard Units 
4 5 0 2 0 
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
2 0 6 0 3 
Illustration of 
Inverse 
Relationship 
0 1 3 2 5 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
6 0 2 3 0 
 
 
Table G4.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1980s  (n = 11) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color 1 0 1 4 5 
Secondary 
Elements 
0 2 3 6 0 
Sequence of 
Data 
0 2 3 6 0 
Design 
Consistency 
1 0 9 0 1 
Background 
Field 
0 6 1 2 2 
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Frequency Distribution for Texts from the 1990s 
Table G5.1 
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1990s  (n = 4) 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading 0 0 2 0 2 
Interactions of 
Matter and 
Energy 
0 0 1 0 3 
Constancy and 
Change 
0 0 0 3 1 
Size and Scale 0 0 0 0 4 
Source and 
History 
0 0 1 0 3 
 
 
 
Table G5.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source:  Texts from the 1990s  (n = 4) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
0 0 0 1 3 
Use of 
Standard Units 
2 2 0 0 0 
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
1 0 2 0 1 
Illustration of 
Inverse 
Relationship 
0 0 2 0 2 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
2 0 2 0 0 
 
 
Table G5.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1990s  (n = 4) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color 0 0 1 2 1 
Secondary 
Elements 
0 1 3 0 0 
Sequence of 
Data 
1 1 0 2 0 
Design 
Consistency 
0 1 3 0 0 
Background 
Field 
0 3 0 0 1 
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Frequency Distribution for Texts from the 2000s 
Table G6.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 2000s  (n = 4) 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading 0 1 0 0 3 
Interactions of 
Matter and 
Energy 
0 0 0 1 3 
Constancy and 
Change 
0 1 1 0 2 
Size and Scale 1 0 0 0 3 
Source and 
History 
0 0 2 0 2 
 
 
 
Table G6.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source:  Texts from the 2000s  (n = 4) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
0 0 1 0 3 
Use of 
Standard Units 
1 1 0 2 0 
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
3 0 0 0 1 
Illustration of 
Inverse 
Relationship 
0 1 0 0 3 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
2 2 0 0 0 
 
 
Table G6.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 2000s  (n = 4) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color 1 0 3 0 0 
Secondary 
Elements 
0 3 0 1 0 
Sequence of 
Data 
0 3 0 1 0 
Design 
Consistency 
0 1 3 0 0 
Background 
Field 
0 4 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX H 
 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR TOTAL TEXTS  
 
Table H1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1950s - 2000s  (n =35) 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading 4 2 10 2 17 
Interactions of 
Matter and 
Energy 
0 5 1 2 27 
Constancy and 
Change 
0 3 17 12 3 
Size and Scale 1 0 0 0 34 
Source and 
History 
0 0 8 5 22 
 
Table H2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source:  Texts from the 1950s - 2000s  (n =35) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
1 0 1 9 24 
Use of 
Standard Units 
10 14 4 7 0 
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
10 3 13 0 9 
Illustration of 
Inverse 
Relationship 
0 2 7 2 24 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
15 4 9 7 0 
 
Table H3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Texts from the 1950s - 2000s  (n =35) 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color 2 0 8 12 13 
Secondary 
Elements 
1 8 12 14 0 
Sequence of 
Data 
1 10 7 17 0 
Design 
Consistency 
1 5 27 1 1 
Background 
Field 
0 21 3 5 6 
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APPENDIX  I 
 
COMPLETION CERTIFICATE 
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APPENDIX J 
 
PILOT STUDY REPORT 
 
PURPOSE 
 The purpose of this study was to explore how selected high school physics 
students’ understanding of electromagnetic radiation and the electromagnetic spectrum 
changed as they participated in four research-based activities incorporating the history of 
the different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, uses for those regions, and 
relationships between wavelength, frequency, and energy across the electromagnetic 
spectrum. This study was conducted in the spring of 2006 with a class of 31 high school 
physics students, of which 30 were classified as juniors and 1 was classified as a 
sophomore. The school is a rural school in a middle Tennessee county and the class 
lasted 47 minutes. Three students were selected and agreed to be interviewed and to co-
construct concept maps with the researcher, who in this case was also their physics 
teacher. Pseudonyms are used in the report to protect their identity. These students are 
classified as juniors and represent three different achievement levels (John, high; Mia, 
medium, and Luke, low). Qualitative data in the form of interviews, concept maps and 
student worksheets were collected for analysis. The lesson plans and the interview 
protocols that were used in the study are included in the Appendices. The 
Electromagnetic Spectrum Literacy Rubric (ESLR) was developed to identify levels of 
understanding of electromagnetic radiation. It is also included in the Appendices. 
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The pilot study focused on the following activities: 
1. Pretreatment interviews and co-constructing concept maps. 
2. Pretest and Survey of Electromagnetic Radiation 
3. Activity #1: Collaborative Construction of Electromagnetic Spectrum Diagram 
4. Formative Quiz 1 
5. Interviews and Co-constructing concept maps. 
6. Activity #2: Wave Properties 
7. Activity #3: A Calculation Investigation 
8. Formative Quiz 3 
9. Posttest and Survey of Electromagnetic Radiation 
10. Post-treatment interviews and co-constructing concept maps. 
RESULTS 
1. PRETREATMENT INTERVIEWS AND COCONSTRUCTING CONCEPT MAPS 
 The interviews and concept mapping activities were conducted on February 9th, 
2001. This was the beginning of the unit of electromagnetic waves in physics. Students 
were given a list of 15 types of physical phenomena, of which 7 were examples of 
electromagnetic waves, and asked to circle all that were examples of electromagnetic 
waves. The chart below gives a summary of electromagnetic waves properly identified as 
well as the number of non-electromagnetic waves identified as electromagnetic waves. 
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Table J.1  
Number of Electromagnetic Waves Properly Identified As Well As Waves Mistakenly 
Identified As Electromagnetic Waves 
 
Student #  EM waves 
identified 
% EM waves 
identified 
# waves 
mistakenly 
identified 
% of total 
waves 
mistakenly 
identified 
John 7 100 0 0 
Mia 5 71 1 7 
Luke 7 100 0 0 
 
The interview and concept maps indicate that although each student had a high success 
rate of identifying electromagnetic waves, none had a very good understanding of what 
exactly an electromagnetic wave is. When Luke was asked to explain what an 
electromagnetic wave is, he responded with “I am not exactly sure”. Luke also 
incorrectly indicated that wavelength and frequency are the same. He also scored the 
lowest on the wave characteristics graphic. He correctly identified one (wavelength) out 
of the four wave characteristics: wavelength, crest, trough and amplitude. Although he 
could correctly calculate numbers in scientific notation, he had a significant deficit in 
understanding of the mathematical concepts using c = γv and E = hv. Luke could not 
identify the variable c nor did he understand that all electromagnetic waves travel at the 
same speed, as evidenced by the co-constructed concept map. Luke enters the study with 
an ESLR Level 2 of understanding. 
 Although Mia had the most difficulty identifying electromagnetic waves from a 
list, she showed no hesitation in identifying the properties of a wave. She correctly 
identified all four characteristics of waves (wavelength, crest, trough, and 
amplitude).However, when asked to identify patterns or relationships among the regions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum, she paused for a very long time and offered a timid 
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answer. "They all come together to make the spectrum". Mia’s ESLR Level 2 
understanding was further demonstrated when given numbers in scientific notation, she 
could not identify them as scientific notation. She did indicate that she had seen them 
before. When asked to multiply numbers in scientific notation using a calculator, 
multiplying wavelength of a region times frequency, she correctly reported the answer as 
3.0 x 108. She did this with a different region of the electromagnetic spectrum and 
acquired the same answer. However, she did not know that these two numbers, which 
were the same value, was actually the speed of an electromagnetic wave in a vacuum. 
She was not expecting the values to be the same before the calculations. 
 Of the three students used in the pilot study, John was at the highest achievement 
level. He indicated that math and science were his two courses that he liked best in high 
school and would like to become an engineer in the future. His high achievement in 
science was evidenced by his capability of identifying all electromagnetic waves in the 
list as well as correctly identifying the four wave properties presented to him. 
Furthermore, John was able to explain that radio waves and television waves occurred on 
the “low end” of the spectrum while X-rays occurred on the “high end” of the spectrum. 
An interesting point to make here is that as John explained “low end” and “high end” he 
pointed to his left and to his right. This may be an indication that students logically 
associate waves at the left end of the diagram as low energy and waves at the high end as 
high energy. John’s concept map also indicated that he saw the relationship between 
wavelength, frequency, and energy. Although John’s understanding of electromagnetic 
radiation was at a higher level than the other two students, he still could not relate the 
constant c to the speed of light, even after performing the calculations of wavelengths 
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times frequency. He was surprised that both calculations produced the same number, the 
speed of light. For this reason, the researcher determined that John entered the study at an 
ESLR Level 4. 
 Changes were made to the pretreatment interview as a result of the pilot study. 
The mathematical computations section was shortened to include only  calculations using 
c = γv. Energy will be referenced conceptually in the unit study, but the calculations will 
not be represented. This will shorten the interview somewhat, which is important to the 
engagement level of the students involved in the interview. The calculations involving 
the scientific notation values will also be cut from the unit study protocol because 
students calculating the speed of the wave will demonstrate their ability to manipulate 
these numbers within the calculations. 
 Other changes that were made as a result of the pilot study involved the ESLR 
itself. The understanding of wave properties was added as a condition of Level 3 
understanding as well as relating the sine wave representation of the graphic. In other 
words, it is important for the student to understand that wavelength is decreasing as 
energy increases and frequency is increasing as energy is increasing from region to 
region. The ability to relate the exponential representation of numbers representing 
wavelengths to real-life objects was added as a condition for Level 4 understanding. 
 Also, for interview one, the concept map co-construction activity may need to 
occur before the interview questions are asked. This is due to the fact that the students are 
looking at an electromagnetic spectrum diagram during the interview questions. This may 
give them information that could be used in their concept maps that is not a good 
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reflection of their level of understanding of electromagnetism. It may be a reflection of 
simply remembering what was previously seen on the diagram. 
2. PRETEST ANALYSIS 
 Prior to the first activity in the unit study, 30 of the physics students took a three- 
part pretest. An item analysis of the pretest is provided in Appendix M. In giving the 
pretest, it was determined that the survey should be given between parts one and three of 
the pretest. This was decided because the survey provided information that was covered 
in part one of the pretest. In an effort to not provide clues to answers on part one of the 
pretest, the survey was given midway through the pre-testing activities. Results of the 
pretest are provided in Table 2. The table provides results for each item and groups of 
items such as properties of waves, identification and sequence of electromagnetic 
spectrum regions, inverse relationships, real life application, and calculations involving 
wavelength, energy, and speed of electromagnetic waves. An attempt will be made to 
determine which of these categories students have difficulties with going in to the unit of 
electromagnetic waves and determines which conceptual difficulties remain for students 
after the study. The class as a whole performed at an 86.67% level on the topic of inverse 
relationships. This may be due to prior instruction earlier in the academic year. Students 
also preformed well (84%) on the topic of real life applications. This may be more of a 
function of graph interpretation than knowledge of real life application of 
electromagnetic waves. Evidence of this assumption will be discussed in the analysis of 
the pretreatment surveys. The class preformed at a 57.5% level on the calculations 
portion of the test. These were students who were enrolled in pre-calculus courses and 
honors statistics, however, they had difficulties solving for variables using the basic 
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equations to determine the speed or energy of an electromagnetic wave. In the wave 
properties category, only 50% of the class gave a correct response to item #14. This item 
asked students to use an electromagnetic spectrum diagram to determine which 
electromagnetic wave had the greatest speed. Of the incorrect responses given, 36% of 
the class chose gamma rays. This indicates that they incorrectly associated energy with 
speed. 
3. PRETREATMENT SURVEYS 
 The students were given a survey (Appendix P) of the regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum as part of the pretest. In his survey, John provided a significant 
amount of information that demonstrated his knowledge of uses of electromagnetic 
waves. However, John was interviewed before the pretest. Some of the information 
discussed in the interview could have carried over into the survey. John did have 
difficulties arranging the electromagnetic waves in order of increasing energy. He did 
remember the high and low end ranges, but had difficulty with the regions around visible 
light, infrared, and ultraviolet.  
 Mia had considerable difficulty arranging the regions in order of increasing 
energy and provided little qualitative information such as occurrences, descriptions, and 
uses of the particular regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The region that presented 
Mia with the most difficulty was the ultraviolet region. She ranked it as lowest energy 
and could not provide any qualitative information. 
 Likewise, Luke had considerable difficulty arranging the regions of 
electromagnetic radiation in order increasing energy. The trend that Luke followed was 
opposite of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. For example, Luke tended to put radio 
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waves on the higher end of his energy arrangement and gamma on the lower end. 
However, there was some confusion on the middle portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram. Luke’s misconception was not merely inverting the energy ranks of 
the regions. Luke did provide more qualitative information than Mia, but there were some 
errors in his descriptions. 
4. Activity #1: COLLABORATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF THE  
                         ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM DIAGRAM 
 Activity #1 was scheduled to begin on Monday, February 13th. However, school 
was canceled that day due to a snow day. When students returned Tuesday, February 14th, 
the pretest was given, groups were assigned, and the assignment was explained. The 
following day was a half-day for students due to a county-wide professional in-service. 
This offered enough time to cut out magazines pictures and meet in groups. The 
following Thursday, February 16th, the students worked in the computer lab gathering 
information on their assigned region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Students were 
surprised to find information on regions of the electromagnetic spectrum that they 
thought were obscure. For example, some students, when assigned infrared, were 
disappointed because they thought there would be little or no information on that 
particular topic. Many had never heard of the term “infrared”. Students were able to 
gather enough information in one class period to display on their posters. On Friday, 
February 17th, students constructed their posters of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram 
and placed them in order of increasing frequency from left to right in a prominent 
location in the classroom. Little reflection time was available due to the limited time of 
the class period. Therefore, the activity was extended to the following Tuesday, February 
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21st, since Monday was President’s Day which is a school holiday. On Tuesday, students 
participated in a Gallery Walk activity. This requires students to walk from one poster to 
another, taking notes on particular regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The students 
then engaged in a whole-class discussion of things learned in this activity. This offered 
closure on Activity #1. 
5. INTERVIEW #2, FORMATIVE QUIZ #1, AND CONCEPT MAP 
COCONSTRUCTION 
 This interview and concept map co-construction activity was conducted on 
February 21st. Formative quiz 1 (Appendix O) was given between the interview and the 
concept mapping activity. Mia’s  and Luke’s ESLR score after activity one increased to 
level 3. Each correctly identified and sequenced the regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum and identified uses for most of the regions. Each scored a 100% on formative 
assessment one. Mia did have difficulties identifying uses for gamma rays. Rather than 
provide a use for that region of the spectrum, she provided a characteristic “not seen by 
the eye”. She hesitated for a few moments before providing this answer. She also had 
difficulties with the ultraviolet region. She paused when sequencing the regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, skipped over ultraviolet, and eventually came back to that 
section. Luke identified a use for gamma rays as “explosions”, but could not elaborate 
further. John remained at an ESLR Level 4 understanding. He quickly listed the regions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum in sequence and provided uses for each region with no 
effort. John scored a 90% on formative quiz one. He mistakenly identified the region of 
the spectrum with the shortest range of frequencies as gamma. This could be due to 
misreading the question as shortest wavelengths. 
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6. ACTIVITY #2: WAVE PROPERTIES  
 This activity started on Wednesday, February 22nd. Students completed the hands-
on portion of the activity in one class period. The second class period was used for data 
analysis and discussion. Students worked in groups to answer questions about wave 
properties as they pertain to the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. This student activity 
sheet is included in Appendix L. As mentioned in the pretreatment interview section of 
the report, students generally have few difficulties multiplying wavelength times 
frequency to acquire the speed of an electromagnetic wave. However, they could not 
describe what the calculated number actually is describing. In this activity, students’ 
concept of the speed of light was developed by first solving for speed using velocity = 
distance/time. Students had little difficulty deriving their own equations for speed using 
wavelength and frequency. Although they still could not identify the proper symbols for 
each, they correctly identified that wavelength time frequency produces the speed of the 
wave. 
7. ACTIVITY #3: A CALCULATION INVESTIGATION 
 Activity #3 was started the next day. The reason for the quick transition from one 
activity to the other was to keep the concept of the relationship between wavelength and 
frequency familiar as calculations were being made. This activity was conducted on 
Friday, February 24th. It began with a video on the Powers of 10, which related 
exponential numbers to real world examples of distance or size. Students were engaged in 
this activity and were initially surprised at how much difference there was in the size of a 
radio wave’s wavelength and a gamma ray’s wavelength. Each region of the modified 
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electromagnetic spectrum diagram was related to a particular part of the video. After this 
part of the activity, another video was shown covering the uses of each region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram. This was followed by a class discussion and 
completion of the electromagnetic spectrum post survey. When all surveys were 
completed, two equations, c=λν and E=hν, were discussed and modeled on the front 
board. Students then completed their calculations investigation student worksheet based 
on the modeling of these problems. Students were then asked to discuss a relationship 
between wavelength, frequency, and energy based on calculations. 
8. FORMATIVE QUIZ #3, INTERVIEW #3, AND CONEPT MAP 
COCONSTRUCTION (POSTTREATMENT) 
 Results from formative quiz #3 indicated that students made gains in their 
understanding of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram and electromagnetic radiation. 
Some misconceptions still remain with Luke. He indicated that multiplying wavelength 
times frequency of an electromagnetic wave produced the distance traveled by the wave. 
He did not attempt the calculation. However, in the interview, Luke correctly identified 
the term 3.0 x 108 as the speed of light. Luke performed at a Level 4 on the ESLR. Mia 
correctly calculated the speed of light and identified it as such. However, she incorrectly 
calculated the energy content of a wave using E=hv. She correctly set the problem up, but 
incorrectly entered the numbers in the calculator. She later explained the process for 
calculating both energy and speed of an electromagnetic wave. Mia’s understanding 
increased to an ESLR Level 5. John, who came into the study at an ESLR Level 4, 
correctly identified that multiplying wavelength times frequency of an electromagnetic 
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wave is the speed of light. However, John incorrectly calculated both items on formative 
quiz #3. John’s ESLR Level remained at Level 4 throughout the pilot study. 
9. ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM POST-SURVEY 
 In the post survey, John, Mia, and Luke correctly identified the sequence of all 
electromagnetic waves from lowest energy to highest energy. Luke still had some 
conceptual difficulty with the constancy of speed across the electromagnetic spectrum. 
He described a radio wave as being the “slowest” wave. Mia could not provide a use for 
gamma rays on the survey, but correctly identified uses for the other regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. John continued to show extensive knowledge on the 
electromagnetic spectrum. He correctly provided information for each region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram. He not only provided a use for gamma rays, but also 
provided a reason for hat use. 
10. POST TEST 
 The posttest was administered on Monday, February 27th. No review was given 
before the test to determine if the knowledge measured had been retained from the 
previous week’s activities. A summary of the post test results are provided in Table 2. 
The average class score on the posttest was 95%, which was an improvement from 
75.97%. The following table shows gains across the unit study for the class by category. 
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Table J.2  
Comparison of Pre- And Posttest 
 
Category Pretest Class % Posttest Class % Difference 
Wave Properties 67.3 85.3 18.0 
Identification and 
Sequence 
65.0 88.9 23.9 
Inverse Relationship 86.7 100.0 13.3 
Real Life 
Application 
84.0 96.4 12.4 
Calculations 57.5 92.9 35.4 
Total 76.0 95.0 19 
 
 The total number of students taking the posttest was 28 students. Two students 
were absent at the time the posttest was given. The greatest gain was made in the 
calculations category. 
CONCLUSIONS 
 This pilot study greatly enhanced the activities, interview protocols and data 
collection devices that will be used for the formal study. Some of the changes that will be 
made to the study begin with the Electromagnetic Spectrum Literacy Rubric (ESLR) 
itself. As the primary tool for evaluation of student understanding, there must be much 
consideration as to the precision and accuracy of the instrument. The precision is a 
consideration of how closely the measurements of one student would be to one another if 
the ESLR was used on multiple occasions. More importantly, how close of a true 
measurement is the instrument providing as to the understanding of electromagnetism. 
The ESLR used in the formal study will be aligned more with theory, specifically 
Bloom’s Taxonomy (Bloom, 1956). As one reaches a higher ESLR ranking, the cognitive 
process should move from general knowledge, recognizing regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram, to application, recognizing real-life uses for those 
regions, and eventually synthesis, using the equations for speed of light and energy to 
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build or sequence the regions as well as understand the inverse relationship between 
wavelength and frequency. The ESLR was used in this pilot study to determine the 
progress of students across the study as indicated by Table 3. 
Table J.3  
Student’s ESLR Level of Understanding 
 
Student Initial Interview After Activity 1 Final Interview 
Mia 2 3 5 
John 4 4 4 
Luke 2 3 4 
 
 The results of the study show that Mia made significant gains across the study. In 
the interviews, here confidence in her answers increased as the study moved along. In the 
post-treatment interview, Mia exhibited a sense of satisfaction at her ability to answer the 
questions in what she thought was at an expert knowledge level. Her post-treatment 
concept map showed that she had a good sense of the organization of the electromagnetic 
spectrum and her post-test results evidenced the fact the she understood the inverse 
relationship between wavelength and frequency. Mia was chosen for the pilot study 
because she was performing at an average level in physics. Her class average ranked her 
in the middle of the 30 students. 
 John, who was a high performing student in the class, entered the study with an 
ESLR rating of 4. He had a good understanding of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram 
at the start of the pilot study. What must be determined is why did a mid-level student 
such as Mia move from an ESLR rating of 2 at the beginning of the study to an ESLR 
rating of 5 while John, who entered with an ESLR level 4 showed little or no growth. The 
researcher will enter the formal study with an interest in the growth, sometimes referred 
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to as value added that occurs in the students at all levels using a modified version of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram. 
 In the class of 30 physics students Luke’s achievement level was among one of 
the lowest when averaged throughout the academic year. Luke showed slow, steady 
growth throughout the study. He was not fully engaged throughout the study, but showed 
growth nonetheless. The activities will be modified in the formal study to increase levels 
of engagement for all students. Luke is a student who is consumed with history. Activity 
#1 will be modified to include a history of the region component on the posters. Students 
will be required to include who, if anyone, is responsible for the discovery of a particular 
region on their posters. 
 The formative quizzes used with different modifications of the electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram served as a unique tool for a summation of what was learned in each 
activity and applying it to a focused part of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. These 
quizzes will be used in the whole class of the treatment group during the formal study. 
The students had previous experience with concept mapping which helped move the 
concept mapping co-construction activity along with little problems. John experienced 
the most frustration with the process. The students used in the formal study will be taught 
using concept mapping as an assessment tool prior to the formal study. This will help the 
students focus on the content of the concept maps, rather than the process of constructing 
the concept maps. 
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PILOT STUDY 
 
COCONSTRUCTED CONCEPT MAPS 
 
 
S1 – Mia  
Interview One 
February 9, 2006 
 
throughout
is inversely related 
to
is a 
decreases 
throughout
is
such as such as such as
Electromagnetic 
Radiation
Speed Increases
Electromagnetic 
radiation
frequency
period
complete cycle
wavelength
the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum
organization
divided sections
microwaves gamma electromagnetic
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S2 – John  
Interview One 
February 9, 2006 
 
is is
is larger at
where
is equivalent to
used to convey
because of
is larger at
where
is equivalent to
where there is
but
used in
Electromagnetic 
Radiation
Organization
wavelength
frequency
lower end of 
spectrum
higher 
wavelength
less energy
information
longer distance
higher end of 
spectrum
higher 
frequency
higher energy
more power
less distance cancer 
treatment
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S3 – Luke 
Interview One 
February 9, 2006 
 
has
greatest speed is
increases when increases when
decreases when
decreases when
lowest speed is
types types
stands for stands for
call number 
represents
call number 
represents
Electromagnetic 
Radiation
energy
gamma rays
wavelength 
decreases
frequency 
increases
frequency 
decreases
wavelength 
increases
Radio 
AM FM
amplitude 
modulation
frequency 
modulation
amplitude frequency
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S1 – Mia 
Interview Two 
February 21, 2006 
relates to relates to
have
lower frequency largest
lowest
Eletcromagnetic 
Spectrum
frequency wavelength
Increases
Gamma Rays
highest 
frequency
Ultraviolet Uses
highest 
frequencies
Decreases
Radiowaves
Wavelength
frequency
Uses
Transmission
FM AM
 
 
 
Seed concepts provided: 
 
Electromagnetic spectrum 
Radio waves 
Frequency 
Wavelength 
Ultraviolet 
Uses 
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are
emitted from
Electromagnetic 
spectrum
frequency wavelength 
inversely 
proportional
uses of rays
radio
transmitting 
information
gamma
cancer 
treatment
ultraviolet
tanning beds kill bacteria
sun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S2 – John  
Interview 2 
February 21, 
2006 
Seed concepts provided: 
 
Electromagnetic Spectrum 
Radio waves 
Gamma rays 
Frequency 
Wavelength 
Ultraviolet 
Uses 
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S3 – Luke  
Interview 2 
February 21, 2006 
 
 
long medium short
used for has the least
used in 
has the greatest
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum
wavelength
radio waves ultraviolet gamma rays
communication frequency
black lights
frequency
 
 
Seed concepts provided: 
 
Electromagnetic spectrum 
Radio waves 
Gamma rays 
Frequency 
Wavelength 
Ultraviolet 
Uses 
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S1 – Mia 
Interview 3 
February 28, 2006 
 
has
known as
seen as
as in
used for used for
used in
has has
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum
radio microwaves infrared visible
light
ultraviolet X-ray gamma
different types
AM FM short wave
communication 
microwaves 
ovens
heat
color
ROYGBIV
cancer sterilization
medical 
diagnosis
smallest 
wavelength
greatest 
frequency
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S2 – John 
Interview 3 
February 28, 2006 
 
 
 
 
represents represents
inversely related to
determines
which determines
all travel at
has
such as such as
for for
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum
wavelength frequency
energy
if it can travel 
through objectssame speed
different uses
radio
communications
gamma
cancer 
treatment
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S3 – Luke 
Interview 3 
February 28, 2006 
 
from is can be used in used in found in
means means
Electromagnetic 
spectrum
radio microwave infrared visible ultraviolet x-ray gamma 
radiation
AM FM
TV
amplitude 
modulation
frequency 
modulation
sun heat laser black light medicine nuclear 
explosions
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PILOT STUDY 
 
SAMPLES OF STUDENT WORK 
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 160 
 161 
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 163 
 164 
 165 
 166 
 167 
 168 
 169 
 
 170 
 171 
 172 
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APPENDIX K 
 
 
INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS 
 
 
PROTOCOL FOR INTERVIEW ONE 
 
Introductions/Purpose of Interview 
 
ACADEMIC AND CAREER INTEREST OF STUDENT 
 
What subjects do you enjoy studying in school? What do you want to do after you finish 
high school? 
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
 
What is an electromagnetic wave? How many different types are there? 
 
Are there differences between the types of electromagnetic waves? What are they? 
 
Are there similarities between the types of electromagnetic waves? What are they? 
 
Do you remember anything else about electromagnetic waves? 
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES VERSUS OTHER TYPES OF WAVES 
 
Present students with a list of electromagnetic waves and other types of waves. 
Circle any electromagnetic wave that you see in the list. 
 
What are the ones that are not electromagnetic waves? 
 
What is the difference between a transverse wave and a longitudinal wave? 
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM DIAGRAM – GENERAL 
 
Present students with an electromagnetic spectrum diagram. 
What do you think about this graphic? 
 
Have you studied this before? When? What did you learn about it? Did you have to learn 
common uses or the history of each region? 
 
Can you point out the location of each type of electromagnetic radiation from the 
previous survey sheet? 
 
Are there any patterns or relationships present? 
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WAVE PROPERTIES 
 
Give students a blank wave properties form. 
What is this graphic? 
 
Can you point out the missing wave properties? 
 
SCIENTIFIC NOTATION 
 
Give students a list of numbers in scientific notation and a calculator. 
What do these numbers represent? 
 
Would you say that the number for letter A is a small number or a large number? Would 
you say that it is very small or very large? Why? 
 
Can you write the number for letter B in standard form, in other words, how it would 
appear if it were not in scientific notation? 
 
Could you use the calculator provided to multiply the number for letter A times the 
number for letter B? 
 
Could you now divide the two number; letter A divided by letter B? 
 
MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS 
 
Give the students a paper with the two equations on it ( c = λv and E = hv) 
Can you pick a region of the electromagnetic spectrum and multiply its wavelength times 
its frequency? Can you do it for a second region? 
 
What does c represent? 
 
Does it surprise you that when you calculated c for two different regions that they came 
out to the same number or close to the same number? 
 
What do you think would happen if you did the same for each region? 
 
Which region of the electromagnetic spectrum do you think has the most energy? Why? 
 
Can you multiply the frequency of two different regions times h ? Give them Planck’s 
constant and have them multiply it using a calculator if possible. 
 
What does that number represent? 
 
What happens to that number as you move from left to right on the electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram? 
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INTERVIEW #1 – Circle any electromagnetic waves that you see in this list. 
 
sound 
 
infrared 
 
ocean wave 
 
ultrasound 
 
ultraviolet 
 
x rays 
 
wind 
 
light 
 
shock wave 
 
gravity 
 
microwave 
 
compression wave 
 
gamma rays 
 
radio waves 
 
supersonic 
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PROTOCOL FOR INTERVIEW TWO 
 
Provide students with an electromagnetic spectrum diagram showing regions in 
sequence. 
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM 
What have you learned about the electromagnetic spectrum since the last interview? 
 
Did you discover any relationships among the different types of electromagnetic waves? 
What are they? 
 
What did you learn about the particular region of the electromagnetic spectrum that your 
group researched? 
 
Was there anything that surprised you about the region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
that you researched? 
 
 
 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
Call the student’s attention to the electromagnetic spectrum with missing regions. 
 
Can you fill in the missing regions in this electromagnetic spectrum diagram? 
 
Why are the regions sequenced in this particular order? 
 
Can you name some common uses for each of the regions of this electromagnetic 
spectrum? 
 
GENERAL 
What is different about each region of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
 
What is the same about each region of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
 
Did you like this activity? What did you like about it? 
 
Is there anything else you can tell me about the electromagnetic spectrum? 
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PROTOCOL FOR INTERVIEW THREE 
 
GENERAL 
What did you learn about the regions of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram since the 
last interview?  
 
What did you learn from the activity measuring frequency of a wave? 
 
What did you learn from the graphing (mapping) activity? 
 
WAVE PROPERTIES 
Present student with a wave properties sheet with missing terms. 
Can you identify the missing terms on this sheet? 
 
What is wavelength? What is frequency? 
 
Is there any relationship between wavelength and frequency? What is that relationship 
called? 
 
Give students a sheet with waves of different wavelengths. 
Which of these waves has the highest frequency?  
 
If wave A is a radio wave and wave C is an infrared wave, what is wave B? 
 
ORGANIZATION 
Present student with EM spectrum diagram with illustration of wave properties. 
What does this wavy line represent? 
 
Why does it change as you move across the graphic? 
 
Why are regions of the EM spectrum arranged in the order they are presently in? 
 
Can you identify the region of the electromagnetic spectrum with the highest frequency? 
The lowest? (Place the words “highest frequency” and “lowest frequency” on the 
appropriate regions). 
 
Can you identify the region of the electromagnetic spectrum with the longest 
wavelength? The shortest? ( Place the words longest wavelength and shortest wavelength 
on the appropriate regions). 
Do you notice a pattern or relationship? What is it? 
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PROTOCOL FOR INTERVIEW FOUR 
GENERAL 
What did you learn from the slinky activity? 
 
What did you learn from the scale model of the electromagnetic waves? 
 
 
WAVE PROPERTIES 
When your group tried to simulate the gamma ray with the slinky, how did it differ from 
your simulation of the radio wave? 
 
What were the two main types of waves that you discussed in this activity? 
 
Which type is an electromagnetic wave? Is every region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
this type of wave? 
 
ORGANIZATION 
Give students the diagram with the illustration of the waves. 
From your experience with the slinky, which region of the electromagnetic spectrum do 
you think has the greatest energy? 
 
Do you think that region is harmful to humans and other living organisms? 
 
From your experience building the wave models, does this region with lots of energy 
have the largest or smallest wavelength? 
 
How much smaller was the gamma wave compared to the radio wave? 
 
How much more energy do you think gamma waves have compared to radio waves? 
 
Are radio waves harmful to living things? What evidence is there to support your claim? 
 
CALCULATIONS 
 
Give students a sheet with numbers in scientific notation. 
Sequence the numbers in scientific notation from biggest to smallest. Place a 1 next to the 
smallest and rank them until you get to the largest. 
 
Multiply the first two on the list.  
 
Divide the first two on the list. 
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PROTOCOL FOR INTERVIEW FIVE 
Present students with the electromagnetic spectrum diagram with wavelengths and 
frequencies presented numerically. 
 
GENERAL 
What did you learn from the “Powers of 10” video? 
 
Did anything surprise you or stand out to you from that video? 
 
What did you learn about electromagnetic waves since our last interview? 
 
NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION OF WAVELENGTH AND FREQUENCY 
 
What do these numbers above and below each region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
represent? 
 
What units are usually used? 
 
MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS 
What do these two equations represent? Show c = λv and E = hv. 
 
Can you multiply the wavelength represented numerically on this electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram times the frequency represented for the same region? Do it for one 
more region. 
 
Does the result surprise you? What is the number that you keep getting? What does it 
represent? 
 
Can you explain what an inverse relationship is? Why do electromagnetic wave 
frequencies increase as wavelengths decrease? 
 
Give them a sheet with wave representations, numbers in scientific notation, and a region 
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Ask them to match one figure from column A to column 
B to column C by drawing a connecting line from one column to another. 
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APPENDIX L 
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM UNIT STUDY LESSON PLANS 
 
ACTIVITY ONE : COLLABORATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM DIAGRAM 
SOURCE: This lesson is modified from the University of Virginia Physics Department 
(http://galileo.phys.virginia.edu) 
OBJECTIVES: 
Compare and contrast different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. 
Identify common uses or sources of different types of electromagnetic radiation. 
Understand that electromagnetic radiation is categorized based on differing wavelengths 
 and frequencies.             
 
RESOURCES: 
FOR THE TEACHER:        
A piece of light color or white bulletin board paper about the length of the white board. 
Poster or transparency of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. 
 
FOR EACH GROUP OF STUDENTS: 
Markers, crayons, or color pencils. 
Magazines or internet access. 
Scissors 
Glue or tape 
 
ACTIVITES: 
DAY 1 
1. Make an outline of the electromagnetic spectrum on the piece of bulletin board 
paper. 
2. Label each part of the electromagnetic spectrum and compare it to an existing 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram either from the textbook or internet. 
3. Divide students into small groups and assign each group a region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum to research. 
4. Student research should include frequency range, wavelength range, sources of 
the waves of that particular region, energy content of waves in that particular 
region, effects on living tissue, and applications of the spectrum in that region. 
DAY 2 
1. The groups will display their research on the bulletin board paper in their assigned 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. They should draw or paste 
magazine/internet images and include data they deem important. Students should 
cite the sources of  pictures cut from magazines or printed from internet sites on a 
separate piece of paper to be turned in upon completion of the project. 
2. The completed electromagnetic spectrum diagram should be displayed on the 
classroom walls throughout the rest of the unit study. 
3. Students will reproduce as much of the constructed electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram as possible on a blank electromagnetic spectrum diagram sheet. Students 
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may have trouble sketching magazine pictures pasted, but should write as much of 
the information as possible. 
 
 
DAYS 3 & 4 
1. Students will give an oral presentation to the class on their particular region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram referring to images and information included 
on the constructed electromagnetic spectrum diagram. 
2. The groups will turn in a works cited sheet to their teacher. 
 
WEBSITES: 
http://imagers.gsfc.nasa.gov/ems/ems.html 
http://observe.ivv.nasa.gov/nasa/education/reference/emspec/emspectrum/html 
http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/introduction/emspectrum.html 
http://csep10.phys.utk.edu/astr162/lect/light/spectrum.html 
 
ASSESSMENT 
1. Accuracy and completeness of information presented on the constructed 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram. 
2. Oral presentation was accurate and presentation was businesslike. 
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ACTIVITY TWO: WAVE PROPERTIES 
 
SOURCE: This activity is a modified version from the  
Goddard Space Flight Center (http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/teachers/lessons) 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
Identify the properties of waves (wavelength, frequency, amplitude and speed). 
Discover the relationship between wavelength and frequency when speed is constant. 
Graphically illustrate the inverse relationship of wavelength and frequency. 
Construct a simplified model of different electromagnetic waves to detect constant 
relationship between wavelength and frequency. 
 
RESOURCES: 
FOR THE TEACHER: 
Overhead transparency displaying properties of waves 
Overhead transparency of the electromagnetic spectrum emphasizing wavelength and 
frequency graphically. 
 
FOR EACH GROUP OF THREE STUDENTS: 
Roll of adding machine tape 
Set of color pencils or markers 
meter stick 
stop watch 
manila folder 
scissors 
4 books 
one strip of masking tape 
 
FOR EACH STUDENT: 
Data table 
Graphing paper 
Wave properties handout 
Electromagnetic spectrum diagram emphasizing wave properties 
 
ACTIVITIES: 
DAY 1 
1. Display the transparency of wave properties and define each property as it applies 
to the electromagnetic spectrum. 
2. Students will define the terms on the handouts and label the properties of the 
waves. 
3. Direct students to write in their journals for ten minutes summarizing the graphic 
on the electromagnetic spectrum displayed. Ask them to think about the 
relationships among the wavelengths and frequencies in the various regions. 
4. Each group should draw a vertical line about 20 cm from the beginning of the 
adding machine paper and label it “Start”.  
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5. Make a point 100 cm from the starting point. Draw a vertical line and label it 
“End”. 
6. Cut the tape off of the roll leaving about 20 cm between “End” and where you 
cut.       
 
                                           Source: http://imagine.gsf.nasa.gov 
 
                   
7. Use the colored pencils to draw three evenly spaced horizontal lines along the 
tape from Start to End, as shown above. 
8. Label the top line “radio waves”, the middle line “light waves”, and the bottom 
line “gamma rays”. Divide the “radio” line every 14 cm with a dark mark, as 
shown above. The “light waves” line should be divided every 10 cm and the 
“gamma rays” should be divided every 8 cm. The marks on each line represent 
the wavelengths of each type of electromagnetic radiation represented.                                               
                (Note: Actual wavelengths are measured in scientific notation. The wavelength 
                  of visible light is around  1x10-10 m . However, the simple relationship among     
                   the electromagnetic waves will be what is important). 
9. Use the masking tape to attach the marked adding machine paper to a pencil. 
10. Cut a manila folder along its crease. Then cut a rectangle out of the center of one 
of the long sides. The rectangle should be about 10 cm high and 5 cm wide as 
shown below. 
 
 
                Source: http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov 
 
11. Set the manila folder cut out on the table supporting it with four books (see 
below). Feed the end of the adding machine paper through the narrow space 
between the manila folder and the two back books until “Start” appears in the 
middle of the opening in the manila folder. When “End” appears, stop timing. 
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       Source: http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov 
 
12. One group member should be prepared with data table and sit in front of the 
opening in the manila folder model. The adding machine paper should be pulled 
at approximately the same speed every trial. There will be three trials total. One 
trial for each type of electromagnetic radiation. 
13. The time keeper will give the time to the recorder each time a “wavelength” 
appears in the window for each type of electromagnetic radiation. Tally in the 
appropriate box on the data table every time a wavelength mark appears in the 
window. 
14. Each group should make a trial run and then repeat the procedure an additional 3 
times. 
15. On the data table, record the average number of wavelengths observed for each 
type of wave and the average time (in seconds) from start to finish. 
16. Determine and record the frequency for each of the electromagnetic waves. Note: 
frequency is defined as the number of wavelengths passing a given point per 
second. 
DAY 2 
1. Allow students to work in groups to complete the student worksheet.  
2. Circulate throughout the room to answer questions or guide the discussion. 
3. Lead the class in a whole class discussion of the student worksheet relating 
findings to the relationship between wavelength and frequency. 
DAY 3 
 
1. Discuss findings with the class and discuss the properties of wavelength and 
frequency. 
2. Help the class set up a coordinate system to graph wavelength versus frequency. 
Wavelength will be plotted on the x-axis and frequency will be plotted on the y-
axis. 
3. Have students predict where data points for the missing electromagnetic waves 
would be placed on the graph. Draw a line of best fit. 
4. Have students think of any other everyday relationships that are inverse 
relationships and plot those on the board. 
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ACTIVITY 2 STUDENT WORKSHEET 
 
Name: _______________________ 
 
1. Compare the wavelengths and frequencies of the three waves. Write about any 
patterns you see in their relationship. 
 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. Which wave has the shortest wavelength? ________________________ 
Which wave has the longest wavelength? _________________________ 
 
3. Which wave has the highest frequency? __________________ 
Which wave has the lowest frequency? ___________________ 
 
4. What is the relationship of the radio wavelength to the visible light wavelength?  
____________________________________________________________ 
 Radio wavelength to gamma wavelength? __________________________ 
 
5. What is the relationship of the radio frequency to the visible light frequency? 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
Radio frequency to gamma frequency? ____________________ 
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6. From your answers to the questions above, name the relationship between 
wavelength and frequency in waves that travel at the same velocity like the waves 
measured in this lab. 
 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. Remember that velocity = distance/time. What was the velocity of the waves in 
this lab?  _________________________________________ 
8. Multiply the wavelength of the radio wave by its frequency. Do this for the visible 
light wave ad the gamma wave and write the answers below. 
 
Radio wave _____________ 
Visible light ____________ 
Gamma ray _____________ 
 
 
9. What do you notice about the results? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
10. Write a new equation for the velocity of waves in terms of wavelength and 
frequency instead of distance and time. 
 
__________________________________________ 
 
 
Source: http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov 
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ACTIVITY THREE: TRANSVERSE AND LONGITUDINAL WAVES 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
Distinguish transverse waves from longitudinal waves. 
Describe the motion of transverse waves through a medium. 
List types of longitudinal and transverse waves. 
Understand that as frequency increases, wavelength decreases. 
Relate energy to frequency. 
 
RESOURCES: 
FOR THE TEACHER: 
Overhead transparency or class poster of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
 
FOR EACH GROUP OF FOUR STUDENTS: 
One slinky 
One rope approximately 5 meters in length 
 
FOR EACH STUDENT: 
Student worksheet 
 
ACTIVITES: 
1. Divide the class into groups of four. Two students from each group should stretch 
a slinky until there is tension throughout the slinky. 
2. Model for the class a wave of energy moving through the slinky parallel to the 
slinky. Relate this to the definition of a longitudinal wave. On the board or 
projector, provide the definition for a longitudinal wave with examples listed 
below. 
3. Have the two students with the slinky simulate a longitudinal wave. Have them 
pull back part of the slinky toward them and releasing. Have them observe the 
motion of the slinky to the motion of the wave pulse. Encourage them to pull back 
different lengths of the slinky. Record observations on data sheet. 
4. Model a transverse wave for the class using the rope by sending a pulse through 
the stretched rope. On the board or projector, provide the definition for a 
transverse wave with examples listed below. 
5. Have the two students in each group with the rope send multiple pulses through 
the rope. Have them compare the motion of the rope to the motion of the wave. 
Record observations on the data sheet. 
6. Ask them to produce an increasing number of pulses (frequency). Have students 
compare the wavelengths as the frequency increases. 
7. Have students simulate what a radio wave would look like compared to a gamma 
wave. Refer to the wave representation on the electromagnetic spectrum diagram. 
8. Observe what is needed to produce a wave of greater frequency (more energy). 
Point out that frequency is directly proportional to the energy of an 
electromagnetic wave. 
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Day 2 
 
1. Have students build a scale model of the relative sizes of the wavelengths of each 
of the electromagnetic waves using string and display in a prominent location in 
the school building. Start with gamma ray wavelengths equaling 1 cm. 
2. Students may need to calculate the relative sizes as a class activity that is teacher 
lead. 
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Transverse and Longitudinal Waves Activity Sheet  
 
1. In the space below, draw a longitudinal wave as demonstrated by the slinky 
activity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. In the space below, draw a transverse wave as demonstrated by the rope activity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What direction was the slinky moving, parallel to the ground, or perpendicular to 
the ground? ___________________ 
4. What direction was the wave moving in the slinky, parallel to the ground or 
perpendicular to the ground? __________________ 
5. Using the information from numbers 3 and 4, how would you describe a 
longitudinal wave? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
6. What direction was the rope moving, parallel to the ground, or perpendicular to 
the ground? ______________________________ 
7. What direction was the wave moving through the rope, parallel to the ground or 
perpendicular to the ground? ___________________ 
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8. Using the information from numbers 6 and 7, how would you describe a 
transverse wave? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
9. Did it take more energy for you to simulate a radio wave or a gamma ray in the 
rope? ___________________ 
10. What do you think the relationship is between frequency and energy? 
11. Which electromagnetic wave has the most energy? (Refer to the electromagnetic 
spectrum diagram on the board). ___________________________ 
12. Which electromagnetic wave has the lowest energy? (Refer to the electromagnetic 
spectrum on the board).______________________________ 
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ACTIVITY FOUR: EM SPECTRUM – A CALCULATION INVESTIGATION 
 
SOURCE: This activity is a modified version from the Goddard Space Flight Center 
(http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov) 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
Perform calculations with numbers in scientific notation. 
Given the following equations ( c = λv and E = hv) and one variable, solve for 
wavelength, frequency, energy, or identity of an electromagnetic wave. 
 
RESOURCES: 
FOR THE TEACHER: 
Overhead transparency or class poster of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
“Powers of 10” video 
 
FOR EACH STUDENT: 
Scientific calculator 
Equations with constants 
Activity sheet 
 
ACTIVITIES: 
DAY 1 
3. Show the “Powers of 10” video. Have students write a reflection and discuss. 
4. Review with students procedures for multiplying and dividing numbers in 
scientific notation using scientific or graphing calculators. 
5. Provide students with the constants for the speed of light and Planck’s constant. 
6. Review the procedure for using the speed of light equation to solve for energy 
content. 
7. From c = λv we can solve for frequency: v = c/λ 
8. Substitute this value into E = hv to solve for the energy of a wave. 
9. When the activity sheet is complete, have students summarize what they have 
learned about electromagnetic waves and the relationship between its frequency, 
energy, and wavelength. 
Day 2 
 
10. Have students build a scale model of the relative sizes of the wavelengths of each 
of the electromagnetic waves using string and display in a prominent location in 
the school building. Start with gamma ray wavelengths equaling 1 cm. 
11. Students may need to calculate the relative sizes as a class activity that is teacher 
lead. 
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A CALCULATION INVESTIGATION STUDENT WORKSHEET 
 
Name:_______________________ 
 
 
Wavelength 
(m) 
Frequency 
(Hz) Energy (J) 
Electromagnetic 
Radiation Range 
1 x 10 –3       
  7.0 x 1013     
5.0 x 10-7       
    2.0 x 10-15   
  1.2 x 1022     
                      Source: http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov 
 
Summarize what you have learned about electromagnetic waves and the relationship 
between its frequency, energy, and wavelength. 
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APPENDIX M 
 
ITEM ANALYSIS OF PRE-POSTTEST 
 
 
PROPERTIES OF WAVES 
1. Properties of waves – speed of electromagnetic radiation is constant  
2. Properties of waves – definition of wavelength 
7. Properties of waves – identification of wavelength 
8. Properties of waves – identification of amplitude 
14. Properties of waves – all electromagnetic waves have the same speed 
 
IDENTIFICATION AND SEQUENCE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
4. Identification and seq. – determining proper sequence of electromagnetic waves 
5. Identification and seq. – relating sequence of waves to energy 
6. Identification and seq. – identifying electromagnetic waves 
19. Identification and seq. – determining wavelength from a graphic 
20. Identification and seq. – determining frequency from a graphic 
21. Identification and seq. – determining range of frequencies from a graphic 
 
INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WAVELENGTH AND FREQUENCY 
10. Inverse relationship – definition of inverse relationship 
16. Inverse relationship – relating wavelength to frequency of a particular wave 
17. Inverse relationship – relating wavelength to frequency of a particular wave 
15. Inverse relationship – applying definition of inverse relationship 
 
REAL LIFE APPLICATION 
3. Real life app. – uses for treating cancer 
9. Real life app. – medical diagnosis 
13. Real life app. – effects on the human body 
18. Real life app. – identifying source from a graphic 
22. Real life app. – identifying source from a graphic 
 
CALCULATIONS AND SCIENTIFIC NOTATION 
11. Calculations – multiplying numbers in scientific notation 
12. Calculations – dividing numbers in scientific notation 
23. Calculations – calculating wavelength. 
24. Calculations – calculating energy 
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APPENDIX N 
 
PRE- AND POSTTEST 
 
Test Directions 
For the multiple choice items, place the letter of the correct answer on the answer sheet. 
For other item, write out answer on the answer sheet. Take as much time as you need. Do 
not write on the question sheets.  
A scientific calculator may be used. 
 
1) Which of the following travel at the speed of light in a vacuum? 
 
a. X rays      b. microwaves    c. radio waves   d. all of these   e. none of these     
 
2) The distance between equivalent points on a continuous wave is the wave’s 
 
a. amplitude b. wavelength c. frequency d. period 
 
3) Which of the following types of radiation is used to kill cancer cells? 
 
a. Ultraviolet b. microwaves  c. X rays d. gamma rays 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
4) In Figure 1, which letter corresponds to ultraviolet radiation? 
 
a. a b. b c. c d. d 
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5) In Figure 1, which part of the spectrum has the greatest energy? 
 
a.  radio waves  
b.  visible 
c.  gamma rays  
d.  each part has the same energy 
 
 
 
6) Which of the following is not a form of electromagnetic radiation? 
 
a. sound waves 
b. light waves 
c. gamma rays 
d. microwaves 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. 
 
 
 
7) Which letter in Figure 2 corresponds to a wavelength? 
 
a. a b. b c. c d. d 
 
8) Which letter in Figure 2 corresponds to amplitude? 
 
a. a b. b  c. c  d. d 
 
       9)  Which type of   radiation is most often used for medical diagnosis? 
 
a. radio waves 
b. X rays 
c. infrared 
d. microwaves 
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  10) The wavelength and frequency of an electromagnetic wave are said to  
 have an  inverse relationship. Which of the following describes an inverse          
relationship? 
a. as one variable increases, so does the other. 
b. as one variable increases, the other decreases. 
c. as one variable decreases, the other decreases. 
d. as one variable increases, there is no effect on the other. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         11) Two numbers are expressed in scientific notation as 3.45 x 10 5  and 2.66 x 107.  
   When these two numbers are multiplied, the answer is 
a. 9.18 x 10 2 
b. 9.18 x 10 35 
c. 91.8 x 10 15 
d. 9.18 x 10 12 
 
 
           12) When the first number in question 11 is divided by the second, the answer is 
 a. 0.0130 
 b. 77.1 
 c. 16.4 
d. 1.30 
 
 
 
 
13) Which of the following types of electromagnetic radiation is thought to be the 
cause in the increase in skin cancer cases due to over-exposure to sunlight? 
 
a. infrared 
b. microwave 
c. ultraviolet 
d. radio 
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Part 2 
 
Source: www.lbl.gov/Micorworlds/ALStool/EMSpec 
 
 
 
 
 
Use the electromagnetic spectrum above to answer the following questions. 
 
14) Which have the greatest speed in a vacuum ? 
 a. radio waves 
 b. X rays 
 c. gamma rays 
 d. all have the same speed 
  
 
 
 
15) Microwaves have a larger wavelength than ultraviolet waves, this means that, 
compared to ultraviolet waves, its frequency is 
a. greater 
b. smaller 
c. the same 
d. none of these 
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16) Which has a larger wavelength, radio or ultraviolet? 
 
17) Which has greater frequency, radio or ultraviolet? 
 
 
18) What is the source of most gamma rays? 
 
 
19) Which type of radiation represented has the largest wavelength? 
 
20) Which type of radiation represented has the largest frequency? 
 
21) Which type of electromagnetic radiation has the shortest range of frequencies? 
 
22) Which type of electromagnetic radiation do people produce? 
 
23) What is the wavelength of  X rays having a frequency of 4.80 x 1017 Hz?                                                                      
(Use c = λv ; c = 3.00 x 108 m/s) 
 
 
24) What is the energy of a gamma ray whose frequency is 5.02 x 1020 Hz?                  
(Use  E = hv ; h = 6.626 x 10 -34 J·s) 
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APPENDIX O 
FORMATIVE QUIZZES USED IN THE STUDY 
Formative Quiz 1 
 Region Sequence  
 
Answer the following questions based on the electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram provided. 
 
 
Modified from www.lbl.gov/Microworlds/ALStool/EMSpec 
 
1) How many types of electromagnetic waves exist? 
2) Which type of electromagnetic radiation has the smallest range? 
3) Which type of electromagnetic radiation has the longest wavelength? 
4) Which type of electromagnetic radiation has the highest frequency? 
5) If the frequency of a radio wave is increased to the next highest frequency range, 
what will the new electromagnetic wave be classified as? 
6) What is the relationship that exists between wavelength and frequency? 
7) What is the relationship between energy and frequency? 
8) What type of electromagnetic radiation has the lowest energy? 
9) What type of electromagnetic radiation has a frequency higher than X-rays? 
10) If the energy content of a visible light wave is increased, in what region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum will the new electromagnetic wave move to? 
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Formative Quiz 2 
Uses, Source, and Size 
 
Directions: Answer the following questions based on the electromagnetic spectrum 
diagram provided. 
 
 
Modified from www.lbl.gov/Microworlds/ALStool/EMSpec 
 
1) Radio waves have a wide range of wavelengths, what two common objects 
represent size of the smallest and largest wavelength of radio waves? 
2) What is a common use for microwaves? 
3) Humans generate what type of electromagnetic radiation? 
4) Radioactive elements produce what type of electromagnetic radiation? 
5) Visible light waves have a wavelength about the size of a ______________. 
6) If a light bulb is on in a room, what two types of electromagnetic radiation are 
being emitted from the light bulb? 
7) What type of electromagnetic radiation do you think is most often used in medical 
diagnoses? 
8) Which type of radio station generates waves with longer wavelengths, AM radio 
stations or FM radio stations? 
9) How small is the wavelength of a gamma ray? 
10) Briefly describe the relative size of an X-ray compared to the relative size of a 
radio wave. 
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Formative Quiz 3 
Exponential Size, Frequency, and Energy 
 
Directions: Use the electromagnetic spectrum diagram provided to answer the following 
questions. A calculator may be used. 
 
 
Modified from www.lbl.gov/Microworlds/ALStool/EMSpec 
1) What is the wavelength of a visible light wave in meters? 
2) What is the difference in meters between the wavelength of the shortest radio 
wave and the longest radio wave? 
3) What is the difference in meters between the wavelength of an ultraviolet wave 
and a gamma ray? 
4) Which electromagnetic wave has the highest energy, microwaves or X- rays? 
5) How many microwaves would pass a point in one second? 
6) How many microwaves would pass a point in two seconds? 
7) By what factor must the frequency of a microwave be increased to become an 
ultraviolet wave? 
8) Multiply the wavelength of a microwave times its frequency. What does this 
number represent? 
9) Multiply the wavelength of an ultraviolet wave times its frequency. What does 
this number represent? 
10) Using E = hv ( h= 6.626 x 10 -34 J·s), calculate the energy of visible light in joules. 
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APPENDIX P 
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM SURVEY 
 
EM 
RADIATION 
ENERGY RANK 
7 = HIGHEST 
1= LOWEST 
DESCRIPTION OCCURRENCES USES 
x-ray     
microwave     
visible light     
gamma ray     
radio wave     
infrared     
ultraviolet     
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION SURVEY DIRECTIONS 
1. Rank the types of electromagnetic radiation from lowest to highest. 
2. For each type of radiation, provide as much information as you can. 
A. Description – describe any characteristic of that type of radiation. 
B. Occurrences – Identify where this type of radiation can be found in the 
natural or manmade world. 
C. Uses – List as many uses for this type of radiation that are familiar to 
       you. 
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APPENDIX Q 
 
MODIFIED ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM DIAGRAMS 
USED IN STUDY 
 
 
Table 1: Original Electromagnetic Spectrum diagram. 
 
Source : www.lbl.gov/Microworlds/ALStool/EMSpec 
 
 
Table 2: Modified EM Diagram for Activity 1. 
 
Modified from www.lbl.gov/Microworlds/ALStool/EMSpec 
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Table 3: Modified EM Spectrum Diagram for Activities 1 and 2. 
 
Modified from www.lbl.gov/Microworlds/ALStool/EMSpec 
 
 
 
Table 4: Modified EM Spectrum Diagram for activity 3. 
 
Modified from www.lbl.gov/Microworlds/ALStool/EMSpec 
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Table 5: Modified EM Spectrum Diagram for Activity 4. 
 
Modified from www.lbl.gov/Microworlds/ALStool/EMSpec 
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APPENDIX R 
 
COCONSTRUCTED CONCEPT MAPS 
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Seed Concepts Provided: wavelength, electromagnetic waves, radio wave, gamma ray, 
microwaves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S5 
Interview One 
 
 have have 
exists in exists in exists in 
Electromagnetic Waves 
Frequency wavelength 
radio wave 
microwaves 
gamma rays 
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S6 
Interview One 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: wavelength, electromagnetic waves, radio wave, gamma ray, 
microwaves. 
 
have have 
has a 
does not have 
are found in 
Electromagnetic 
waves 
wavelength frequency 
radio wave 
gamma ray 
microwaves 
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S1 
Interview One 
 
 
 
 
 
 
have have
has has
has has
Electromagnetic 
waves
frequency
gamma rays
radiowaves microwaves
wavelength
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: wavelength, electromagnetic waves, radio wave, gamma ray, 
microwaves. 
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S2 
Interview One 
 
 
 
are have have
which are contains a
contains a
includes
and
Electromagnetic 
waves
waves of light
frequency wavelength
different colors
peak
lower point
gamma
radio waves
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: wavelength, electromagnetic waves, radio wave, gamma ray, 
microwaves. 
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S3 
Interview One 
 
 
 
have
may have
is rate of is measured by
and
and
is
is similar to
Electromagnetic 
waves
frequency
wavelength
travel radiowaves
gamma rays
microwaves
wave type
 a wavy line 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: wavelength, electromagnetic waves, radio wave, gamma ray, 
microwaves. 
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S4 
Interview One 
have have
is how is how is how
include
include
Electromagnetic 
waves
wavelength frequency
tall close
often
gamma rays
radio waves
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: wavelength, electromagnetic waves, radio wave, gamma ray, 
microwaves. 
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S5 
Interview Two 
 
 
 
consists of
arranged from
arranged by
such as such as
has long has high
used to
Electromagnetic 
spectrum
Kinds of Light
least dangerous 
to most 
dangerouswavelength and 
frequency
radio gamma
wavelength
energy
cure cancer
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum, uses, energy, wavelength, frequency, 
gamma rays, and radio waves. 
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S6 
Interview Two 
 
 
has
has
has a high
used for
has a low has a small
used for
high
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum
Radio waves
gamma rays
wavelength
sound
energy wavelength
lightening
energy
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum, uses, energy, wavelength, frequency, 
gamma rays, and radio waves. 
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S1 
Interview Two 
 
 
 
 
describes
of
which include which include
have have have
have
can be used for
can be used for
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum
energy
 electromagnetic 
waves
Radio waves gamma rays
low frequency long wavelength high frequency
high wavelength
communication
medical 
treatment
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum, uses, energy, wavelength, frequency, 
gamma rays, and radio waves. 
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S2  
Interview Two 
 
 
 
includes includes
includes
have the
have the
has the
have the
are used in
are used for
are used for
Electromagnetic 
radiation
radiowaves
microwaves
infrared
shortest 
wavelength
2nd shortest 
wavelength
3rd shortest 
wavelength
lowest energy
communications
cooking
remotes
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum, uses, energy, wavelength, frequency, 
gamma rays, and radio waves. 
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S3 
Interview Two 
 
 
contains
contains
has has
have
used for
and
have
and
used to
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum
wavelength
frequency
radiowaves gamma rays
low frequency
radio 
transmissions
low energy
high frequency
high energy
cure cancer
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum, uses, energy, wavelength, frequency, 
gamma rays, and radio waves. 
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S4 
Interview Two 
 
includes
includes includes
used for
used to treat
used for
has
and
has
has
comes from
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum
radio waves
gamma rays ultraviolet 
communication
cancer
tanning
low energy
low frequency
high wavelength
high energy
the sun
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum, uses, energy, wavelength, frequency, 
gamma rays, and radio waves. 
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S5 
Interview Three 
have have
arranged from
to
have
which is
and
measured from
Electromagnetic 
waves
low points high points
radioweakest
gamma strongest
frequency
volume
wavelength
beginning to 
end
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic waves, frequency, wavelength, radio waves, 
gamma rays, wave properties, inverse relationship 
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S6 
Interview Three 
 
include include
arranged from
have have
have have
which contain a which contain a
is the
is the
Electromagnetic 
waves
radio waves gamma rays
weakest to 
strongest waveslongest 
wavelength
lowest 
frequency
shortest 
wavelength
highest 
frequency
crest trough
highest point
lowest point
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic waves, frequency, wavelength, radio waves, 
gamma rays, wave properties, inverse relationship 
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S1 
Interview Three 
consist of consist of
are arranged from
have the longest
have the shortest
have the lowest
have the highest
on the
to
on the 
with
in the
is the
between
is the amount of
per
shows a
the shorter the
the smaller the
Electromagnetic 
Waves
radiowaves gamma rays
least powerful
wavelength
wavelength
frequency
frequency
left
most powerfulright
lightmiddle
distance 
hertz
wave
relationship
wavelength
frequency
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic waves, frequency, wavelength, radio waves, 
gamma rays, wave properties, inverse relationship 
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S2 
Interview Three 
are arranged from
to
correspond to
correspond tosuch as
such as correspond to
have
correspond to
are described by
are described by
includes a includes a 
which is
which is
Electromangetic 
waves
higher 
wavelengths
shorter 
wavelengths
higher 
frequencies
lower 
frequencies
radio waves
gamma rays higher energy
lower energy
wavelength
frequency
crest trough
the high point
the low point
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic waves, frequency, wavelength, radio waves, 
gamma rays, wave properties, inverse relationship 
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S3 
Interview Three 
 have
changes from
on the
to
on the
have different
is
per
are large for are small for
because
Electromagnetic 
waves
frequency
smallest left
largest right
wavelengths
number of 
waves
second
radio waves gamma rays
speed increaes
 
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic waves, frequency, wavelength, radio waves, 
gamma rays, wave properties, inverse relationship 
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S4 
Interview Three 
have have
is
between
is
of
are
and
have the longest
have the shortest
have the smallest
havethe highest
Electromagnetic 
waves
wavelength frequency
the distance
2 cycles of 
waves
the rate
motion
radio waves
gamma rays
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic waves, frequency, wavelength, radio waves, 
gamma rays, wave properties, inverse relationship 
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S5 
Interview Four 
can be an
which goes an example is
which is 
an example is
which have
and
due to
Waves
electromagnetic 
wave
up and down
gamma
stronger and 
more powerful
radio waves
more energy
unknown 
effects lack of contact
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: waves, transverse, longitudinal, energy, effects, radio waves, 
gamma rays 
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S6  
Interview Four 
can be can be
moves moves
include
can be
due to 
include
has the highesthas the lowest
because it is 
is a lot
Waves
transverse longitudinalsideways up and down
radio waves
harmful
loudness
gamma rays
energyenergy
much smaller
stronger
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: waves, transverse, longitudinal, energy, effects, radio waves, 
gamma rays 
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S1 
Interview Four 
one type is
one type is
which includes
which inculdes 
which is
which is 
which includes
located on the
which are
as evidenced by
possess
Waves
tranverse
compressional
electromagnetic 
waves
gamma very powerful
harmful to 
living organisms
radiowaves
not harmful
right side of the 
diagram
constant 
exposure
longer 
wavelengths
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: waves, transverse, longitudinal, energy, effects, radio waves, 
gamma rays 
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S2 
Interview Four 
can be can be
such as
move in
move 
can be some
such as such as
which move which move are the size ofare the size of
areare not
Waves
transverse 
waves
longitudinal 
waves
sound
the direction of 
the wave
perpindicular to 
the wave
electromagnetic 
waves
radio waves gamma rays
the slowest the fastest a proteina football field
harmful
 
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: waves, transverse, longitudinal, energy, effects, radio waves, 
gamma rays 
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S3 
Interview Four 
can be can be
describes all
include include
has high has high
size of
are
are
due to which makes them
Waves
transverse longitudinal
electromagnetic 
waves
radio waves
gamma rays
energy frequency
a football field too small to seesafe
low frequency dangerous
 
 
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: waves, transverse, longitudinal, energy, effects, radio waves, 
gamma rays 
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S4 
Interview Four 
are are
can be
includes includes
may be
due to
much smaller than
are the size of are alwaysare the size of a
Waves
transverse longitudinal
electromagnetic
radio waves
gamma rays
harmful
nearness to 
microwaves
a germ
harmful
soccer field
 
 
Seed Concepts Provided: waves, transverse, longitudinal, energy, effects, radio waves, 
gamma rays 
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S5 
Interview Five 
 
displays displays
which has a unit of measured in
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Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum diagram, units, frequency, 
wavelength, speed of light, energy, scientific notation. 
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S6  
Interview Five 
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Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum diagram, units, frequency, 
wavelength, speed of light, energy, scientific notation. 
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S1 
Interview Five 
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Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum diagram, units, frequency, 
wavelength, speed of light, energy, scientific notation. 
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S2 
Interview Five 
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Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum diagram, units, frequency, 
wavelength, speed of light, energy, scientific notation. 
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S3 
Interview Five 
displays displays
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Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum diagram, units, frequency, 
wavelength, speed of light, energy, scientific notation. 
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S4 
Interview Five 
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Seed Concepts Provided: electromagnetic spectrum diagram, units, frequency, 
wavelength, speed of light, energy, scientific notation. 
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Interview Transcriptions 
 
Interview #1 
Student #5 
 
I  Have you ever heard of an electromagnetic wave? 
S Yes 
I What is that? 
S umm, I am not really too sure, but I have heard of it. 
I Do you know if there are any different types of them? 
S No. Not really 
I Do you remember anything else about electromagnetic waves from a previous class? 
S No sir 
I I will give you a list of waves and try to circle the ones that you think are 
electromagnetic waves. 
[Student circles words] 
I what do you call the ones that you did not circle? 
S I honestly could not tell you. 
I Have you ever heard the terms transverse waves and longitudinal waves? 
S No sir 
I Have you seen this graphic before [shows electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
S I can’t say that I have. 
I What are your impressions of it? Just trying to read it. 
S It is confusing. 
I What is confusing about it? 
S All of the Hz’s and all of that. 
I Anything else confusing? 
S No 
I Is there anything simple about it? In other words, is there something that you can pick 
out and determine what it is trying to give you? 
S Not really. The wave thing. I guess that is the only thing. 
I Are there any patterns that you see? 
S Yeah it always goes back to point 1 on the wavelength after every 1. 
I Can you point out what the letters represent on this diagram (wave properties diagram) 
for example, what is A? 
S That would be the surface I guess because it is just a straight line. 
I What about B? 
S It looks like the wave thing is going up. The frequency I think. 
I And what about C? 
S That is showing they are the same height I guess. 
I And one more… D? 
I What do we call that distance? 
S I don’t know. 
I These two numbers, A and B. What do we call those two numbers? From math class, 
maybe you remember. I s there a special name for the way these numbers are written? 
S No clue. 
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I  Would you say the number for letter A is a small number or a large number? 
S It is a large number because B has a negative. 
I  If I gave you a calculator, could you multiply letter A times letter B? 
S I don’t know if I can, but I will try. [calculates] 
S I don’t think I can. 
I Let me show you a couple of equations. Have you ever seen those two equations? 
S No 
I So you could not tell me what c represents or any other variables? 
S No sir. 
[concept map co-construction] 
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Interview # 1 
Student # 6 
 
I Can you tell me what an electromagnetic wave is? 
S No 
I Do you remember anything about the EM spectrum or EM waves from previous 
courses? 
S No 
I I am going to give you a list of waves. Please circle the ones that are EM waves. 
[student circles waves] 
I Do you know what the difference is between a transverse and longitudinal wave? 
I Can you tell me something about those terms? 
S I don’t know. I have heard of them. That’s all. 
I What do you think about this graphic? What are your initial thoughts? 
[student looks at electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
[ long pause] 
I If someone showed you this graphic how would you describe it? 
S Not easy to understand. 
I What is confusing about it? 
S Probably this right here [points to numbers in scientific notation] 
I Have you ever seen this in previous science courses? Have you ever studied this before? 
S No 
I Are there any patterns that you see? 
S Some go down and then they start going up. 
I This is a table of wave characteristics. You may or may not have seen it. What is this 
line that A is pointing to? 
S I don’t know 
I What about B? What do we call that? 
S I don’t know. 
I What about C. The distance from here to here, what do we call that? 
S I don’t know. 
I What is this representation of numbers called? What do we call that? 
I When numbers are presented like that. [shows scientific notation] 
S An equation? 
I would you say letter a is a large number or a small number? 
S A large number. 
I Why? 
S Because the 10 behind it means 10 times. 
I If I were to ask you to write letter B in standard form without the exponents, is that 
something you could do? 
[student attempts the task] 
S I might be wrong. 
I Can you multiply one number times the other if I give you this calculator to use? 
S Which numbers? 
[student attempts task] 
S I don’t know how to do the negative sign. 
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[interviewer assists] 
I I want to show you 2 equations. Have you ever seen these two equations before? 
S No 
I Could you identify what c represents? 
S No idea. 
[concept map co-construction] 
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Interview # 1 
Student # 1 
 
I Have you ever heard of the term electromagnetic wave before? 
S Yes 
I Can you tell me what an electromagnetic wave is? 
S Not exactly but I remember learning it last year. I think it has something to do with 
light. 
I What did you take last year? 
S I just had 8th grade science. 
I So if I ask you to identify the different types of electromagnetic waves, at this point this 
is something you do not know yet? 
S Well I have an idea but I just don’t remember it very clearly. 
I I am going to give you a list of words. I want you to identify which are electromagnetic 
waves by circling those words. 
[student performs task] 
S I don’t know. I am not really… sure 
I Why is wind not an electromagnetic wave. 
S Because it does not use electricity. 
I Can you tell me the difference between a transverse and a longitudinal wave. Did you 
study that last year? 
S No 
I I am going to show you a graphic of the electromagnetic spectrum. Just looking at it. 
What are your initial impressions? 
S Has to do with color 
I do you find it confusing or easy to understand? 
S It is a little bit confusing. 
I Have you studied it before? 
S Honestly, I do not think I have. 
S I think we may have talked about it a little. I think I remember a poster, but I don’t 
think we actually got to a chapter on it. 
I What is confusing about it? 
S Um… I don’t know about frequency. I guess I don’t know enough about that to 
understand that. 
S I don’t know what all these little symbols are. 
I Are there any patterns that you see? 
S um. These are halfway between 
I This graphic I don’t know if you have seen it before or not. It is a wave diagram. I was 
wondering if you could identify a,b,c, and d. 
I For example, what is line a called? 
S I don’t know. I remember seeing something like this. 
I It is Ok to guess. 
S I remember seeing these [points to wave crests] but I don’t remember what they are 
called, like an arch or something. 
S I am sorry. I don’t know the rest. 
I Have you ever seen numbers represented like this before? 
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S Yes sir 
I What are they called? 
S Exponents 
I Would you sat a is a very large number or a very small number? 
S Very large 
I Why? 
S Because the exponent is positive. 
I have you worked with these numbers before? 
S yes 
I Would you be able to write b in standard form without exponents. 
S I could try. [attempts task] 
I Have you seen these equations before? 
S No sir 
I So could you guess what E or c or any other letter represents? 
S maybe v is velocity? 
S umm… I don’t know 
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Interview # 1 
Student # 2 
 
I Have you ever heard of the term electromagnetic wave before? 
S I have heard of it but I don’t really… 
I Do you know what it is? 
S I think it has something to do with different colors of light. 
I Do you know if there are any differences in electromagnetic waves? 
S They probably have different frequencies and stuff like that. 
I Do you know if there is anything similar about electromagnetic waves? 
S No not really 
I Have you studied electromagnetic waves before? 
S I don’t remember. 
I Please circle all the waves on this sheet that are electromagnetic waves. 
I What made you not choose ocean waves and shock waves? 
S Because ocean waves are just a wave of mass, not a wave of light or anything like that. 
S Sound. That’s vibrations in the air and wind is just air. Gravity is just a force and 
compression wave is just a wave due to compressions. 
I Do you know what the difference is between a transverse and longitudinal wave? 
S A longitudinal wave would probably be along a line of longitude. I guess. I don’t know. 
I And a transverse wave?  
S Um… no I don’t know what that is. 
I This is the electromagnetic spectrum. Take 10 seconds, look at it and give me your 
initial impressions. Is it confusing? Is it easy to understand? 
S It is not really confusing. It is just showing waves that we can see. And the others we 
can not see because they are too high or too low. 
I Have you studied that graphic before? 
S I think I saw it last year in our book but I didn’t really read anything about it. I just 
looked at the pictures. 
I Are there any patterns or relationships that you see in this graphic? 
S um… no 
I Could you indicate what a,b,c, and d are on this graphic of wave properties? 
I What is a? 
S a is probably the middle line. 
I What is b pointing to? 
S That is just the peak of  something 
I c from here to here. What is that distance called? 
S um… I used to know it but I have forgotten. 
I and g 
S that is the low point 
I What do these numbers represent? 
S scientific notation. 
I Would you say that letter a is a very large number or a very small number? 
S it would be a very large number 
I Why? 
S Because b has a negative exponent. 
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I Can you write b in its standard form? 
S I would just move the decimal over to the left 8 times. 
I I was wondering if you could multiply a x b on the calculator. 
S They have not showed us how to put exponents in, but I could probably change the 
form of the number to a form that would fit on this calculator. 
I Are you familiar with any one of those two equations? 
S Um… what is that? [points to lambda] 
I Lambda, it is a Greek letter. 
S I think v is velocity. Maybe um I don’t know. E might be energy? I doubt it. 
[concept map co-construction] 
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Interview #1 
Student # 4 
 
I  Have you ever heard of electromagnetic waves before? 
S no 
I Have you ever studied the electromagnetic spectrum before? 
S I doubt it. 
I Would you circle the ones that you think are electromagnetic waves? 
I Do you remember the difference between a transverse and a longitudinal wave? 
S Isn’t a longitudinal wave a long wave; waves that are far apart. And a transverse wave 
is closer? 
I What are your impression of this graphic? [electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
S It is confusing. 
I What is confusing about it? 
S All the numbers everywhere. 
I All the numbers and units? 
S Yeah. 
I Have you studied this before? 
S I don’t really remember. But it has something to do with colors. 
I Do you see any patterns? 
S The exponents go down on the frequencies. 
I Please identify a,b,c, and g 
I a is pointing to this line going straight across. Do you remember what that is called? 
S Um… I don’t remember. 
I What about b 
S I don’t remember 
I c 
S Trough or something. 
I And g  
S no idea. 
I What are these numbers? What is this format? 
S no idea 
I Have you ever seen numbers written like that before? 
S yeah 
I Do you know what type of number it is? 
S no 
I If you were to write b in standard form? Could you? 
S Without the exponent? 
[performs task] 
I Out of the two, which is bigger. 
S a 
I Why? 
S Because the exponents 
I Have you seen these 2 equations before? 
S What is that? [points to lambda] 
I Lambda. A Greek letter. 
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S No 
I Do you remember what c represents 
S No 
I Are they all unfamiliar to you? 
S yes. 
[concept map co-construction] 
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Interview # 1 
Student # 3 
 
I Have you ever heard of the term electromagnetic wave. 
S I have heard of it but I am really not sure what it is. 
I You couldn’t tell me what one is? 
S No 
I I am going to give you a list of terms. Please circle the ones that you think or 
electromagnetic waves. [student performs task] 
I What do you think the ones that you did not circle are? 
I I noticed you did not put wind as an electromagnetic wave. What made you not choose 
wind? 
S I don’t know. I just didn’t think it was an electromagnetic wave. 
I Do you remember studying transverse waves and longitudinal waves? 
S I think I did in 8th grade. 
I Do you remember the difference or can you tell me something about them? 
S No 
I I am going to give you a graphic. Can you tell me what the line that a points to is 
called? 
S I don’t know. I think it is like neutral. 
I B is pointing to this part of the wave. Do you remember what that is called? 
S No 
I C is the distance from here to here. Do you remember what that is called? 
S No 
I G is pointing to that part of the wave. 
S I don’t know what that is. 
I Have you ever seen numbers represented in this format? 
S Yes I have. 
I Do you know what that format is called? 
S An equation? I don’t know. 
I I Would you say that a is a small number or a large number? 
S A large number 
I Why would you say large? 
S Because it has 15 on top of it. 
I If you to write letter b not in exponential form, how would that look? 
S I will try. [performs task] 
I Have you ever seen these two equations before? 
S Not sure 
I Can you tell me what c might stand for in this one? 
S Maybe current. 
I Can you tell me what E might stand for on this one? 
S Maybe electrical? 
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Interview #2 
Student # 2 
 
I What have you learned about the electromagnetic spectrum since our last interview? 
S Well last time I wasn’t sure what it was. This time I know more about what it is. It is 
different kinds of light like radio waves, ultra violet light, gamma rays, and those types of 
things. I also learned about wavelengths, amplitude, frequencies. 
I Did you discover any relationships among the different types of waves? 
S Some come from the same place. Like gamma rays and ultraviolet both come from the 
sun. 
I What did you learn about the particular region that your group did? 
S We had ultraviolet rays. I learned that they can give your skin vitamin D. I learned 
where they come from. They can also give you cancer. But they can help colon cancer by 
giving vitamin D.I learned that nylon can block them. That’s about it. 
I Is there anything that surprised you about your particular region? 
S No. 
I Would you label the electromagnetic spectrum regions on this paper from left to right. 
[student performs task – fills in missing regions] 
I For the ones that you did, can you give me a common use or one word description on 
the side of it. 
[task performed] 
I Why are the regions sequenced in this particular order? 
S Because of the wavelength and energy. 
I What is different about each region of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S Each region has a different frequency, energy level, and wavelength. 
I What is the same about each one? 
S Um. They can all be found in nature. Um. I don’t know. 
I  Did you like this activity that we did with the electromagnetic spectrum posters? 
S Yes. 
I What did you like about it? 
S I like that I could learn about something that I did not really know much about. 
[concept map] 
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Interview #2 
Student # 4 
 
I What did you learn about the electromagnetic spectrum since our last interview? 
S There are lots of electromagnetic waves that are used every day. 
I Did you discover any relationships among the different types of waves? 
S Some have high frequency and low frequency. Some have high wavelength and low 
wavelength. 
I What did you learn about the particular region of the electromagnetic spectrum that 
your group researched? 
S It is magnetic. 
I Would you fill in the missing regions of the electromagnetic spectrum here? 
[student performs task] 
I For the ones that you did, can you give me a common use or one word description on 
the side of it? 
[task performed] 
I Do you know why they are arranged in this particular order? 
S Higher to lower 
I What is different about each region of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S They have different waves 
I What makes them different? 
S Frequency 
I What is the same about each region? 
S They are all waves 
I Did you like this activity? 
S It was OK. 
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Interview #2 
Student # 5  
 
I What did you learn about the electromagnetic spectrum since our last interview? 
S Actually I know a lot more about it. I know which one is the strongest, which one you 
can see, which one you can’t see. For the most part I know what they are used for. I know 
their names. I would say I learned quite a bit. 
I Did you discover any relationships among the different types of waves? 
S Well um.  
I Or different 
S Like physical. Light is the only one that you can see. They are all different because 
they have different uses. 
I What did you learn about your particular region that you guys did the poster on? 
S We did microwaves. I didn’t learn much new material because I already new a lot 
about microwaves. Mostly I learned about All the other ones that everybody else did. 
I Anything about microwaves that surprised you. 
S Um. No not really. None that I can think of. 
I I have a blank version of the electromagnetic spectrum. I was wondering if you can fill 
it out in order. 
[performs task] 
I Why are the waves sequenced in this order. Do you remember? 
S From like least amount of waves. Like radio waves, they could not hurt you. But 
gamma rays can kill you. So it is done by how powerful they are. 
I What is different about each region of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S they are all used for different uses. Some are harmful some are not. Some you can see, 
some you can not. 
I Anything the same about them? 
S They are all waves. 
I Did you like this activity? 
S Yes 
I What part? 
S I wish that I could have chosen my own topic. 
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Interview #2 
Student # 6 
 
I What did you learn about the electromagnetic spectrum since our last interview? 
S Light is visible. Radio waves are the weakest. Gamma is the strongest. 
I Did you discover any relationship among the different types of waves? 
S Some can hurt you and others can help. 
I What did you learn about your particular region of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S We had visible light. 
I Did you learn anything about that region? 
S ROYGBIV 
I What is ROYGBIV? 
S Pretty much the rainbow 
I Was there anything that surprised you about visible light? 
S Black and white are not actually colors. 
I I have a blank version of the electromagnetic spectrum. I was wondering if you can fill 
it out in order. 
[performs task] 
I Why are the regions sequenced in this particular order? 
I Why is radio all the way on the left and gamma all the way on the right? 
S Because radio is weaker. 
I Can you tell me if there are any differences about each region? 
I Or can you tell me if there is anything similar? 
[long pause] 
S I don’t remember. 
I I noticed for infrared you put TV as a use. What part of the TV is infrared used in? 
S Remotes 
I What did you like about this activity, or what do you think I should change? 
S It was fun to make posters. 
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Interview # 2 
Student # 3 
 
I What did you learn about the electromagnetic spectrum since our last interview? 
S I learned all the different parts of the spectrum and we did a project. 
I Did you discover any relationships among the different types of waves? 
I Like what is common and what is different about them? 
S Yes 
I What did you discover? 
S Visible light is the one that you can actually see. And all of the other ones like gamma 
and radio waves you can not see. 
I What did you learn about the particular region that you did. You guys did visible light. 
You just mentioned that it is the only one you can see. Is there anything else you learned 
about visible light? 
S That rainbows after a rain is visible light and the color of the sky and colors in general. 
I Was there anything that surprised you about visible light? 
S Not really. 
I I have a blank version of the electromagnetic spectrum. I was wondering if you can fill 
it out in order. 
[performs task] 
I Why are the waves in this particular order? 
S From weakest to strongest. 
I What makes a wave weak or strong? 
S frequencies. 
I What is different about each region of the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S They have a different range of wavelengths and frequencies. 
I What is the same about them? 
S They all help in one way or another. 
I Did you like this activity? 
S yes 
I What parts of it did you like and what parts of it do we need to change? 
S I like constructing the poster. I just wish we had more time to work on it. We need 
more time with the computers to increase our research time. 
[concept map co-construction] 
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Interview # 2 
Student # 1 
 
 
 
I What did you learn about the electromagnetic spectrum since our last interview? 
S Actually things that are not electromagnetic waves. Light is a part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum and gamma rays and x-rays. We got to learn things from other 
students in our own vocabulary. It was not from a teacher. It was not hard to understand. 
I Did you discover any relationships among the different types of waves? 
S Um. I don’t know. 
I What did you learn about the particular region that your group did? What region did you 
research? 
S I did x rays. It was really interesting because when I go to the dentist and they take x 
rays, I did not realize they were leaving the room because it is unsafe for you. I did not 
realize that it could actually harm you. I never knew that. 
I Was there anything that surprised you about x rays? The fact that x ray technicians 
could die from taking too many x ray pictures. 
I  I have a blank version of the electromagnetic spectrum. I was wondering if you can fill 
it out in order. 
[performs task] 
I Why is the spectrum arranged in this order? 
S Because the frequency, I think, goes from smallest to highest and each of them has 
different wavelengths. 
I What is different about each region? 
S Each one has a different wavelength. 
I Is there anything that is the same about each region? 
S I remember that maybe a couple of them had the same frequencies. I don’t really 
remember. 
[concept map co-construction] 
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Interview # 3 
Student # 3 
 
I So far, what have you learned about the electromagnetic spectrum 
S um, I can’t really think of anything. 
I The last activity we did was with the adding machine tape and frequency. What did you 
learn about frequency? 
S I learned that with the different distances of marks on the paper, even if it went at the 
same time, it hit more often. 
I And if it went at the same time, that means it is going at the same what? 
S Frequency? Maybe speed. 
I This is a wave properties sheet that we did at the beginning of the study. I am 
wondering how many of these you can now identify? 
[student performs task – labeling wave properties on sheet] 
I If three of these waves passed a point in one second, what do you think the frequency 
would be? 
S Three 
I Do you remember what the definition for wavelength is? 
S um It is where the thing moves up and down over the line. 
I What about frequency? What is frequency? 
S It is the rate at which the marks hit when they pass. 
I What do those marks represent? 
S The electromagnetic 
I Is there a relationship between wavelength and frequency? 
S Yes because frequency measures how many wavelengths there are in a second. 
[shows student the electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
I What does this little wavy line represent? 
S Wavelength 
I Why does it change as you go from left to right? 
S Because it is getting faster. They are like a spring coil. They are compacting together. 
I Why are the regions in the order they are in the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S It goes from the rate of frequencies and greatest wavelength. 
I Which part has the highest frequency? 
S Um. Gamma 
I Which has the lowest? 
S Radio waves. 
I Which has the longest wavelength? 
S Radio waves. 
I Which has the shortest wavelength? 
S Gamma rays. 
I Do you see a relationship there? 
S That they are both different. 
[concept map co-construction] 
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Interview #3 
Student # 6 
 
 
I So far, what have you learned about the electromagnetic spectrum 
S um. No. 
I What did you learn from the activity measuring frequency of the wave? 
S Gamma is a lot bigger. 
I A lot bigger frequency, right? 
S Yes 
I This is a wave properties sheet that we did at the beginning of the study. I am 
wondering how many of these you can now identify? 
[student performs task – labeling wave properties on sheet] 
I Do you remember, what is a wavelength? 
S I can’t really remember. 
I What is frequency? 
S I don’t remember. 
I What does this little wavy line on the electromagnetic spectrum represent. 
[shows electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
I Why does it change as you go from left to right? 
I What is changing about this line? 
S It is getting closer. 
I What is getting closer? 
S The wavelength 
I Can you tell me what is happening to the frequency? 
S It is getting higher. 
I Why are the regions in the order they are in the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S Weakest to strongest. 
I Can you identify the region of the spectrum with the highest frequency? 
S Gamma 
I Which has the lowest frequency? 
S Radio. 
I Which has the longest wavelength? 
S Radio 
I Which has the shortest wavelength? 
S Gamma 
I Do you notice a relationship there? Do you see a pattern? 
S [long pause] No 
[concept map co-construction] 
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Interview #3 
Student # 5 
 
I What did you learn form the last activity about frequency? 
S Well. Um. We measured off the wavelengths and they showed up quicker than others. 
I So some showed up quicker than others? 
S Yes 
I This is a wave properties sheet that we did at the beginning of the study. I am 
wondering how many of these you can now identify? 
[student performs task – labeling wave properties on sheet] 
I What is wavelength? 
S It is like the distance of a wave, like for radio and stuff. 
I Do you know what distance we measure? Where would we make the measurement to 
determine the wavelength of that wave? 
I It is the distance between what two points? 
S I guess where it starts and where it ends. 
I What about frequency? 
S Frequency is the volume of it. Like how far it is and that’s it. 
I Is there any relationship between wavelength and frequency? 
S Um Yes.  
I What is that relationship? How are they the same? How are they different? 
S I can’t say. I do not know. 
I What does this little wavy line on the electromagnetic spectrum represent. 
[shows electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
S That is the um… wavelength or wave. 
I Why does it change as we go from left to right? 
S Right here it is getting higher because it is closer together. A high pitch. 
I So frequency is higher on the right. Higher pitched. 
S Yes 
I What about the wavelength? 
S It is like the volume I guess because as it gets closer it gets higher and louder. I guess 
the farther it is like right here it is not as high as there on the right. 
I Why are the regions represented in the sequence from radio to gamma? 
S Because radio is the weakest and gamma is the highest. 
I What part of the electromagnetic spectrum has the highest frequency? 
S Gamma 
I Which has the lowest? 
S Radio 
I Which one has the highest wavelength? 
S Hmmm… that is a tough one.  
I What has the “biggest” wavelength? 
S I would guess radio? 
I Which one has the lowest wavelength? 
[long pause] 
S I am not sure. 
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Interview #3 
Student # 4 
 
 
I What did you learn form the last activity about frequency? 
S I didn’t really know the formula for that activity. 
I This is a wave properties sheet that we did at the beginning of the study. I am 
wondering how many of these you can now identify? 
[student performs task – labeling wave properties on sheet] 
S What is this part of the wave? I know it is the high point, but I forgot what it is called. 
I Think about the terminology. 
I What is wavelength? 
S Distance between two cycles of a wave. 
I What is frequency? 
S How fast the wave moves. 
I Is there any relationship between wavelength and frequency? 
S Yes 
I What is it? 
S I don’t know, but I know there is. 
I What does this little wavy line on the electromagnetic spectrum represent. 
[shows electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
S Waves 
I Why does it change as you go from left to right? 
S Because one is shorter and one is taller. 
I Why are the regions of the electromagnetic spectrum arranged in this order? 
S Weakest to strongest. 
I Can you identify the region with the highest frequency? 
S Gamma? 
I OK Which has the lowest frequency? 
S Radio 
I Which one has the longest wavelength? 
S Radio 
I Which one has the shortest wavelength? 
S Gamma 
I Do you see a relationship there? 
S I don’t know. I don’t understand what you are asking. 
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Interview # 3 
Student # 2 
 
I What did you learn form the last activity about frequency? 
S Frequency is how many wavelengths occur in a certain amount of time. 
I This is a wave properties sheet that we did at the beginning of the study. I am 
wondering how many of these you can now identify? 
[student performs task – labeling wave properties on sheet] 
I What is wavelength 
S One complete cycle 
I What is frequency? 
S How many wavelengths occur in a certain amount of time. 
I Is there any relationships between wavelengths and frequency? 
S The lower the wavelength the higher the frequency. 
I Do you know what that relationship is called? 
S Transverse? 
What does this little wavy line on the electromagnetic spectrum represent. 
[shows electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
S The wavelengths 
I Why does it change as you go from left to right? 
S Because the frequency is higher and higher energy. 
I Why are the regions of the electromagnetic spectrum arranged in the way that they are? 
S Because of the variation form weakest wave to strongest wave. 
I Can you identify the region with the highest frequency? 
S Gamma 
I Which one has the lowest? 
S  Radio waves. 
I Which has the largest wavelength? 
S Radio 
I Which has the shortest wavelength? 
S Gamma 
I What is the pattern there? 
S The larger the wavelength, the weaker the wave. 
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Interview #3 
Student # 1 
 
I What did you learn form the last activity about frequency? 
S It differs between the types of electromagnetic spectrum waves. Radio waves 
frequencies were very long and gamma’s was short. 
I This is a wave properties sheet that we did at the beginning of the study. I am 
wondering how many of these you can now identify? 
[student performs task – labeling wave properties on sheet] 
I What is wavelength? 
S The distance between the two points in a frequency? I don’t know. 
I What is frequency? 
S The amount of hertz per wavelength. 
I Is there a relationship between wavelength and frequency? 
S The longer the wavelength the higher the frequency. Wait… I think it is backwards. 
[repeats same] The shorter the wavelength the lower the frequency… wait… I don’t 
know. 
I What doe this wavy line represent? 
[shows em spectrum with wave representation] 
S Small and large frequencies. 
I Why does it change as you go from left to right? 
S Because higher frequencies are on the gamma section and lower frequencies are near 
radio waves. 
I Why are the regions arranged from radio to gamma in that particular order? 
S Radio waves are least powerful than gamma which is on the right. In the middle is 
light. 
I Which has the highest frequency? 
S Gamma 
I Which has the lowest frequency? 
S Radio 
I Which has the longest wavelength? 
S Radio waves 
I Which has the shortest wavelength? 
S Gamma 
I Do you see a pattern there? 
S I think so. 
I What do you think it is? 
S Um… the smaller the power the smaller the wave. I am confusing myself. 
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Interview # 4 
Student # 1 
 
I What did you learn from the Slinky Activity? 
S It was a good example of a wave because he gave us a visual. I think it was a transverse 
wave. And it showed the compression. 
I Did the teacher show you two types of waves? 
S Yes. 
I Do you remember the name of the other wave? 
S I think it was compressional. 
I So you said the two types of waves are transverse and compressional? 
S Yes. 
I Which type is an electromagnetic wave? 
S I think transverse. 
I Is every electromagnetic wave a transverse wave. 
S I don’t know. 
I Which region of the electromagnetic spectrum has the most energy? 
S The right side. Gamma 
I Is this region harmful to humans and other organisms? 
S Very. 
I Does the region with more energy have a greater or smaller wavelength? 
S Smaller 
I How much smaller do you think a gamma wave is compared to a radio wave? 
S Seven times. 
I Are radio waves harmful to living organisms? 
S No 
I What evidence is there to support that? 
S They go by you all the time. 
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Interview # 4 
Student # 2 
 
 
I What did you learn from the Slinky activity? 
S I learned how sound travels in a longitudinal wave. 
I Does gamma and radio differ? 
S Radio waves have long wavelengths and move slow in comparison to gamma and 
gamma moves real fast. 
I You mentioned longitudinal waves, what was the other type of wave you talked about? 
S Transverse 
I What is the difference between those two waves? 
S Transverse waves move perpendicular and longitudinal waves move with the wave. 
I Which type is an electromagnetic wave? 
S I think it is transverse. 
I Is every electromagnetic wave that type of wave? 
S I am not sure if they are all that type of wave, but I know they are all the same kind of 
wave. 
I What region of the electromagnetic spectrum is harmful to humans? 
S The end near gamma rays. 
I Does that region with high energy have small or large wavelengths? 
S Small. 
I I wonder why something with small wavelengths could be so harmful? 
S Because they are moving so fast. 
I How much smaller do you think a gamma wave is compared to a radio wave? 
S Radio wave is the size of a football field and gamma would be the size of a protein. 
I How much energy do you think gamma rays have compared to radio waves? 
S Um… Thousands more 
I Are radio waves harmful to living organisms? 
S No 
I What evidence is there to support that? 
S There are radio towers everywhere. We are probably getting hit with radio waves right 
now. 
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Interview # 4 
Student # 4 
 
I What did you learn from the Slinky activity ? 
S It showed us the different waves. 
I Do you remember the two types of waves? 
S Longitudinal and transverse. 
I Which one is the electromagnetic wave? 
S Transverse 
I Is every region of the electromagnetic spectrum a transverse wave? 
S No 
I What region has the most energy on the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S I think it is gamma rays. 
I Do you think that gamma is harmful to humans? 
S Um… yes 
I Does that region have a lot of energy or little energy? 
S A lot. 
I How much smaller is a gamma wave compared to a radio wave? 
S Radio waves are compared to a soccer field or house and gamma was compared to a 
germ. 
I How much more energy do you think that gamma has? 
S A lot more. 
I Are radio waves harmful to living things? 
S Not sure 
I What makes you say that? 
S Microwaves are harmful and they are only one step above radio waves. 
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Interview #4 
Student # 6 
 
 
 I What did you learn from the Slinky activity ? 
S Longitudinal and transverse. One goes up and down and one goes sideways. 
S Transverse goes sideways. 
I What type of wave is an electromagnetic wave? Is it transverse or longitudinal? 
S I don’t know. 
I What is the difference between a gamma ray and a radio wave? 
S Gamma is a lot stronger. 
I Anything else? 
S Not that I know of. 
I Which wave or type of radiation has the most energy? [gives illustration of 
electromagnetic spectrum] 
S Radio waves 
I Do you think that that region is harmful to humans? 
S No 
I The region with the most energy you said is radio waves. What region has the lowest 
energy? 
S Gamma 
I Are gamma rays smaller or bigger than radio waves? 
S Smaller 
I How much smaller? Do you remember what image they compared them to on the 
illustrated electromagnetic spectrum? 
S No 
I How much more energy do you think gamma rays have compared to radio waves?  
S [no response] 
I Are radio waves harmful to living things? 
S They probably can be. 
I How? 
S Maybe how loud it is. 
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Interview #4  
Student # 3 
 
 
I What did you learn from the Slinky activity ? 
S We learned about longitudinal and transverse waves. 
I Did you guys simulate radio waves and gamma rays on the slinky? 
S Yes 
I What was the difference? 
S Radio waves were longer and came less frequently and gamma rays were closer 
together. 
I What type of wave is an electromagnetic wave? 
S Transverse 
I Are they all transverse? 
S Yes 
I Which region has the greatest energy? 
S Gamma as well as highest frequency. 
I Do you think that it is harmful to living organisms? 
S Yes 
I How much smaller do you think a gamma ray is compared to a radio wave? 
I Do you remember the electromagnetic spectrum with the pictures on it? 
S The radio wave is like a football field and gamma rays are so small you can not even 
see it. 
I How much energy do you think gamma rays have compared to radio waves? 
S A lot because radio waves are the least frequent. 
I Do you think radio waves are harmful to living things? 
S No 
I What evidence is there to support that? 
S You use radio waves for FM and AM radio and it does not really hurt you. There is not 
enough frequency to harm you. 
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Interview #4 
Student # 5 
 
I What did you learn from the Slinky activity ? 
S I was absent for that activity. 
I What are the two types of waves? 
S I do not know. 
I Do you know what type of wave an electromagnetic wave is? 
S It is the one that goes up and down. I do not remember what it is called. 
I How does a gamma ray differ from a radio wave? 
S Gamma is a lot stronger and more powerful. 
I Which wave has more energy, gamma or radio? 
[student is given the electromagnetic spectrum diagram as a reference] 
S Radio waves. 
I Why? 
S Because it has the longer wave line. 
I Do you think radio waves are harmful to humans? 
S I do not think so. 
I What evidence is there of that? 
S I don’t know how you could even get in contact with them. 
I How much smaller is a gamma ray compared to a radio wave? 
I You may want to refer back to the electromagnetic spectrum diagram with the images 
that showed relative sizes of the waves. 
S I don’t really know. 
I How much energy do you think a gamma ray has compared to a radio wave? 
S A gamma wave has a lot more energy because radio waves are just like… I don’t really 
know how to explain it, but I do know that gamma rays are stronger. 
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Interview #5 
Student # 5 
 
I What did you learn from the calculation investigation? 
S I was really confused about that. I did not understand the powers of the numbers and 
stuff like that. 
I What do these numbers represent? [points to frequency and wavelength numbers on the 
electromagnetic spectrum diagram] 
S These are frequency on the bottom. 
I What about the numbers on top? 
S The wavelength. 
I This chart helps, right. 
S Yes. 
I What are the units for frequency? 
S Power? 
I What are the units for wavelength? 
S Meters I think.  
I What do the symbols in this equation represent?[shows speed of light equation] 
S This is wave. [points to lambda] But I do not know what the others are. 
I What about this equation? [energy equation] 
S  E is energy. That is all I know on that one. 
I Would you rank the numbers in scientific notation from smallest to largest. 
[gives list of numbers in scientific notation] 
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Interview #5 
Student # 1 
 
I The numbers above and below the electromagnetic spectrum were put in a certain 
format. What were those numbers called? 
S Scientific notation. 
I What units are used for wavelength? 
S Um… meters 
I What are the units for frequency? 
S Hertz 
I What do you calculate from this equation? [shows energy equation] 
S Light 
I What about it. The what of light? 
S Energy of light? 
I What do we use this equation to calculate? [shows speed of light equation] 
S Energy 
S No wait that is the speed of light.  
I What did you learn about the calculation investigation table? 
S Um… I did not really understand it. 
I On this sheet of paper, rank these from smallest to largest. 
[gives student list of numbers in scientific notation – students performs task] 
I If you multiply wavelength times frequency, what value does it give you? 
S The velocity. 
I Is that true for every region. Could you go down the whole spectrum, multiply 
wavelength and frequency to get velocity? 
S Yes 
I Did it surprise you that it is the same number. 
S Not really. 
I Can you explain the inverse relationship between wavelength and frequency? 
S The higher the wavelength , the lower the frequency. 
I If you increase the frequency of an electromagnetic wave? 
S The wavelength decreases. 
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Interview #5 
Student # 2 
 
I What do these numbers represent?  
S Frequency of a wavelength? 
I What units are they usually in? 
S Scientific notation and Hertz 
I What does this equation represent? 
S Speed of light. 
I And this one? [shows energy equation] 
S Energy is equal to h times velocity. 
I You guys had a lot of confusion with this v because we tend to think that is velocity, but 
it is actually frequency? 
S Yes, that is what confused us on the calculation investigation activity. 
I Would you rank these numbers from smallest to largest. [gives list of numbers in 
scientific notation] 
I If you had two numbers, one that is frequency and one that is wavelength, could you 
multiply them on the calculator and tell me what you get. 
S [gives answer] 
I What region of the spectrum does that correspond with? 
S Microwave 
I Now try these two numbers. 
[student performs task] 
S I got the same number. 
I Does that surprise you? 
S Yes 
I What do you think that number is? 
S Hey that was one of the equations you showed me earlier. 
S The speed of light. 
I So when you multiply the speed times the frequency, you are going to get the speed of 
the wave. 
S And they are all the same. 
I What kind of a relationship is this? 
S Inverse. 
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Interview #5 
Student # 6  
 
I What do these numbers represent on the electromagnetic spectrum? 
S Frequency. 
I What about the ones on top. 
S Energy 
I What are the units of wavelength? 
S meters 
I And what about frequency. 
S I think meters per second. No wait… hertz 
I Do you remember this equation? 
S Isn’t that speed of light. 
I Yes. 
I What is this symbol? [points to lambda] 
S Wavelength 
I What is v? 
S Velocity. 
I Now what about this equation, E = hv ? 
I What does E stand for? 
S I do not know. 
I What did you learn form the calculations in this activity? 
I Were comfortable doing them or was it still kind of vague? 
S I did not get it at all. 
[gives student wavelength and frequency in scientific notation and asks student to 
multiply them] 
I Does that number look familiar to you? Three times ten to the eighth? 
S Speed of light. 
I We did this calculation for radio waves and we are saying that it is the speed of light.     
I  Does that surprise you? 
S [no response] 
[attempts the same calculation with a different region] 
I Same number huh? 
S Yes 
I Would you rank the numbers in scientific notation from smallest to largest? 
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Interview #5 
Student # 3 
 
I What did you learn from the calculation investigation? 
S It was really hard to figure out how to do it. I did not get it. 
I What confused you about it? 
S I did not understand how to calculate all the numbers. 
I What does this equation represent [ speed of light equation] 
S c stands for the speed of light. That little symbol is the wavelength. V is for velocity. 
I What about this equation, what is E? 
S E is for energy. V is velocity in that one; and I can not remember what h is for. 
[would you rank the numbers in scientific notation from smallest to largest] 
I What do these numbers represent? [gives electromagnetic spectrum] 
S Frequency. 
I And these numbers? 
S Wavelength. 
I What units are wavelength in? 
S Meters 
I What is the unit for frequency? 
S Waves per second. 
[gives student wavelength and frequency in scientific notation and asks student to 
multiply them] 
S Three times ten to the eighth. 
I What region of the spectrum is that in? 
S Radio 
I What is that number, three times ten to the eighth? 
S It is um wavelength. 
[repeats activity using gamma region] 
I How can two regions give you the same number? 
S I have no idea. 
I Does it surprise you that it is the same number? 
S Yes 
S Maybe it is the speed. 
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Interview #5 
Student # 4 
 
I What do these numbers represent?  
S You times the time like atomic number. 
I These two equations. What does the first equation represent? What is it used for? 
S Not sure about the c, but I know one is wavelength and the other is velocity. 
I What does the E stand for in this equation?  
S Energy 
I What does the v stand for. 
S Probably frequency. 
I Would you rank these numbers from smallest to largest. [gives list of numbers in 
scientific notation] 
I [Asks student to multiply wavelength times frequency with a calculator] 
[student performs task] 
I What is that number in scientific notation? 
S 3.0 times ten to the eighth. 
I Does that number look familiar to you? 
S Yes. 
I What is it? 
S Speed of light. 
I How can the speed of a radio wave be the same as the speed of light? 
I Does it surprise you that it is the same? 
S No 
I Can you explain the inverse relationship between wavelength and frequency? 
S No 
[student does understand that wavelength and frequency change through the spectrum] 
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APPENDIX T 
 
APPLICATION FOR EXEMPTION FROM IRB OVERSIGHT 
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APPENDIX U 
RESULTS TABLES  
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Table U1 
Pre-survey Results for Case Study Students  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
# of 
correctly 
sequenced 
waves 
# of correct 
region 
descriptions 
Regions 
correctly 
described 
# of correct 
occurrences 
indicated 
Regions for 
which 
correct 
occurrences 
are 
indicated 
# of 
correct 
uses 
identified 
Regions 
with 
correctly 
identified 
uses 
S1 3 1 visible 0 -- 3 x-ray 
microwave 
radio 
S2 1 1 ultraviolet 6 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
x-ray 
6 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
x-ray 
gamma  
S3 2 3 microwave 
visible 
light 
gamma ray 
0 -- 6 radio 
microwave 
visible 
ultraviolet 
x-ray 
gamma 
S4 1 3 x-ray 
microwave 
radio 
0 -- 4 x-ray 
microwave 
radio 
visible 
S5 1 1 x-ray 1 x-ray 2 microwaves 
visible 
S6 1 0 -- 2 x-ray 
ultraviolet 
3 x-ray 
infrared 
ultraviolet 
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Table U2 
Post-survey Results for Case Study Students  
 
 
 
 
# of 
correctly 
sequenced 
waves 
# of correct 
region 
descriptions 
Regions 
correctly 
described 
# of correct 
occurrences 
indicated 
Regions for 
which 
correct 
occurrences 
are 
indicated 
# of 
correct 
uses 
identified 
Regions 
with 
correctly 
identified 
uses 
S1 5 6 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
gamma 
6 microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
6 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
 
S2 7 7 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
7 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
7 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
S3 7 7 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
4 infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
gamma 
6 radio 
microwave 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
S4 7 7 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
3 microwave 
ultraviolet 
gamma 
6 radio 
microwave 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
S5 4 0 -- 5 radio 
infrared 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
 
7 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
S6 7 7 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
5 Radio 
Infrared 
Visible 
Ultraviolet 
X ray 
7 radio 
microwave 
infrared 
visible 
ultraviolet 
X ray 
gamma 
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Table U3 
Pretest Results – Percent Correct Categorized By Topic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Properties of 
Waves 
Identification 
and Sequence 
of EM waves 
Inverse 
Relationships 
Real Life 
Application 
Calculations 
S1 40 100 100 80 75 
S2 60 83 100 60 75 
S3 60 33 25 40 50 
S4 0 17 75 40 25 
S5 60 33 0 40 0 
S6 20 33 25 60 25 
Treatment 
Group 
46 43 59 60 31 
Comparison 
Group 
44 36 61 54 31 
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Table U4 
Posttest Results – Percent Correct Categorized By Topic 
 
 
Properties of 
Waves 
Identification 
and Sequence 
of EM waves 
Inverse 
Relationships 
Real Life 
Application 
Calculations 
S1 40 83 100 100 25 
S2 100 100 100 100 50 
S3 20 83 100 80 50 
S4 20 83 25 100 50 
S5 80 83 50 100 0 
S6 60 100 75 100 50 
Treatment 
Group 
58 83 80 88 33 
Comparison 
Group 
35 46 87 69 33 
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Table U5 
Summary of Formative Quiz Results for Case Study Students 
 
 Formative Quiz 1 Formative Quiz 2 Formative Quiz 3 
S1 90% 100% 20% 
S2 100% 90% 80% 
S3 60% 50% 30% 
S4 80% 80% 40% 
S5 30% 50% 10% 
S6 80% 60% 60% 
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Table U6 
Number of Electromagnetic Waves Properly Identified As Well As Waves Mistakenly 
Identified As Electromagnetic Waves in Interview One (Pretreatment) 
 
Student # EM Waves 
Correctly 
Identified 
% EM Waves  
Correctly 
Identified 
# Waves 
Mistakenly 
Identified 
% of Total 
Waves 
Mistakenly 
Identified 
S1 3 43 1 6.7 
S2 7 100 1 6.7 
S3 2 28.5 3 20 
S4 4 57 2 13 
S5 2 28.5 5 33 
S6 4 57 4 26.6 
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Table U7 
ESLR Ranking as Study Progressed 
 
 Interview 
One 
Interview 
Two 
Interview 
Three 
Interview 
Four 
Interview 
Five 
Net Gain 
S1 1 2 2 3 4 3 
S2 1 3 3 4 5 4 
S3 1 2 2 3 3 2 
S4 1 2 2 2 3 2 
S5 1 1 1 1 2 1 
S6 1 2 2 3 4 3 
Average 1 2 2 2.67 3.50 2.50 
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Table U8 
Summary of Data Comparisons Using Student’s t-tests 
 
Type of data analyzed  t p 
Comparison group pretest versus posttest 
-0.76 0.45 
Treatment group pretest versus posttest 
-2.56* 0.014 
Comparison group posttest to treatment group 
posttest 
1.845 0.071 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for  property 
of waves category 
0.68 0.53 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for 
identification and sequence category 
5.02** 0.004 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for inverse 
relationships category 
2.43 0.093 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for real life 
application category 
2.20 0.092 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for 
calculations category 
0.0 1 
Comparison group pre- versus post test for property 
of waves category 
0.555 0.608 
Comparison group pre- versus post test for 
identification and sequence category 
0.680 0.528 
Comparison group pre- versus post test for inverse 
relationships category 
2.49 0.08 
Comparison group pre- versus post test for real life 
application category 
0.386 0.7189 
Comparison group pre- versus post test for 
calculations category 
-1.57 0.215 
 
*p < .05. **p < .01. 
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Table U9 
Data Analyzed Using Cohen’s d 
 
Categories measured by Cohen’s d d 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for wave properties 0.54c 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for identification and sequence 2.00c 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for inverse relationship 1.60c 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for real life application 0.89c 
Treatment group pre- versus post test for calculations 0.0a 
aSmall effect size. bMedium effect size. cLarge effect size 
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APPENDIX V 
 
SAMPLES OF STUDENT WORK 
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Student 1 Work Samples 
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Student 2 Work Samples 
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Student 3 Work Samples 
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Student 4 Work Samples 
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Student 5 Work Samples 
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Student 6 Work Samples 
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APPENDIX W 
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM DIAGRAM GRADED RUBRICS 
 
Table W1.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Fundamentals of Physics, Semat, 1951. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading    x  
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
 x    
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average score = 0.8 
 
Table W1.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Fundamentals of Physics, Semat, 1951. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
    x 
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
   x  
 
 
Average score = 0.8 
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Table W1.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Fundamentals of Physics, Semat, 1951. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average score = 1.6 
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Table W2.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Dull et al., 1955. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading    x  
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average standards-based score = 0.6 
 
Table W2.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Dull et al., 1955. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
   x  
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
   x  
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
 x    
 
Average teacher-based score = 1.8 
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Table W2.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Dull et al., 1955. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
x     
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
 x    
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte-based score = 2.8 
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Table W3.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source:  Modern Physics, Dull, Metcalfe, and Williams, 1964. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
 x    
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
   x  
 
Average Standards-based score = 1.4 
 
Table W3.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Dull, Metcalfe, and Williams, 1964. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
   x  
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
 x    
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
   x  
 
 
 
Average Teacher-based score = 1.6 
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Table W3.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Dull, Metcalfe, and Williams, 1964. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
    x 
 
Average Tufte-based score = 1.0 
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Table W4.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source:  Principles of Physics, Bueche, 1965 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based score = 0.8 
 
Table W4.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Physics, Bueche, 1965 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
   x  
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
 
Average Teacher-based score = 1.8 
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Table W4.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Physics, Bueche, 1965 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color   x   
Secondary 
Elements 
 x    
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
 x    
Background 
Field 
  x   
 
Average Tufte-based score = 2.6 
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Table W5.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physical Science: A Modern Approach, Bickel, Eigenfeld, and Hogg, 1966. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading x     
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based score = 1.2 
 
Table W5.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physical Science: A Modern Approach, Bickel, Eigenfeld, and Hogg, 1966. 
 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
  x   
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
  x   
 
 
 
Average Teacher-based score = 1.2 
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Table W5.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physical Science: A Modern Approach, Bickel, Eigenfeld, and Hogg, 1966. 
 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
   x  
 
Average Tufte-based score = 1.0 
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Table W6.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Foundations of Physical Science, Ramsey, Phillips, and Watenpaugh, 1967. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based score =  0.6 
 
Table W6.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Foundations of Physical Science, Ramsey, Phillips, and Watenpaugh, 1967. 
 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
    x 
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
 
Average Teacher-based score = 1.6 
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Table W6.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Foundations of Physical Science, Ramsey, Phillips, and Watenpaugh, 1967. 
 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
 x    
Background 
Field 
   x  
 
Average Tufte-based score = 1.2 
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Table W7.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics, Atkins, 1967. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading x     
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
  x   
 
Average Standards-based score = 1.4 
 
Table W7.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics, Atkins, 1967. 
 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
  x   
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
    x 
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
 x    
 
 
 
Average Teacher-based score = 1.0 
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Table W7.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics, Atkins, 1967. 
 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color   x   
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
   x  
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte-based score = 1.6 
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Table W8.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Metcalfe, Trinklein, and Lefler, 1968. 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
 x    
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
   x  
 
Average Standards-based score =  1.4 
 
Table W8.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Metcalfe, Trinklein, and Lefler, 1968. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
   x  
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
 x    
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
   x  
 
 
 
Average Teacher-based score = 1.6 
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Table W8.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Metcalfe, Trinklein, and Lefler, 1968. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
    x 
 
Average Tufte-based score = 1.0 
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Table W9.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Fundamentals of Physical Science, Krauskopf and Beiser, 1971. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading x     
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based Score = 1.2 
 
Table W9.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Fundamentals of Physical Science, Krauskopf and Beiser, 1971. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
   x  
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 1.2 
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Table W9.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Fundamentals of Physical Science, Krauskopf and Beiser, 1971. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 1.8 
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Table W10.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Science, Heimler and Neal, 1971. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
   x  
 
Average Standards-based Score = 0.6 
 
Table W10.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Science, Heimler and Neal, 1971. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
  x   
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
  x   
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 1.2 
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Table 10.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Science, Heimler and Neal, 1971. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color   x   
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
  x   
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 2.2 
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Table W11.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Murphy and Smoot, 1972. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based Score = .4 
 
Table W11.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Murphy and Smoot, 1972. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
   x  
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
  x   
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 2.2 
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Table W11.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Murphy and Smoot, 1972. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
  x   
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte-based Rubric = 1.8 
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Table W12.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physical Science Today, Sands, Kolenkow, Wetherill, and Choppin, 1973. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
  x   
 
Average Standards-based Score = 0.8 
 
Table W12.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physical Science Today, Sands, Kolenkow, Wetherill, and Choppin, 1973. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
x     
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
  x   
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
  x   
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 2.0 
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Table W12.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physical Science Today, Sands, Kolenkow, Wetherill, and Choppin, 1973. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
  x   
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
   x  
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 1.2 
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Table W13.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Concepts In Physics: A High School Physics Program, Miller, Dillon, and Smith, 
1974 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading x     
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based Score = 1.2 
 
Table W13.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Concepts In Physics: A High School Physics Program, Miller, Dillon, and Smith, 
1974 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
Average Teacher-based Score  = 2.4 
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Table W13.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Concepts In Physics: A High School Physics Program, Miller, Dillon, and Smith, 
1974 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
 x    
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 2.4 
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Table W14.1 
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: A Modern Perspective, Hood, 1975. 
  
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based Rubric = .4 
 
Table W14.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: A Modern Perspective, Hood, 1975. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
 x    
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
  x   
 
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 1.6 
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Table W14.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: A Modern Perspective, Hood, 1975. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
  x   
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 1.8 
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Table W15.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Trinklein, and Metcalfe, 1976. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
 x    
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
  x   
 
Average Standards-Based Score = 1.8 
 
Table W15.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Trinklein, and Metcalfe, 1976. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
   x  
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
    x 
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 1.8 
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Table W15.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Trinklein, and Metcalfe, 1976. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
  x   
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
    x 
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 1 
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Table W16.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1976. 
   
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards Based Score = 0.2 
 
Table W16.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1976. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
  x   
Quantitative 
Relationship 
  x   
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W16.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1976. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W17.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Trinklein, and Metcalfe, 1980. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
 x    
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
  x   
 
Average Standards-Based Score = 1.8 
 
Table W17.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Trinklein, and Metcalfe, 1980. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
   x  
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
    x 
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 1.8 
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Table W17.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Trinklein, and Metcalfe, 1980. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
  x   
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
    x 
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 1 
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Table W18.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Murphy and Smoot, 1982. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based Score = .4 
 
Table W18.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Murphy and Smoot, 1982. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 2.4 
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Table W18.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Murphy and Smoot, 1982. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color x     
Secondary 
Elements 
 x    
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
x     
Background 
Field 
  x   
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 3.2 
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Table W19.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Science of the Physical Creation, Steele, 1983 
    
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
   x  
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
   x  
 
Average Standards Based Score = 1.2 
 
Table W19.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Science of the Physical Creation, Steele, 1983 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
   x  
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
 x    
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 3.0 
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Table W19.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Science of the Physical Creation, Steele, 1983 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 1.4 
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Table W20.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Physics, Blatt, 1983 
   
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards Based Score = 0.4 
 
Table W20.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Physics, Blatt, 1983 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
   x  
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
   x  
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 1.6 
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Table W20.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Physics, Blatt, 1983 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 1.6 
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Table W21.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Building a Worldview, Wheeler and Kirkpatrick, 1983. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based Score = .4 
 
Table W21.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Building a Worldview, Wheeler and Kirkpatrick, 1983. 
 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
  x   
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 2.4 
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Table W21.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Building a Worldview, Wheeler and Kirkpatrick, 1983. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 1.4 
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Table W22.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Trinklein, and Metcalfe, 1984. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
 x    
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
  x   
 
Average Standards-Based Score = 1.8 
 
Table W22.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Trinklein, and Metcalfe, 1984. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
   x  
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
    x 
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 1.8 
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Table W22.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Williams, Trinklein, and Metcalfe, 1984. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
  x   
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
    x 
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 1 
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Table W23.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Science: Book Two, Heimler, 1986 
   
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
 x    
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards Based Score = 0.6 
 
Table W23.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Science: Book Two, Heimler, 1986 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
   x  
Quantitative 
Relationship 
   x  
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 1.4 
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Table W23.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Principles of Science: Book Two, Heimler, 1986 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color   x   
Secondary 
Elements 
 x    
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 2.6 
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Table W24.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Its Methods and Meanings, Taffel, 1986 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards-based Score = .2 
 
Table W24.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Its Methods and Meanings, Taffel, 1986 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
   x  
 
 
Average Teacher-based Score = 1.2 
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Table W24.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Its Methods and Meanings, Taffel, 1986 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
  x   
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
   x  
 
Average Tufte-based Score = 1.6 
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Table W25.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Murphy, Hollon, and Zitzewitz, 1986. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading  x    
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
   x  
 
Average Standards-based Score = 1 
 
 
Table W25.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Murphy, Hollon, and Zitzewitz, 1986. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
   x  
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
   x  
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
    x 
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
   x  
 
 
Average Teacher-based Score = .6 
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Table W25.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Murphy, Hollon, and Zitzewitz, 1986. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
    x 
Background 
Field 
   x  
 
Average Tufte-based Score = .8 
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Table W26.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1987 
   
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards Based Score = 0.2 
 
Table W26.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1987 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
  x   
Quantitative 
Relationship 
  x   
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W26.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1987 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W27.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1989 
   
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards Based Score = 0.2 
 
Table W27.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1989 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
  x   
Quantitative 
Relationship 
  x   
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W27.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1989 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W28.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Trinklein ,1992 
  
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
  x   
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
  x   
 
Average Standards Based Score = 1.4 
 
Table W28.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source:  Modern Physics, Trinklein ,1992 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
   x  
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
    x 
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W28.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Modern Physics, Trinklein ,1992 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color     x 
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
    x 
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 1.4 
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Table W29.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1993 
   
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards Based Score = 0.2 
 
Table W29.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1993 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
  x   
Quantitative 
Relationship 
  x   
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W29.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1993 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W30.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles with Applications, Giancoli, 1995 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading   x   
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
    x 
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards Based Score = 0.4 
 
Table W30.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles with Applications, Giancoli, 1995  
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 2.4 
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Table W30.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles with Applications, Giancoli, 1995 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color   x   
Secondary 
Elements 
 x    
Sequence of 
Data 
x     
Design 
Consistency 
 x    
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 3.0 
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Table W31.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1997 
   
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
   x  
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average Standards Based Score = 0.2 
 
Table W31.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1997 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
  x   
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
  x   
Quantitative 
Relationship 
  x   
 
 
 
Average Teacher Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W31.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Conceptual Physics, Hewitt, 1997 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color    x  
Secondary 
Elements 
  x   
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte Based Score = 1.8 
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Table W32.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Calculus, Hecht, 2000. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
   x  
Constancy 
and Change 
    x 
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
  x   
 
Average score = 0.6 
 
Table W32.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Calculus, Hecht, 2000. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
   x  
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
Average score = 1.8 
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Table W32.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Calculus, Hecht, 2000. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color   x   
Secondary 
Elements 
 x    
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
 x    
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average score = 2.8 
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Table W33.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics for Scientists and Engineers, Serway and Beichner, 2000. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
 x    
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average score = 0.6 
 
Table W33.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics for Scientists and Engineers, Serway and Beichner, 2000. 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
 x    
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
x     
 
 
 
 
Average score = 2.2 
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Table W33.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics for Scientists and Engineers, Serway and Beichner, 2000. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color   x   
Secondary 
Elements 
 x    
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average score = 2.6 
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Table W34.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics, Serway and Faughn, 2002. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading  x    
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
  x   
Size and 
Scale 
    x 
Source and 
History 
    x 
 
Average score = 1.0 
 
Table W34.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics, Serway and Faughn, 2002. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
  x   
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
   x  
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
    x 
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
    x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
 x    
 
 
Average score = 1.2 
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Table W34.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics, Serway and Faughn, 2002. 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color   x   
Secondary 
Elements 
   x  
Sequence of 
Data 
   x  
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average score = 1.8 
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Table W35.1  
Standards Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Zitzewitz, 2002. 
 
 
Category  4 3 2 1 0 
Title/Heading     x 
Interactions 
of Matter and 
Energy 
    x 
Constancy 
and Change 
    x 
Size and 
Scale 
x     
Source and 
History 
  x   
 
Average Standards Based Score = 1.2 
 
 
Table W35.2 
Teacher Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Zitzewitz, 2002 
 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Real Life 
Application 
    x 
Use of 
Standard 
Units 
x     
Comparative 
Display of 
Regions 
x     
Illustration 
of Inverse 
Relationship 
 x   x 
Quantitative 
Relationship 
 x    
 
Average Teacher- Based Score = 2.8 
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Table W35.3 
Tufte-Based Rubric 
Source: Physics: Principles and Problems, Zitzewitz, 2002 
 
Category 4 3 2 1 0 
Color x     
Secondary 
Elements 
 x    
Sequence of 
Data 
 x    
Design 
Consistency 
  x   
Background 
Field 
 x    
 
Average Tufte-Based Score = 3 
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VITA 
 
 James’s educational background includes a bachelor of science degree in science 
education (May, 1994) and a master of education degree (May, 1999), both of which 
were received from The University of Southwestern Louisiana in Lafayette, Louisiana. 
His work experience includes 14 years as a public high school science teacher. The first 
11 years of his teaching career were in the state of Louisiana while the last three years 
were in the state of Tennessee. James served as the science department chair for the past 
11 years in the Louisiana public school system and the Tennessee public school system. 
 During his years in education, James has served on School Improvement 
committees that helped to develop an effective assessment strategy for the school system. 
He was a member of the National Science Teacher’s Association as well as the National 
Association for Research in Science Teaching. James has received teaching awards from 
the American Legion Post 77 as well as the Tandy Technology Scholars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
